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OPEN TILL 
6 P.M. SATURDAYS 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION September, 1957 

PREMIER RADIO COMPANY 
Regd.l B. H. MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD 

(Dept. P.T.9) 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2 

800 these PREMIER Tftrl/lnSO 

SEND 2!d. STAMP 
FOR OUR 1957 
CATALOGUE 

SPENCER -WEST 
TYPE 80 16.5. 0 

CONVERTER * B.B.C. or Commercial 
Programmes at the 
touch of a switch. * Builr -in power supply 
for 200/250 v. A.C. * Size 6(in. x 4in. x 
3;in. wice. * Guaranteed for 12 
months. 

SPENCER -WEST PATTERNING REMOVAL 
UNIT TYPE 54. Works with any Band 3 converter 
unit and completely removes patterning 
caused by Band I breakthrough. Price 25!- plus 1/6 pkg. & carr .7 

Telephone 
AMBASSADOR 4033 
PADDINGTON 3271 

2,94 
OR WITH THE NEW TURRET 

TUNER 133.7. II 
PLUS COST OF C.R.T. 

These Televisors use a double wound mains 
transformer which gives you complete safety 
from contact with the mains supply when 
handling the chassis or controls. 

MAY BE EASILY BUILT IN 5 SEPARATE UNITS 
FULL CONSTRUCTION DETAILS AVAILABLE. INSTRUCTION BOOK 
3/6 POST FREE INCLUDES BOTH DESIGNS. 

CONSOLE CABINETS with full length doors for 14in., 16ín, and 17in. 
tubes. PRICE E14.14.0. H.P. Terms : Deposit E7.7.6 and 9 monthly 
payments of 18/6. CONSOLE CABINETS, half door, still available at 
E12.12.0. H.P. Terms : Deposit E6.6.0 and 8 monthly payments of 18/3. 

On above cabinets add 21/- for pkg. and carr. 

WHYbuy surplus or reconditioned cubes when these Fully Guar - f11 anteed Wide Angle Tubes are available f The latest type 17in. 
Rectangular Tube MW43'64 by Telefunken at E17 (inc. tax) post and packing 
21.- extra. 

MAKE SOUND JOINTS SIMPLY 

BY USING Multicore 
ERSIN MULTICORE 

Contains 5 cores of 
extra- active, non -corrosive 

Ersin Flux. Prevents oxidation 
and cleans surface oxides. 

SIZE 1 CARTON 

5 - 
HANDYMAN'S 

CARTON 
Suitable for 200 CA 
average joints. U 

7! 

n,,,'r. 

HOME CONSTRUCTORS 
2f6 PACK 

In addition to the well -known 
Home Constructors Pack (con- 
taining 19ft. of 18 s.w.g. 
60/40 alloy) a similar 
pack is now avail- 
able containing 
40ft. of 22 s.w.g. 
60/40 alloy 
especially suitable 
for printed circuits. 

Wherever precision soldering 
is essential, manufacturers, 
engineers and handymen rely 
on MULTICORE. There's a 
MULTICORE SOLDIR just made 
for the job you have in hand. 
Here are some of them. 

ARAX MULTICORE 
FOR METAL FABRICATION 

(Not )vire -to -tag joints) 
Contains 2 cores 
of Arax flux. Flux 
residue is easily 
removed with 
water. 
SIZE 8 CARTON 

51- \,6 
Hgndymans Carton 6d 

BIB WIRE STRIPPER 

AND CUTTER 
Strips insulation 
without nicking Wire 
Cut, wire cleanly, 
splits extruded 
flex 316 each 

f)mreq,,. 

IIr, 

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD., 
MULTICORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS. (BOXMOOR 3638' 

.t 'L1 U OFrEIt 

This powerful 4- element, pre -assembled, widespaced, Band Ill 
beam aerial by a leading manufacturer. Supplied complete 
with cranked pole and wall fixing bracket, can also be loft 
mounrpd. Listed at 55;6. 

Our price, Brand New, in maker's 
sealed carton, 39/6. 

Identical to above complete with full chimney lashing kit, 
46/6. Limited number of 4- element aerials, head only, 25/ -. 
Terms : Cash with order or C.O.D. All 2- extra P. & F. 
Mail order only. 

G. C. EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. 
2, PARK ROW, LEEDS, I. 
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September, 1957 PRACTICAL TELEVISION 49 

NEW! ___ TEJYTt 
Of 
A 

MATEUR 
.W RADI MECHANICS 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Etc, Etc. 

411EMEEMO 

C®URSES 
EXP 

Áÿ® 
TECNNCI-pGY 

COMPLETE `'. 
IN 

SCIENCE .. , .. 

5 -valve 3 -wave 
c perhet circuit 

NEW. . completely up -to -date methods of giving instruction in a 
wide range of technical subjects specially designed and arranged for 
sell -study at home under the skilled guidance of our teaching staff. 

NEW. experimental outfits and lesson manuals are despatched 
on enrolment and remain the student's property. A tutor is allotted to 
each student for personal and individual tuition throughout the course. 
In the case of radio and television, specially prepared components are 
supplied which teach the basic electronic circuits (amplifiers, 
oscillators, detectors, etc.) and lead, by easy stages, to the complete 
design and servicing of modern commercial radio and television 
receivers. 
If you are studying for an examination, wanting a new hobby or 
interest, commencing a career in industry or running your own full - 
time or part -time business, these practical courses are ideal and may 
be yours for moderate cost. Send off the coupon to -day for a free 
Brochure and full details. There is no obligation whatsoever. 

The only Home Study 
College run by 
a World -wide 
industrial 
organisation. 

E 
E.M.I. 

MI,, *' Factories 
at Hayes. 

INSTITUTES 

SUBJECTS'; \ 
INCLUDE - 
RADIO SHORT WAVE RADIO 

TELEVISION MECHANICS CHEMISTRY 

PHOTOGRAPHY ELECTRICITY WOODWORK 

ELECTRICAL WIRING DRAUGHTSMANSHIP 

ART, etc. 

COURSES FROM 
15'- PER MONTH 

FILL IN COUPON 

E.M.I. INSTITUTES Depc.138X. London, W.4 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

AGE 
(if under 2 o I I w«. ;:.n,., , _ -IlI, ., 

SEPT.. 57 We shall not worry you with personal vis ü 

BLOCK 
CAPS 
PLEASE 

-/2 -, t n/ We., 41ae1`cr.e Voice ," /Ware-elf/phone etc. etc. 
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Pets 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION Septembar, 1957 

Signal Generator 
FOR BANDS I, 11 R 

Sole Proprietors and 
Manufacturers :- 

I See AVO hü NUnæniç or 

1 RADIO SHOW 
( Stand No. 62 
. I 

..ON FUNDAMENTALS 
The "AVO" Signal Generator Type III 

. -An inexpensive A.M. Siena) Generator of en- 
tirely new design. for the Service Engineer. 
Provides Six frequency bands -overing 150krs- 
2120M ' s. Ae -nrary 

156 kc s - SM kc;s 1 
S00 kit s - 1.6 Mc(s 
1.6 Mc s - 5.5 Mc-s 
5.5 Mc,s - 18 Mcls 
I0 Mc s- 70 Mc ;s 
70Mcs -220Mch 

Continuous wave or 
modulated at 
I.000c's. t- F. signal 
available for te_ct 
purposes. 

A new type of attenuatol enrmes close adhcr- 
enceof the output to the at u-nuat or calibra I ion. 
The instrument provides a ['wee output nt 
Omo', whilst the following outputs are 
available via the attenuator:- 

Minimum to 100 a V, x I, x 10, x 100, x 100i. 
Output impedances-Wt. 2611'? and 400!i. 

This instrument operates on 100-120. 200 -260v, 50 -60 c s 
A.C. mains. It is light and compact and employs double 
screening to ensure minimum radiation 
Full details available on request. 

AVO LTD. 
Formerly THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD. 
AVOCET MOUSE 92 -96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD LONDON S.W.1 Tel.: VlCtoria 3404 (9 Imes) 

CASH OR TERMS 
17" RECTANGULAR T.V. TUBES 14" LOOK ! 17" T.V. CHASSIS BARGAIN. E19.19,6 
. . 2 MONTHS GUARANTEE £5.10.0 

,nm, Irepl3trment.6 months progre, --hle 
yuallcv nl our tube,. Terms orCah - t.ur. nxv I I: 1 101 11 91tt 101n.. d2in. t.' 141.... 15m. luan. (ur 
FREE anden mans sets costs only I ., 

- giant pictures. 
,Pi . I% I. 14in.. 1:5in.. )din. T.V. Tubes £5. l'rri'ret. cc 

. I.\. Tt f6. ins.. Carr.. 156. 
N i Irr.5.r;0-. . . 

,at.hodeto heater :Mel ts. 15- wit .hburn-. 
. ,,ired. 

BEAUTIFUL EXTENSION SPEAKERS 29/9 
Complete fitted with 
Bin. P. \I. Speaker. 
-337.8." or "Good- 
mans' of the highest 
quality-. Std. : match- 
ing to any receiver 
2-5 ohms.) Flex and 

switch included. Un- 
repeatable at this 
prise. Monty he- I- 
guarantee if not inn 
plecely satisfied. I 

Carr.. 3 -. 

3itt P.%I.SIt \L1 It. 
the house i'onow that ntdin T.V. 
Complete with O.P. transïornu,l. 10-. P. & P. 131. 

ARGOSY PUSH PULL RADIO GRAM CHASSIS 139 6 

8 valve latest models 
3 w hand and gram. 
switched. Over 10 watts 
output. Full tone range, 
4 knot) controls. Size 12in. 

X Thin. X 7ün. Lesà valves 
2.EBF8h. 2 -EIA2. ECI -IRI. 
EBC41, E /.80. ENI:-4i. 
In".. Carr., 5 d. 

Open SATURDAY ail day. Send For FREE catalogue. 

Liverpool Street to Manor Park Station -10 minutes. 

17in. It alar 'Pubs 
on adau:- ir i <cis. All 
'- hannel- - It. R E T 
TUNER 50 - Valve 
line up 

- 'iSN7G, 
-6V6,EF51.2- ..IiL' -. ;Mhers 

61,18. EL3I. 7 -hy1s. Chas- 
sis size 11;in. v 141in. x 
Ilin. 12 Stt LATHS' 
GUARANTEE on tube. 
3 months gual . on valves 
and chassis. Complete 
and working- on any chan- 
nel 1 -3. I r:- vals-es. 
With 5 valves. 221.19.6. 
With all valves. 225.19.6. 
Ins. Carr.. 25 -i ìncl. tube). 

Drawing- 36 or FREE with order. Mate B.B.C. haunel - and 
LT. A. channel if Turret required,. 

14' T.Y. CHASSIS, TUBE AND SPEAKER. £13.19.6 
A'- above with 14in. round tuba Modified ready £cur Icing. Les, 
calves. a months' guarantee. With 5 valves. 215.19.8. with all 
valves £19.19.8. Its., Carr., 25 - iinrl. 'rube). TURRET TUNER 
50 - rznro. 

CONSTRUCTOR CHASSIS UNITS 
PUN I it I'.-U'k: AND AMPLIFIER. 198. O.P. '-tage 6V6 with 

- . Smoothed H.T. 350 v.. 2.50 m.a., 6.3 v. 5 a.. v. 3 a.. 0,3 v. 'titre tapped. Less valves. FREE drawing. Carr., 5 6. 
I I vu. I: \Si ?, 7 9. Including scanning coil. focus unit. etc. l.esc 

-lì EN drawing.. P. & P. 2 6. -I I I S t i ,v t ISIO' STRIP. 19 6. S het. Complete clvnn -t rip. 
BRIE drawing. P. & P.. 2 6. 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 
50- 0-3,50- g. äh m.a. 4 v. -I v. heaters., 2(10 -L2í0 c. Prim. ... 3 9 

3550-0-350 v. 80 m.a. 12 v.-4 v-. heaters. 200.280 V. Prim. ... 2 9 
280-0-280 c. 80 m.a. 6 v., 4 v.. 4 v. 200.250 v. Prim. ... 5 9 
Drop through type. Half shrouded. All above 2/3 no-t. 
425r0 -47a v.. 5 v. 6 a.. 6.3 v. 12a.. 6.:1v. h a., 200250 v.. 178. Si -Peened 
primary. P. & P. 2;6. 
O.P. TRANSFORMERS. 13. Standard size ohms,. Post 

1 - , 1 3 . 20 fort). P. &P. on 20.5 ti. 
1111:.4111'IIONE. 1.9. Single earphone and band. C -LR type. Ideal 
for crystal set+ extension on radio. etc. P. & P.. 13. 
Co-AX 1'.tu1.}:. 611. Yard. Good quality. Cut to ens length. 
t 8 post on 21 yds : 451- per 1110 yds. P. & P. 38. 

DUKE & CO. (P.T.) 
621 3, Rumford Rd., Manor Park, 

London. E.12 Phone ILFord 6001 3. 
(NOTE new phone number., 
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September, 1957 PRACTICAL TELEVISION 51 

BRAND NEW AND PERFECT 

16" METAL CONE C.R.T. 

AT ENORMOUS 
PRICE- SAVING 

Brief specfication : 6.3 v. heater, 
Ion trap. 14 kV. E.H.T. wide angle 

70 degrees, standard 38 mm. neck, duodecal 
base, magnetic focus and deflection. Length 
17 11116in. Gives large black and white picture 

11 x 14in. Unused in original cartons. GUARANTEED BY 

US FOR 3 MONTHS. Full data, connections and suggested 

time bases supplied with every Tube. 

LISTED AT £23.9.10. LASKY'S PRICE £8.9.6 
Carr. & Insur. 22/6 extra. 

Masks, Anti- Corona, Bases and Ion Traps available. 

SPECIAL OFFER OF 
BAND I -III 

TURRET TUNERS 
Covering Channels 8 -4 or 1 -9 
with provis'on for 10 more 
coil sets. 2 Mazda valves : 

30L1 cascode r.f. amp., 30C1 
triode /pentode f.c. I.F. output 
16 -19 Mc,'s, easily modified to 
other outputs. Complete 
with power supplies for 200- 
250 v. A.C.. valves, knob and 
circuit diagram. 
LASKY'S PRICE £5.17.6 

Post 316. 
Pric- without power unit, 99/6. 

SPECIAL OFFER OF 
VALRADIO 

12- CHANNEL TUNERS 
Limited quantity only. Type 
TP16FS. Brand new and un- 
used. Covers all channels 
Bands I and ' ll. 2 valves : 

PCC84 and FCF80, series 
heaters, I.F. output 16.20 
Mc /s. Complete with valves, 
dials, knobs and full instruc- 
tions. Listed at C6. 

LASKY'S PRICE 
Y4 
8 /_ a 

Post 3 6. 

WONDERFUL OFFER OF THE 
FAMOUS "CHAMPION " 
BAND III CONVERTERS 

A Mgt grade Con- 
verter cot erfng all 
Channels Bands I 
and III. BBC and 
1TV. L ses -1 cives 
PCC84. EF80 and U78 
rectifier. Incorpo- 
rates own power 
supply. In attractl vo 
cream plastic case. 
Few only. 
LISTED AT £10'10 - 

LASK 'I'S 
PR I('1: 79/6 

Pcst 5:- extra. s 

MAKER'S SURPLUS 
COMPONENT BARGAINS 

WIDE ANGLE 38 mm. 
Line E.H.T. trans., Ferrox- 

cube core. 9 -16 kV -25 

Scanning Coils, low imp 
line and frame 25 - 

Ferrox-cube cored Scanning . 

Coils and Line Output 
Trans., 10 -15 kV. Eí'51 
winding Line Trans. Com- 
plete with circuit dia- 
gram, the pair 50- 

Frame Output Transformer ti 8 
Scanning Coils low imp line 

and frame - 
176 

Frame or line block osc. 
transformer - - 

4'8 
Focus Magnets Ferrox -dure 19 6 
P.M. Focus Magnets, Iron 

19 8 Cored 
Duomag Focalisers 22 6 
300 m'a Smoothing- chokes 15.- 
Electromagnetic -focus coll. 

with combined scan -coils 25 - 

STANDARD 35 mm. 

Line Output Transformers, 
No. E.H.T 126 

line Output Transformers 
6.9 kV. E.H:T. and. 6.3 v 
winding. Ferroxcube 19'6 

Scanning coils: Low imp 
line, and frame 121 

Ditto by Igraniç 149 
Frame . or line blocking 

oscillator transformer 413 
Frame output transformer 7:6 
Focus Magnets 

Without Vernier 12'6 
With Vernier 176 

Focus coils. Electromag 12 6 
200 m Smoothing Chokes 10'6 

LASK1 ''S (HARROW ROAD) LTD. 
Ove:' .4t1 Day Saturday. Early Closing, Thurs. Mail Orders to Narrow Rd. 

42, ro rEmiA 1 COURT RAD. W.1. 370, RARRroeOAD. DnN TO , .9. ¿n Obk C 

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD. 
EMPRESS SERVICE qp 

THE VALVE SPECIALISTS 

C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHER ( 38, CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W.1 
BY LETTER. PHONE. OR WIRE, DESPATCHED 

PRImrose 9090 THE SAME AFTERNOON. ' 

FOR ONLY 66. EXTRA PER ORDER WE WILL 
INSURE YOUR VALVES AGAINST DAMAGE IN 
TRANSIT. ALL UNINSURED PARCELS AT 

CUSTOMERS' RISK. 
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Far atazHKiost 2día64líty 
'LECTROPACK' 

ETCHED FOIL ELECTROLYTICS 
The Constructor depends upon the reliability of the compo nent, 

he uses. The fact that so many designers specify T.C.C. Condensers 
is evidence of their supremacy. 

T.C.C. " Lectropack " Dry Electrolytic Condensers arc robust 
yet compact and employ ALL- ALUMINIUM non -corrosive 
internal construction. The range below is a useful guide to the 
types available. 

Capacity 
tLF. 

D.C. Volts 

Wkg. 
60 - 10O 

; 275 
60-250 

100 - 200 
100 350 
200 

60-100 
60 - 250 

100 - 100 
100-200 

60 450 
60 - 100 

Ripple Dimensions 
Current i 

in inches 

Surge Max. M/A L D 

325 

400 

550 

450 
530 
650 
450 
770 
S00 
S00 
5S0 
700 
450 
500 

T.C.C. 
Type No. 

List 
Price 

4; 
4; 

41 

3? 
4' 

I 

s 

3 

i 

CE 37 HE 
CE 60 HE 
CE 60 HEA 
CE IOLE 
CE 36 LE 
CE 36 LEB 
CE 60 LEB 
CE 36 LEA 
CE 60 LEA 
CE 38 PE 
CE 60 PE 

16/- 
28/- 
28f- 
1316 
24/- 

34/- 
26/- 
33/- 
14/. 
29/- 

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER 
List 140c contains the 

extended ronge. 

CO. LTD 
RADIO DIVISION: NORTH ACTON LONDON W 3 Telephone : ACOrn 0061 

BAND 3 T.V. CONVERTERS 
12 month.,' guarantee. 1/6 extra C.O.D. 

For all I.T.A. stations and all sets except Philips 
(see next column). 
State B.B.C. Pattern rejector fitted. All fully 
wired, aligned and ready for use. All with power 
pack, knobs, aerial switching, metal rectifier and 
2 valves ECC81. Direct switching from B.B.C. to 
I.T.A. Fine tuning on front. No drift. 
DON'T FIDDLE at the back of your set, our 
converters have rubber feet to stand on top where 
you can reach. 

£4.1.6 
( p. & P. 

2/6) 

With metal cabinet 
as illustrated. Stove 
enamel grey hammer 

1 C finish. 
Aül 

Or Walnut cabinet, 
£4.17.6, Lizard Rexine, £4.12.6 (p. & p. 2/6). 
Or chassis, i.e., less cabinet, £4 (p. & p. 2/6). 
Variable attenuator, 7/6 (p. & p. 1/ -). 
Aerial Splitter, 8/- (p. & p. 1 / -). 
Band I l l Aerials, mast mounting : Carr. Paid 

3- element, 27/- ; 5- element, 35/- ; 8- element, 55/ -. 
L' w -loss Co- axial, &l. yard. 
Tinted Perspex Screens (by I.C.1.). 

141-in. by 11 in., 6/6. Carr. paid. 
Our aerials are suitable for loft mounting. 

All Converters guaranteed for /2 months. 
Valves guaranteed for 3 months. 

HERE IT IS 
A SUPERB " ADD -ON " 

CONVERTER 
Designed and made by a 
world- famous organisation 
regardless of expense. Tun- 
able over the whole of 
Band I and Band III to give 
one Band I and two Band I l l 

stations at the turn of the switch. Acts as Two -valve Pre- 
amplifier on Band 1. Valves PCC84 and PCF.80. No 
drift. In Moulded Bakelite Cabinet, 8Iin. x 4 1in. x 6in. 
high. With full operating instructions. Built -in Power 
Pack added by us. Separate gain controls for I.T.A. and 
B.B.C. Not recommended for T.R.F. receivers, owing 
to danger of re- radiation by receiver. 

£5.5.0 (plus 2/6 p. & p.) C.O.D. 1/6 extra. 

CONVERTER available for Philips' receivers in the 
above bakelite case, complete with built -in power pack, 
at £5. 5. 0 pus 2/6 p. & p. C.O.D. 1.6 extra. All con- 
verters by return of post ; aerials by rail. 

A CHEAPER YET 
EFFICIENT BAND III 
CONVERTER in Walnut 
Cabinet, size 9in. x 6in. x 
51in. Available at £4.7.6 
(p. & p. 2/6, 1/6 C.O.D.). 
Chassis by another well - 
known T.V. manufacturer 
and incorporates Power Pack. Valves PCC84 and ECC81. 
Direct switching I.T.A. to B.B.C. 

THE CONVERTER PEOPLE - GLADSTONE RADIO 
3, CHURCH RD., REDFIELD, BRISTOL and 82B, HIGH ST., CAMBERLEY, SURREY 
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The Editor will be pleased lo consider 
rr:icles of a practical nature suitable 
for publication in "Practical Television." 
Such articles should be written on one 
side of the paper only, and should con- 
tain the name and address of the sender. 
it hi /t the Editor does not hold himself 
responsible for manuscripts, every effort 
will be made to return them if a stamped 
and addressed envelope is enclosed. All 
correspondence intended for the Editor 
should be addressed to : The Editor, 
" Practical Television," George Newnes, 
Ltd., Troyer House, Southampton Street, 
Strand, W.C.2. 

Owing to the rapid progress in the 
design of radio apparatus and to our 
efforts to keep our readers in touch with 
t/.- latest developments, we gire no 
warranty that apparatus describe,! in 
our columns is not the subject of letters 
patent. 

Copyright in all drawings, photo- 
graphs and articles published in 
" Practical Television" is specifically 
reserved throughout the countries 
signatory to the Berne Convention and 
the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations 
of any of these are therefore expressly 
forbidden. 

TELE VIEWS 
THE NEW TV TUBES 

THE new wide -angle 110-degree picture tube which will be a 
feature of most American TV receivers for 1958 will not be 
incorporated in 1958 TV receivers made in this country 

nor will it be shown at the Radio Show. It is beyond all doubt, 
however, that such a tube must eventually be made over here. 
Angles have generally become wider, since 1946. They have 
progressed from 52 degrees to 65 degrees, 85 degrees and 90 

'degrees, and now the 110- degree tube has arrived. 
It will permit cabinet styling to be shallower, an improvement 

which has been long overdue. All television receivers today are 
too deep from back to fro.-it to permit attractive cabinet styles. 
The attempt to hide the length of the tube by allowing it to 
project into a but-bous extension at the back of the receiver is 
clumsy. The wide -angle tube, of course, permits of the manu- 
facture of a shorter tube, and it is likely that within the next few 
years angles will become even flatter. It is understandable that 
the industry here is not anxious to upset production too fre- 
quently. There have been three changes in tube angles since 
1946. The 65- degree tube was introduced in 1949, the $5- degree 
in 1952 and the 90- degree in 1953. 

The 110- degree tube is achieved simply by putting more power 
into the tube enabling a wider deflection of the beam. It is, of 
course, a major advance, although it will involve other changes 
in circuitry, particularly in that part which operates the gun. 

Another improvement introduced by one American maun- 
facturer is an ultrasonic remote tuning device which uses no 
wires. Other manufacturers announce that they will be intro- 
ducing a similar device. 

THE RADIO SHOW 

THE Radio Show at Earls Court will not exhibit any surprises 
in the way of technical development. More manufacturers 

are making use of printed circuits, but the main changes will b 
in cabinet styles. It is difficult to see where TV under present 
technique can be improved. The hopes expressed that pro- 
jection TV would develop have not fructified and no progress has 
been made towards eliminating its main defect, that side viewing 
presents a blurred picture. It must be concluded that this system 
will eventually vanish from the English market. There is no 
marked change in prices, either one way or the other. The 
other aspect of the Show, will, we think, provide the attractions 
which will draw, we hope, record crowds this year, in spite of 
the credit squeeze and the general economic situation. 

We shall be pleased to welcome all readers on our Stand 
No. 117. -F. J. C. 

Our next issue dated October will be published on September 20th - 

A 
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IMPR(NN n 
RF26 

COWERTE R 
INCORPORATING TWO R.F. STAGES 

WITH A PRE -,S,MP FOR BAND I 

FREQUENCIES By H. Duckworth 

BEFORE the I.T.A. began their test trans- 
missions, it was cautiously suggested by 
some that the older type of sets may not 

lend themselves to conversion for i':_r, new 
programme frequencies. Their opinion was largely 
based on the fact that the set under practical 
working conditions would find itself open to 
receive to separate transmissions at the sane 
frequency, since the mixer output of a converter 
would be that of the BBC. The fact that almost 
any television set worthy of the name is capable 
of being " input " converted does not prove the 
speculative opinion to be wrong. Indeed many 
converted' sets receiving an I.T.A. programme 
may be modestly described as "monitoring " the 
BBC at one and the same time. A ghost sound 
is ever present in the background, whilst the 
picture is patterned. " Grain " content on the 
picture producing an ant -like backcloth, together 
with the jagged vertical edges, may accompany 
the break- through. Viewing under these con- 
ditions is hardly acceptable. The writer saw that 
a remedy lay in more amplification at Band III 
with a reduction of gain at Band I, i.e., contrast 
and /or R.F. gain controls on the set. The 
question of providing an adequate aerial or the 
need of an input filter, should be left until, with 
the converter working at its best, a fairly 

The completed converter. 

accurate estimate of requirements can be made. 
In this way expenses are kept at the minimum. 

The K.F. 26/7 unit was selected as being a 
suitable ex- Government unit on the score of size 
and prt e. My six- year -old straight set demanded 
that the mixer output should be on the Band I 
frequency. For those who have seen these K.F. 
units and perhaps admired their construction it 
m _y come as a shock to learn that the conversion 
begins by removing all the components. The task 
is fairly lengthy but rewarding. Apart from the 
fact that an extra valve is required, the layout 
for Band III work can be improved. It was 
considered that the case of speed and ease of 
conversion should be sacrificed to ensure stability 
in operation. 

From the circuit it will be seen that the two 
EF54s are used as R.F. amplifiers, an. EC52 as 
oscillator and an EF50 as mixer. From the aerial 
input the signal is fed either to the grid coil of 
the first EF54 or, in the case of Band 1, to the 
grid of the mixer. This valve, in effect, pre - 
amplifies the signal. which on the older sets where 
the gain controls are fully loaded for normal 
reception, may help towards getting a quieter 
picture. The power supply is self -contained but 
other arrangements arc described as alternatives. 
The mains "on -off switch" on the TV set should 
control the current to the converter, so that the 
valve heaters come up as the set is switched on. 
Band III is therefore immediately available at the 
turn of the wave -band switch. A separate on -off 

Fig. 4.- Screening base with cabinet securing stri,)s 
attached. Fig. 5. -Valse positions. 
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switch usually means an irritating wait for the 
heaters and the possible risk of leaving the switch 
at the end of an evening's programmes. The 
setting up of the converter is simple. A volt 
and continuity meter should be at hand for 
testing and checking. 

Construction 
Strip the unit down to the chassis and remove 

valveholders. For those who are inclined to 
be- hasty I would suggest a 

measure of restraint. Many 
parts are needed for the con- 
version and the remainder. 
removed in good condition. will 
make a valuable contribution to 
the spares box. A set of 0 -6 

B.A. spanners will help consider- 
ably and where a nut proves 
stubborn, the heat of the solder- 
ing iron applied to the varnish 
coating may enable all com- 
ponents to be recoverc2l in good 
condition. Cut out the valve 
space of the oscillator. In the 
absence of a cutter a small chisel 
and a half -round file for smooth- 
ing down the rough edges. can 
be used. Drill the front panel 
to accommodate the wave - 
change, the aerial input and the 
0.20pF trimmer ( formels aerial 
trimmer). The screening can of the unit should 
he cut to the height of the chassis and whilst 
the two arc held in a vice. two. holes each side 
can be drilled to take the self -threading screws. 
For those who have not used this type of screw 
the diameter of the hole through both case and 

Insulating washers Va /veto /der Securing nut 

TELEVISION 55 

cathode to four separate pins has, in the original 
circuit, led to the use of four separate decoupling 
condensers. That was for frequencies of up to 
80 Mc /s. The decoupling capacitance required 
for Band HI operation can be better obtained by 
setting a collar around the base of the valve. It 
is secured to. but insulated from the chassis by a 

collar of stiff paper. The cover of a soft- backed 
exercise book is ideal. Fig. 3 shows the collar 
set in place around the valve base. A compass 

Meta/ 
ring 

Paper 
ring 

Chassis / BA screw 

Valve securin9 ring 
Fig. 3.-Method of fitting cathode "ring." 

chassis should be that of the screw. The case 
is then drilled l /I6in. larger so that the thread 
will only bite into the chassis. 

R.F. Amplifiers 
The use of a pentode for frequencies approach- 

ing 200 Mc /s is unusual_ The common practice 
is to use a triode for this type of work. However. 
working with a EF54. and that should be taken as 
the literal sense of assisting it by all practical 
means to do this exacting task, it has been seen 
that the valve will provide a useful amount of 
amplification. The cathode -grid is the critical part 
of the valve. The design of bringing out the 

A lien of the underside of the chassis. 

point pushed through the screw holes from 
beneath to penetrate the paper will complete the 
paper collar which. in turn. can be used as a 

template. The metal screen which held the 
variable condensers is ideal material from which 
to cut the metal collar. The screw holes in this 
should be drilled oversize. With materials cut and 
paired for the two valves. assembly can begin. 
Set the paper in place. push through the 6 B.A. 
screws from beneath. The paper will conveniently 
cling to the screws. Drop the metal collar over 
the paper. Set an insulated washer in place 
before screwing on the nut. Test with an ohm- 
meter for an open- circuit reading. Bend over the 
four cathode pins to the collar and solder. The 
valve screen of VI should be filed to clear the 
cathode ring and secured in place. This, inci- 
dently, is the only valve base screen required. 
Replace holders of V3 and V4. setting the oscilla- 
tor and mixer as shown in Fig. 5. Wire heaters and 
decouple, using .0005 µF condensers. A good 
supply of these condensers will be obtained from 
stripping the unit. Set LI. L2, L3. L4 in place. 
Wire the scre:n and anode components around VI 
and V2. 

Oscillator and Mixer Circuits 
The circuit shows the cathodes of each valve 

are connected in parallel. With the new valve 
positions the joining wire need be only fin. Solder 
components around the mixer valve. Use should 
he made of the insulated supports for securing the 
decoupling components. From the oscillator 
anode. co -axial cable should be lead to the trim- 
mer at the front of the unit. Earth both ends of 
the outer cable. L2 is a self -supporting coil of 
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s.w.g. 16 and sh )uld be soldered directly to pins 
4 and 8. Connections to the wave- change switch 
and aerial input can be dealt with after the pre- 
liminary tests have been carried out, for which 
the power supply must be 
available. 

Power Supply 
There are four possible 

arrangements as shown :- 
(1) Heater current (6.3v.) and H.T. from the 

set. 
(2) H.T. from the set 
(3) Use of Mains (A.C. together with 6.3v. 

rectified H.T. heater transformer. 
(4) Transformer A.C. recti- 

fied H.T. 
With (1) and (2) the ability of the set to supply 

an additional 30mA must be assessed. Many of 
the older sets are working close to their limit on 
this question of H.T. current. An annoying 
characteristic of an aging rectifier is that the effect 
of an extra load does not show a drop in voltage 
until some later date, when any attempt to reduce 
the current flow to its former level is unlikely to 
restore the voltage. It seems a question of the 
final straw on the camel's back. A new rectifier, 
however, would solve the problem. if the valves 
of the set are supplied by a 6.3v. transformer wind- 
ing, the heaters in the converter may be fed from 
the same point. If this is considered, a trial 
should be made, during which a voltmeter across 
the supply would indicate the effect of the addi- 
tional load. A drop of not more than half a volt 
is acceptable. In (3) and (4) the choice is merely 
one of whether the converter chassis should be 

TELEVISION September, 1957 

isolated from the main's supply. If the set is of 
the A.C./D.C. type (i.e.. where the chassis may 
be live) an H.T. feed from the set will put the 
converter in the same class. Beginners are 

advised to avoid working 
under such conditions. 
To further this end, 
isolating components have 
been omitted from the 
circuit. The more experi- 

enced will, if they choose to use A.C. /D.C. tech- 
nique, have sufficient knowledge and therefore 
safety to incorporate the components where 
necessary. With a two -foot length of co -ax cable 
from L6, and a suitable input terminal fitted. the 
one remaining factor is the aerial, from which it 
is intended to receive the Band III programme. 

L, I turn 
L2 2)- turns 
L3 3 turns 
L4 3 turns 

COI L DATA 
L5 7:4 turns L9 6 turns 
L6 2 turns 
L7 5 turns 16 s.n.g..1 inner 
L8 2 turns diameter 

Choice of Aerial 
In a good reception area, the existing H or X 

aerial may p :ovide a satisfactory signal. In 
weaker areas the addition of twigs to the Band I 
array may be sufficient. whilst in parts where the 
signal is poor a separate aerial will be essential. 
A glance on the neighbours' chimneys should 
suggest a suitable array for the district. 
The writer feels that from the available arrange- 
ments as mentioned the most suitable and not 
necessarily the biggest and most expensive should 
be chosen. To this end a cut -wire dipole, hung 
from a picture rail, should provide a signal on 
which to line -up the converter, in all but poor 
reception areas. When the alignment is complete, 
the performance will give an indication as to 
which type will eventually be sequired. In_ this 
way the expense of getting too elaborate an array 
is avoided. 

RESISTOR AND CONDENSER VALUES FOR Fig. I. 
R6, 12, 13 2.2 K. R1, 5 15 K. 
R4, 9, 10, 14, 18 10 K. R3, 8, 15 330 ohms. 
R2, 7, 17 22 K. R19 2.2 K. 2 natl.. 
RII, 16 100K. 

Cl, 8 4.7 pF. , 5, 6, 7 
C3, 4 7.5 pF.' Ceramic 9, 10, II, 12 500 pF from unit. 
C15, 16 50 pF.) C13, 14 8"F Electrolytic. 

C17 iariahlc 0 -20 pF. 

Figs. 1 and 2.- Theoretical circuit and snitch connections. 
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Alignment 
The conversion lends itself to a step -by -step 

method. Instead of putting the aerial to the 
input coil of V1. the performance is more easily 
checked by beginning with the mixer valve and 
working backwards towards VI. Each step should 
show an improvement in gain and quality. By 

aerial " is meant inner to test point, outer to 
chassis. 

Procedure 
The gain controls on the set should be put to 

maximum. 
(I) Band I aerial to grid V3. 

Tune (L5L6). 
The picture should be an improvement on 

previous performance when controls are reduced. 
The " pre -amp " has now been aligned, so that 
now all fartker tests will be with the Band Ill 
aerial. 

(2) Band III aerial to grid V3. Adjust oscillator 
trimmer for sound and vision. On a weak signal 
only sound may be obtained. If neither picture 
nor sound, L8 may need adjustment to provide 
the correct frequency range of the oscillator. Set 
trimmer to mid -position and insert each in turn 
iron and brass slugs into the coil. The slug may 
be held by wax to the tip of the screwdriver. If 
an insulated tuning rod is available it should. of 
course. be used, although the shaft of the screw- 
driver has little consequence in this form of test. 
The slug, moved slowly. should provide normal 
sound and vision. vision on sound (" brrrr " in 
the loudspeaker). sound on vision (severe picture 
disturbance) or a peculiar effect of sound alone 
with the slight slug movement giving some form 
of modulation of the raster without any part of 
picture being recognised. Any one of these 
forms will prove the oscillator to be working. 
In case of intermittent breaks in performance 
rock the E.C.52 in its holder to provide better 
pin contact Whichever case is heard or seen. 
leave the slug in position by resting it within the 
coils. Move the aerial to grid of V2. Tune L4. 
The signal will be stronger and easier to work 
with. Returning to the possible results, if picture 
and sound cannot be obtained simultaneously the 
oscillator is working below the signal frequency 
instead of above it. The iron slug should 
therefore be withdrawn or if a brass slug is in the 
coil it should be inserted deeper, until the picture 
and sound are obtained. The turns given for L8 
should cover all the Band IIÍ channels so that 
a brass slug ought to be in the coil. According 
to the extent, so turns are to be removed. Begin 
and continue with turn. After each removal, 
use the trimmer to secure a picture. If the result 
is negative then again insert brass. The depth 
will be less. As the final adjustment is approached 
the brass slug will be effective +in. from the coil. 
Set the trimmer midway and operi or close the 
turns of the coil, until picture and sound are 
obtained. This setting up of the oscillator can 
be quite instructive and satisfying to one who has 
bad little experience in this field. 

(3) Aerial to LI. Adjust L2. L3. It should now 
be necessary to reduce contrast. This applies 
particularly to those who have used a Band III 
aerial of commercial pattern. Where the test has 
been made on a wire -dipole. an estimate of aerial 
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requirements can be made. Incidentally. the wire - 
dipole should be now moved to different parts 
of the roc m. A movement of as little as 6in. 
can give an amazing difference in signal strength. 
Having fourid the best position. reduce the set 
controls and compensate with brilliance. If good 
definition can be got with a quiet picture. then 
twigs on an existing Band I aerial would suffice ; 

a picture with grain*, demanding high gain from 
the set, indicates the 'need of a three- to seven - 

element aerial. In all cases a diplexer should be 
used before the converter input. Final coil adjust- 
ments on a testcard transmission will provide the 
necessary picture quality. 
Band I ¡Band III Switch 

The requirements are: - 
Band I. Aerial input to L8. 

H.T. to V3. 
Grid V3 to L9. 

Band III. Aerial input to LI. 
H.T. to all valves 
C4 to grid V3. 

A 3 -pole 2 -way switch is adequate for these 
tasks. (LI, L2) (L8, L9) should be attached to the 
metal screen across VI. In the photograph they 
were removed for clarity. Switch connections to 
coils should be done in co -axial cable. 

The mains input to the converter should be 
through the on -off switch of the set. This may 
be done when a permanent position in or on the 
set has been decided. An internal fixing to the 
cabinet is suggested as being the neat and con- 
venient method. Two strips of metal secured 
to the unit screening base by means of screws or 
preferably rivets. and drilled to take short, stout 
wood screws as shown in Fig. 4. With the con- 
verter fitted to the top or sides of the cabinet. 
the fret should be cut to give access to the con- 
trols. In the case of small table sets, it may be 
that the interior of the cabinet will not accom- 
modate the converter. 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS SEPT. ISSUE 
NOW ON SALE PRICE 1/3 

The current issue of our companion paper, 
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, has, as its main feature, 
a constructional article on the conversion of the 
ex- Government Unit 62A into an oscilloscope. 
This is one of the most popular surplus units and a 
'scope is -one of the most valuable instruments for 
servicing. 

Other articles in this issue deal with an Inexpen- 
sive High -Quality Amplifier using two pentodes 
and a rectifier, and the conversion of yet another 
surplus unit for A.C. operation. This is the RA -10- 
DB, which is a superhet. 

The construction of a single valve transmitter 
is dealt with in another article, and subsequent 
issues will tell you hew to add to this, and various 
forms of modulation which can be used. It employs 
a double valve and consists of two stages. 

Amongst other features will be found more about 
the F.M. Feeder described last month, a Resonant 
Smoothing Circuit, the Radar Research Establish- 
ment at Malvern, Radio and Automation, Transis- 
tor Audio Amplifier Design, Some More Obscure 
Faults, Tried and Tested Transistor Circuits and 
the usual features:» 
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TRACING TUBE FAULTS 
HOW TO TELL WHETHER IT IS THE CIRCUIT OF THE TUBE WHICH IS CAUSING TROUBLE 

By H. Peters 

THE following notes have been compiled as a 
guide to the symptoms shown by faulty 
tubes. with simple proofs which can be 

applied. They do not supersede the articles pub- 
lished already on the cause and cure of various 
tube faults (although for completeness these hase 
been touched upon) and are arranged in order of 
likelihood. To provide a quick reference each 
fault section covers the cause, symptom, proof, 
and cure, in that order. 

Low Emission 
Caused by the crusting up of the emissive 

surface of the cathode, deterioration of the fluor- 
escent screen, a partly shorted heater, gas in the 
tube, or a combination of any of these, this 
common fault is normally obvious by a lack of 
brightness of the picture. 

Any attempt to increase brightness or contrast 
will flatten the picture and rapidly turn it nega- 
tive. even though the interference limiter is off. 
This state may be preceded by a positive picture 
with " glistening" highlights--for example. faces 
appear to have perspiring foreheads and cheeks. 
The fault can come slowly upon the tube taking 
many months. when it is difficult to notice the 
difference from night to night. or it can appear 
suddenly whilst in use or especially after a long 
period of idleness such as a holiday. 

Focusing will remain good. apart from " oyster - 
shell" distortion. which gives the spot a halo set 
to one side. but more contrast will be needed to 
produce a viewable picture. 

Proof usually follows switching off. when the 
spot persists longer than usual and may swell up 
to give an image of the decayed cathode. This 
latter can also be produced by connecting the 
tube up without the focus magnet and scancoils 
and by reducing the EHT by half. A spot of 
light the size of an orange will be seen, and if 
the cathode is decayed this spot will look rather 
like the moon seen through a telescope, full of 
dark blotches and craters. 

More positive proof can be gained by using a 
microammeter inserted in the cathode lead, and 
the little ex -W.D. 500 micro -amp movements 
owned by most amateurs are ideal for the job. 
A healthy tube will fully deflect one of these 
meters. whilst a low one will barely move the 
pointer. 

About 20 to 50 micro -amps is the usual reading 
for a normal picture and any tube which gis es 
this reading should be capable of a viewable 
picture unless some other fault is present. 

The meter will. however. eve an indication of 
the state of the cathode by measuring its current, 

which is what we are interested in at the moment. 
It can also be used to align the ion trap magnet 
accurately and to measure the various currents 
taken by the individual electrodes. 

The cure for low emission is to over -run the 
heater (and consequently melt ,the encrusted 
cathode surface) either for a short period with 
the valve taking grid current, called reactivation; 
or else permanently whilst the -set is running, 
called boosting. 

Although neither method is permanent of 
wholly satisfactory. if they enable the useful life 
of a tube to be extended a few months they are 
economic. 

Not all tubes respond to treatment, but the two 
cases most likely to succeed are (a) where the 
heater has been under -run in the set, e.g., a 2 -volt 
tube which has been wired up with inadequate 
flex and which only has 1.8 volts on the pins, and 
lb) the tube which starts off very dull, but which 
brightens up later in the evening. 

Partly shorted heaters must be treated ss oh 
great respect, as these ar. likely to go open when 
excessive voltage is applied. 

In reactivation the raising of the heater voltage 
is done slowly and nominal value can be almost 
doubled. 

In boosting this is not possible due to the 
tendency of heaters to fracture with the switching - 
on surge. A good general value of boost volts 
is whilst +50 ., represents the safety limit. 
When fitting a boost transformer it is always 
advisable to use one which deals with heater 
cathode shorts as well. as the over -running of the 
heater is likely to cause this fault to occur. 

Four important " red herrings" should be ruled 
out before a tube is discarded:- 

1. Ion Trap Magnet 
If this has slipped from its position round the 

neck of the tube almost exactly the same symp- 
toms as low emission result. Although it is a 
simple matter to readjust. it is still quite useful 
to be able to diagnose the difference as seen on a 
picture. The picture on a faulty tube will stay 
still when the brightness is turned up, whilst a 
displaced ion trap magnet will cause the picture 
to turn over slightly at the point where it flattens 
out prior to turning negative. 

Ion trap magnets should be adjusted for maxi- 
mum brightness of the picture, and never used to 
centre the picture at the expense of brightness. 
One type has a habit of breaking its fibre strap, 
but can still be used by closing up the two arms 
until it clamps stiffly on the tube neck, and by 
taping it well over after adjustment. 
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2. Interference Limiter 
A picture which readily goes negative with 

increase of contrast can well be due to a fault in 
the interference limiter circuit. This is usually 
biased to invert all interference peaks above a 
certain level, and this is accomplished by backing 
off the conducting point of a diode by a potential 
divider from H.T. to chassis. A fault in this 
divider network will cause the picture to be 
limited similarly to a low emission tube, but can 
be proved otherwise by turning up the brightness 
control, which should have no effect on the limit- 
ing action. 

3. Video Detector /Amplifier 
An insipid grey picture but with a good control 

of brightness can be due to a fault in 
the video amplifier. which may have 
a faulty load resistor or even be low 
emission. Faulty germanium diode 
vision detectors can also produce this 
fault, accompanied by streaking and 
poor definition. 

4. EHT Rectifier 
A low EHT rectifier can 

easily be distinguished by 
advancing the brightness 
control, which will cause the 
picture to swell up. defocus 
and disappear, going darker 
in the middle first. Readers 
who are in the habit of 
checking EHT with an insu- 
lated screwdriver will notice 
that at this stage an A.C. 
spark can be drawn off the 
rectifier anode, as usual. but that the 
cathode shows no sign of life at all. 
An extremely low EHT rectifier will 
give no light on the screen at all, and 
under these conditions a flash of light 
can sometimes be produced by sud- 
denly advancing the brightness con- 
trol from resting at minimum for a 
good two minutes. This is a particu- 
larly useful test to make when the 
rectifier is sealed in the line output 
transformer. 

Note on Projection Tubes 
A fairly safe way of assessing the 

condition of a projection tube is to 
examine its face when cold. A well - 
used tube, candidate for replacement, 
will have a rectangular patch of 
brownish discoloration burnt on it by 
the raster. Some idea of the drop in light value 
due to this can be obtained by refitting the tube 
at a slight angle to its original position so that 
the raster illuminates part of the unburned patch. 
and by comparing the two areas. 

Heater Cathode Leakage 
This particular fault has been widely written 

about already possibly because it is curable. 
enabling the tube to be used to its natural end. 

Caused by a breakdown of the insulation be- 

Mains 

tween heater and cathode, it normally has no 
effect on grid- modulated tubes -which suggests an 
obvious but rather cumbersome cure. 

The normal symptoms are of intermittent bars 
of streaking or smearing, sometimes accompanied 
by the picture jumping about in. to the right and 
going a little bit brighter. At the beginning this 
usually takes about 1 hour to come on. 

Eventually the streaking will spread right up 
the screen and may then be present when first 
switching on. 

These symptoms will only be seen on tubes 
with transformer -fed heaters, where the heater 
winding is not tied down anywhere (except per- 
haps to the cathode itself by a 100K resistor) and 
the streaking is due to the extra capacity the 

L 

R = /00 f2 %, Watt 
C = S00- /000pF 

CRT 
Transformer 

e 
J 

Existing wiring removed at 'X' Additional wiring shown thus 

Typical video, C.R.T. and heater circuit showing wiring changes 
when fitting C.R.T. isolating and boosting transformers. 

heater transformer shunts across the video output. 
Where the heater is tied to the chassis, such as 

in A.C. /D.C. sets, the symptoms will he of uncon- 
trollable brightness. which may even collapse the 
EHT supply and remove the raster. 

Another exception is in modern sets where a 
cathode follower is provided behind the video 
amplifier. In this case leakage greater than 20K 
ohms will be hardly noticed, but a dead short will 
manifest itself fit a surprising number of ways. 
according to the set design. 
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The writer has experienced the following synt- 
tonis in such cases: Red -hot anode in 'idea 
amplifier and /or cathode follower, with anode 
and cathode loads to match. 

Burnt out vision detector crystal and burnt 
out grid 'and cathode bias resistors in ideo 
amplifier. 

Apparently noisy brightness control. 
Most of the damage in such cases has been 

traced to a collapse of the A.G.C. system, which 
has caused the video detector_ to '` run away." 

To prove heater cathode leakage, the simplest 
method is to tap the tube neck very gently and 
see if the fault varies. Tapping usually makes it 
permanently " on" or " off." 

In very intermittent cases a 20 K ohm resistor 
touched across between heater and cathode, and 
grid and cathode in turn. will enable you to see 
which of the.faults you have thus stimulated most 
resembles the one you are trying to diagnose. 

The cure for this trouble is of course a low 
capacity isolating transformer, which will reduce 
the streaking caused by the mains transformer 
capacity to a negligible amount, and enable the 
tube to run with the heater and cathode strapped. 

In A.C. /D.C. sets run off A.C., or in " A.C. 
only " sets with a small transformer supplying the 
tube heater, a mains driven primary winding is 
essential. but where the mains transformer provid- 
ing the heater supply is of generous proportions 
a plug -in I to 1 ratio type, such as the " Nuray," 
can be used. 

No hard and fast rules can be laid down for 
the fitting of transformers, each model presenting 
its own variations, but these are good guiding 
principles:- 

1. Mount transformer on the woodwork in 
preference to the chassis as this will reduce the 
capacity to laminations. Connect it tothe tube 
heater by short free- spaced leads (old coaxial 
inner is ideal). Keep the transformer away from 
the tube neck to avoid a bent raster. 

2. Connect the mains primary to the set side of 
the " on -off " switch -usually between chassis and 
a suitable point on the mains dropper. 

3. Remove all wiring to the heater pins on 
the tube, including components used to shape the 
video response. Link one side of the heaters 
to the cathode by a 100 -ohm i -watt resistor (not 
critical) so as to make the fault permanently 
" on." 

4. Advance the picture quality control usually 
found in the cathode of the video amplifier to 
offset the effect of the extra capacity introduced 
by the isolating transformer. If necessary add 
between 500pF and 1,000pF across the control. 

5. On A.C.¡D.C. sets where the tube com- 
pletes the chain, the heater wires, having been 
removed from the pins, should be shorted to- 
gether and taped off. Then alter the heater chain 
voltage tap to the position correct for 10 volts 
higher. 

Grid Cathode Shorts 
Grid cathode shorts usually occur some time 

after the tube has been in use, and can be caused 
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by the grid supports sagging. thus letting it touch 
the cathode. or by " dust " in the gun, w hicb 
lodges between grid and cathode. 

The symptoms, which can easily be intermittent 
(taking hours of running to produce), are either. 
uncontrollable brilliance. or (if the EHT regula- 
tion happens to be poor) no EHT or raster and a 
blue glow in the EHT rectifier. 

To prove grid -cathode shorts. disconnect the 
lead to the grid and meter the free pin. if a 
voltage is read, leakage exists. a good tube giving 
no reading. A further check is to vary the con- 
trast control and hence the cathode potential and 
observe that the grid voltage varies in sympathy. 

To cure this condition in a tetrode tube the 
grid and cathode can be permanently strapped 
together and the first anode used as the grid. 
making the tube a triode. This modification gives 
the tube a longer grid base and more video drive 
is therefore needed. Focusing also will be more 
astigmatic. Triode tubes are more awkward. but 
those with sagging support wires may be cured 
by turning the tube upside down on its mount 
and allowing the sag to straighten out. Dust may 
be burnt off by the use of a high A.C. voltage 
between grid and cathode (try the EY5I anode) 
with the tube cold. This, howeser, can be a" do 
or die " operation, with a risk of losing the tube. 

Ion Burn 
Uncommon nowadays. this defect is due to 

impurities within the tube getting caught up in 
the electron stream, and being relatively heavy, 
bombard the fluorescent screen to destruction. 
Sluggish compared with the electrons, they are 
harder to deflect and this property is used to 
prevent them burning the tube face. 

By angling the gun and deflecting the electron 
beam towards the screen by a small magnet the 
ions, as the heavy particles are called, bombard 
the side wall of the tube where they do no harm. 

The general symptom of ion burn is a dark 
patch in the middle of the screen about the size 
of an orange. This is usually seen on non -ion 
trap tubes, and although ion trap tubes ought to 
be immune from the fault they do suffer if the 
ion trap magnet is displaced or broken, when 
burning may appear as above, or as corner shad- 
ing, or (as has been seen recently on some I7in. 
tubes) like a large rectangular frame with dia- 
gonals and a circle in the middle -a sort of 
ghostly test card C. 

Ion burn cannot be cured. but its annoyance 
can be reduced by ensuring good high EHT and 
by checking that the ion trap magnet (if fitted) is 
set to the position of maximum picture brightness. 

No useful purpose can be served by fitting an 
ion trap magnet to a non -ion trap tube, except to 
help picture centring. 

Grid Emission (or Secondary Emission) 
Sometimes caused by cathode particles falling 

on the grid. the appearance of grid emission is a 
faint unmodulated raster which cannot be reduced 
by brightness or contrast controls, and which is 
usually offsest from the actual picture upon which 
it is incurably superimposed. Proof is obtained 
by removing the cathode wire from its pin, 

(Concluded on page 62) 
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DETA!LS OF AN EASILY -ERECTED AND EFFICIENT SCHEME 

By C. A. Oldroyd 

1 RRIEDLY erected indoor aerials are. 
generally, poor performers : but there are 
exceptions. Referring to Mr. Sim's letter 

(I' T.. Jul',. 1953). he tells us about a Vee indoor 
aerial made up from rush fencing wire. It-worked 
'Very well, receiving Holme Moss over a distance 
which is considered to call for a multi -array. 
Having to fix up an indoor aerial, as quickly as 
possible. I decided to try a Vee type. In days 
gone by radio constructors laid great stress upan 
" low- loss " construction. and this was applied to 
the aerial described. 

Two 4in. outside diameter copper tubes. 4ft. 8in. 
' long (for Holme Moss) form the " rods " ; one 

end of each tube was flattened in the vice for a 
distance of about two inches. The mounting 
was a piece of paxolin. about ¡in. thick. see 
Fig. I. After marking out the vertical centre line 
of the panel, two parallel lines, each in. from 
the centre line. were scribed ; they indicate the 

in. gap between the rods. Clearance holes for 
3 16ín. bolts were drilled in the rod ends. On 
the centre line. near the bottom of the panel. a 

¡in. hole xvas drilled : from this hole lines thirty 
degrees to the centre line were marked out ; they 
mark the centre lines of the rods. 

;g 0.0. Copper tubes 

Holes fon 346 
bolts 

Wood screws 
securing 

Paxolin pane/ 

j" Bolt 

4i' long 

If the rods are now placed on the panel. centre 
lines of rods coinciding with the marked lines. 
the rods are slid up and down till their inner 
edges touch the tin. gap lines. Then the holes 
for the 3; 16in. bolts are marked out on the panel. 
As indicated in Fig. 1. the outer tips of the rods 
are tinned. so that the coax leads can be easily 
soldered to the rods. Finally, a fine sawcut was 
made from the panel edge to the ¡in. hole : this 
gives us an air gap between rods, and also prevents 
a bridge of'flux forming when soldering. 

A wood block was fixed to the back of the 
panel. a long in. bolt passes through a clearance 
hole in this block and two cut -down steel brackets. 
This arrangement allows the whole assembly to 
be tilted to any desired angle, as indicated by 
the arrow.. The steel brackets are mounted on a 

plank long enough to span three loft floor joints : 

in this way we can try the 'aerial in different 
positions and at different angles, as shown in 
Fig. 2. 

Our loft is large. but -- unfortunately -not vers 
high at the centre ; access is by a small trap door 
designed for slim people only. After inspecting 
the loft interior, I did not like the idea of crawl- 
ing about on the beams ; maybe bringing down 

Enos 
_flattened 

out 

/6 R ---- (--1'hole ) o 

Tinned 

-Saw cut 

Clip for co -axial lead -ir 

Stee/ brackets 

4" 

l 4' 

Plank, supporting aerial 

Aerial can be tilted -as arrow 

%2 Paxo/ih 

Wood block 
-- l3; wide \ 

Wood screws 

Steel 'racket 

Fig. 1.- General details of the Loft Aerial. 
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part of the ceiling when putting my foot off the 
beam! The aerial described can be taken to 
pieces. after a trial assembly to see that bolts 
pass easily through the clearance holes in rods 

Alternative aerial positions can be easily tried 

Trap 
door 

V Aerial 
on plank 

Electric 
/amp 
on 

board 

Fig. 2.- Suggested Mounting details. 

and panel, and re- assembled without entering the 
loft itself, the constructor standing on a stepladder 
placed under the trapdoor opening. To provide 
plenty of light, a lampholder was mounted on a 
small board, and fitted with a lamp. Stand this 
board against the wall, at an angle of about 
45 degrees. If a three -pin socket is also mounted 
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on this board. and wired to the mains together 
with the lamp. we have a handy source of current 
for our soldering iron when soldering the coa): 
leads tq the rod ends. As,shown in 'Fig. 3, the 
Vee should face the transmitter, to obtain maxii- 
mum gain. 

This simple aerial worked very well, at 
distance of about sixty miles from Holme Moss, 

The Vee should 
face the 

Transmitter 

mtter 

o 

Fig. 3. -It is important to position the aerial correctly. 

and brought in a fair signal, feeding a G.E.C. 
T.R.F. A.C.'D.C. receiver, not a fringe model. 
To receive the Band 111 transmissions, a converter 
advertised in this magazine was obtained ; this 
unit acts as a two -stage amplifier on Band I as 
well. Surprisingly good was the reception of the 
Band III transmissions on this Vee aerial, using 
the above converter, so it was obviously worth 
while to make the best possible job of an indoor 
aerial 

TRACING TUBE FAULTS 
(Continued from page 60) 

which should make no difference to this raster. 
This fault can occasionally be cured by tapping 
the tube neck gently, but fortunately it usually 
occurs within the guarantee period. 

Al Leaks 
Faults due to the Al electrode vary greatly 

and are fortunately rare. The symptoms can be 
no picture (or even no EHT) or a 'weak under - 
contrasted picture with plenty of brightness. Proof 
can he obtained as for grid- cathode shorts, by 
removing the wire from the pin and trying to read 
a voltage on the pin. A microammeter inserted 
in the tube cathode lead, or for that matter in the 
Al lead itself will sometimes give a clue to the 
trouble. The Al current is normally very small, 
in the order of 50 microamps, but will rise in the 
absence of EHT on the final anode. 

Curing by flashover (see grid cathode) is not 
without risk, but the tube can sometimes be run 
by attaching a I MS! resistor and flylead to the 
Al pin and tapping round the tube base and 
H.T. until a picture is obtained, when the wiring 
is made permanent. 

Open Cathode 
An annoying fault which comes suddenly and 

leaves the tube blank, and without a vestige of 
cathode current. The only cure is to try to 
break down the heater -cathode insulation tth a 

high voltage, and then fit an isolating trans- 
former, but success is rare and not s ithout risk. 

Soft Tube 
A tube which has air in it or "soft" tube can 

usually be identified by the following symptoms: 
No picture, purple [lashings around the electrodes 
in the gun, and a white milky edge around the 
metallic " getter " mark. In its early stages the 
symptoms sometimes produce a peculiar bright- 
ness control action. Having set the control for a 
normal picture the raster gets brighter and 
brighter over many minutes until it is impossible 
to watch. Turn the control back for a normal 
picture and this then fades out slowly. This 
action can go on all evening without settling 
down. Replacement is the only cure. 

Dry Joint Base 
Many of the foregoing symptoms can be sug- 

gested by unsoldered pins on the base. Always 
check this before discarding a tube. 

Boosting on D.C. Mains 
Boosting on D.C. mains where a heater trans- 

former cannot be fitted is best done by a wire - 
wound resistor of adequate wattage wired between 
the top side of the C.R.T. heater and the mains 
voltage dropper. A typical value is 4,700 ohm 
10 watt which will boost a 6.3 volt tube to 7.5 
volts approximately. The tube must 'be at the 
bottom of the heater chain. 
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AS the cathode -ray tube is the most expensive 
item in a television receiver it is of importance 
that when the tube becomes faulty it should 

be replaced as cheaply as possible. Sometimes there 
is one to hand which although the same size has 
different electrical characteristics, or if being replaced 
by a " reconditioned tube " it might be that the 
exact replacement type is not available. It might also 
be desired to fit a tube of more recent type of which 
the characteristics are- dissimilar to the original and 
requires adapting the set to take the tube. 

It should be remembered that a cathode -ray tube 
represents a real danger in inexperienced hands, and 
precautions should be 
taken against the danger of 
implosion at all times when 
the tube is uncovered. 
The scope of this article 
is for fitting tubes of the sam: size and not fitting 
tubes of larger size than the original. This may be 
dealt with in a subsequent article. 

The first consideration when examining the 
possibility of substitution is to determine the amount 
of space in the cabinet or chassis, as although the vast 
majority of popular tubes can be adapted electrically 
it is often the mechanical aspects which render them 
unsuitable for replacement. This is best done either 
by trial or by comparison of the dimensions in pub- 
lished data on the respective tubes. Assuming the 
tube can be made to fit the next thing to . consider is 
the electrical work to be done. Firstly, some idea of 
how the heater voltage can be obtained should be 
investigated. 

By M. W. Kirby 

transformer, if so either a completely new transformer 
supplying the correct voltage can be fitted or a 
supplementary transformer (if the voltage required 
is higher) can be connected in series with the original 
to gibe the required voltage. Be sure the windings 
are in phase and if not reverse one of the windings. 
If the C.R.T. heater is connected in series with the 
valve chain as in all A.C. /D.C. sets, there is the 
alternative of either fitting a transformer as above 
and shorting out the old heater leads with a resistor 
as described below, or adapting the heater chain to 
give the required current. The first step is to rewire 
the heater so that one side is common to earth, 

Do this, if it is not already 
so wired, by shorting out 
the heater leads and insu- 
lating them from earth. 
Trace the valve that has 

one side of its heater common to earth, disconnect the 
earth lead and connect to the valve pin a lead which 
connects to the tube base heater pin. The other 
side of the tube heater is returned to earth. It is 
sometimes desirable, especially if the valve concerned 
is in the R.F. strip to connect across the tube heaters 
a .01 1rF condenser, as raising the valve above earth 
may introduce some instability. 

Once this has been done consider the current 
requirements. If the tube requires a greater current 
a resistor RI should be wired from the mains switch 
to the tube heater connection that is not joined to 
earth (Fig. 4). This resistor must be connected to 
the mains as, if it were connected to the voltage 
control resistor, it would be possible that, due to the 
heavier cut rent flowing in the circuit, it would burn it 
out, apart from upsetting the voltage drop. If the 
current consumption of the tube is less than the valve 
chain supplies a resistor R2 must be connected across 
the tube heater. We can now calculate the value of 
resistor required. Using Ohms Law we have : 

11-12 Where: 
RI= II Current required by tube. 

12 Current flowing in circuit. 

Smoothing Resistor 
or Choke 

Th's Article Gives Sorne Po 
Adapt Their Sets for One 
Different Type of Tube front 

inters to Viervers Wishing to 
Reason or Another to Take'a 
the Original. 

Heater Supply 
If the heaters require the same voltage and current 

the hase can be connected up. straight away without 
any further work, but if the requirement is different, 
decide whether or not the tube is to be fed from a 

Booster 
Diode 

Line Output oa Transformer o 

/IT+Rai/ 

/00KC1 
to- 

To 
Tube 

/st 
Anode 

Fig. 1.- Method of obtaining first anode voltage: 

Reservoir 
Condenser 

.....iir y__.-- " ï'i:ïïïïïï: 
50 /CCl 

11111 

T 
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l 

H.T.t Rai/ 

/00Kf1f1 

ai,L Smoothing 
Condenser 

t 
Earth 

Fig. 2.- Method of obtaining first anode voltage for 
sets without booster diode. 
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E2 El Difference between supply vol - 
R2= 

I2 -11 tage and tube voltage. 
E2 Tube voltage. 

The wattage is calculated from : 

For R1 Watts =El . (II -I2).' 
For R2 Watts=E2 (I1-12). 
In the case of R2 always use a good quality 

resistor rated at least twice the calculated, wattage 
as in the event of this failing by going high or open 
circuit it will cause excessive voltage to appear 
across the tube with the danger of burning out the 
heater. Should the tube have the same current 
requirements but at a different voltage it is sufficient 
to adjust to the different voltage by varying the 
mains voltage adjustment to suit the difference in 
voltage required. 

RS 

1 ig. 3. This is the 
normal circuit for a 

brilliance control net - 
a ork across the H.T. 

supply. 

EHT Supply 
Having obtained the heater voltage, connect up 

the cathode grid and EHT. In spite of much that is 
said about EHT, in practice a change of 20 per cent. 
or more can be tolerated without a great loss in 
brilliance, and if the tube being fitted is a modern 
one it will probably be better than the original in 
spite of having low EHT voltage. If the tube being 
fitted is a tetrode and is replacing a triode it is 
necessary to provide a first anode voltage. in sets 
using a booster diode it is best taken from the 
cathode of this, through a 100 K resistor to the 
tube pin. if the set has no booster diode the circuit 
shown in Fig. 2 may be used. The diode connection 
of Fig. I is preferable as this gives quite a useful 
gain over the H.T. rail. Switch on the set and allow 
to warm up. If the bias values for the two tubes are 
similar the brilliance control will work satisfactorily, 
but if not the trouble is due to the bias, then the 
resistor network will require adjustment. If the tube 
is grid modulated the cathode bias should be altered 
and vice versa, as this will avoid altering the video 
output circuit. The bias is usually obtained by some 
variation of the circuit shown in Fig. 3.which consists 
of a potentiometer network across the H.T. supply. 
If the voltage is too great increase the value of R3. 
If too low increase the value of R5. The same 
effect will be obtained by reducing the value of R5 
in the first case and R3 in the second. Increasing 
the values is to be preferred as care must be taken 
not to overload the network when reducing the total 
resistance in circuit due to the heavier current 
flowing. 
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In some circuits the total resistance n,;.st be kept 
constant, as any alteration will upset some part of a 
stage drawing current from part of the network used 
for the brilliance control. If this is the case it only 
means that any increase in one leg of the network 
must be reflected by a similar decrease in the other, 
i.e., if R3 is increased in value by, say, 50,000 ohms 
then R5 must be reduced by this amount. If a tube 
is fitted that requires an ion trap this should'be fitted 
as follows. Turn brilliance control to maximum, 
fit magnet over neck of tube with the arrow, pointing 
towards the face of the tube. Switch on and adjust 
for maximum brilliance., This should place the 
magnet so that it is diametrically opposite the tilt 
of the gun away from the centre. If not, but is on the 
same side as the tilt, the magnet is the Wrong way 
round,.and,should be removed and replaced with the 
other side towards the face and readjusted. Tighten 
in this position for the moment. If no brilliance is 
experienced when fitting the magnet the fault is either 
in the bias or the EHT supply. Correct the bias by 
shorting out the grid and cathode with a short piece 
of wire and try rotating the magnet up and down the 
neck of the tube. Check the voltage on the first 
anode to make sure that it lies between 180 -450 volts. 
Next test the EHT. Remove the EHT lead from the 
tube and draw a spark from chassis tO about 
If a rich healthy spark results there is EHT present. 
Try drawing a spark from the tube anode. This 
should be much weaker, but should get richer as the 
brilliance control is advanced, showing that the tube is 
drawing current. (If the cathode and grid are shorted 
this will not apply, but it is a useful test.) Next, 
connect the lead to the tube and try drawing a spark 
from the EHT terminal on the tube to earth with a 
well- insulated screwdriver. If a good spark exists 
the trouble is not EHT regulation, and the magnet 

(Concluded on page 68) 
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Fig. 4.- Adapting series heater chains to give required 
currents. 
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THE positive voltage obtained from the contrast 
control cancels the negative bias derived 
from the sync separator. the V8 clamping 

diode preventing the line from becoming positive 
shduld the positive voltage exceed the negative 
under any conditions. The resulting bias is 
smoothed by a further network before application 
to the V3 vision and sound I.F. amplifier. It 
may be noticed that under high signal conditions 
advancing the sensitivity beyond a certain point 
reduces the sound. This is due to the fact that 
the A.G.C. system operates on a common sound 
and vision valve and in addition the A.V.C. 
circuit also comes into operation, affecting the V8 
sound amplifier only. The two systems are not 
mutually ;compensating. 

Separation of the sync pulses is carried out by the 
V7 pentode section. The line pulses are coupled by a 
10 pF capacitor to the anode of the triode section 
(pin I) from the pentode anode (pin 6). 

The triode section forms part of the line multi - 
vibrator in conjunction with the PL81 (VII). 

The frame pulses are derived from the anode circuit 
of V7 pentode being integrated by R55 and C73. 
An interlace filter (MR2) effectively removes any 
remaining line pulses to enable correct synchronisa- 
tion of the frame oscillator to be achieved. 

The Frame Timebase 
An ECL80 valve (V10) is employed, the triode 

section as a blocking oscillator, the pentode as the 
frame amplifier- output. T5 is the blocking oscillator 
transformer, T6 the output coupling to the frame 
scanning coils. 

It should be noted that the vertical hold circuit 
includes a series resistor which may be shorted out 
should the characteristics of the ECL80 change so as 
to necessitate operating the control set to one end of 
its travel. 

This feature incidentally is also incorporated in the 
Horizontal Hold circuit. 

The Height control varies the H.T. applied to the 
anode of the triode section and this H.T. is derived 

No. 32. -THE SOBELL TS17 AND T346 

By L. Lawry -Johns 

(Continued front page 14, Au; u.st issue) 

via a 39 K2 resistor from the boosted H.T. line 
from the line output transformer. The saw -tooth 
output of the frame oscillator is coupled from the 
grid winding of the blocking transformer to the 
control grid (pin 9) of the pentode section, via a 
.1 pF capacitor. A 10 K 2 grid stopper and a 1.8 
M2 grid leak complete the control grid circuit. A 
feedback circuit derived from the pentode anode feeds 
back a proportion of the output voltage to the grid 
circuit to linearise the frame scan, the amount of 
feedback being determined by the frame linearity 
control. 

The Line Timebase 
As previously mentioned the line oscillations are 

generated in a multivibrator circuit formed by V7(8) 
and VI I. The high oscillatory voltages at VI I anode 
being used by the line putput transformer to provide 
the line scanning stroke, suitably damped and added 
to by V13 (PY8I), as well as being stepped up by an 
overwind to supply the EHT rectifier V12 (EY5I). 
Width is varied by the position of the three -point tap 
and linearity (left to right width relatánship) by L8. 

Power Supplies 
A PY82 H.T. rectifier V14, is used in a conventional 

circuit, the surge limiter (Rl 17) being .a 35 ohm 5- 
watt resistor wired in series with the valve cathode. 
The main smoothing capacitor has 100 and 200 pF 
sections wired on either side of the smoothing choke. 
The valve heaters are in one chain, the tube heater 
being " next to chassis." 

So far, the general circuit outline has been 
described and a few hints on handling given. phis 
month the various common faults and their 
generally effective cures will be dealt with. 
However, there is one point of interest which 
we would mention and which can prove to 
be a time saver. It concerns replacing the tube in 
the TS17. As mentioned earlier, the front view- 
ing glass is easily removable for cleaning. Once 
removed, however, it will be seen that the tube 
clamp is accessible, and once the tube base socket 
and ion trap magnet have been removed from 
the rear of the tube. the front clamp may be 
loosened and the tube removed from the front, 
without removing the chassis. There are no snags 
attached to this operation. and tube renewal can 
be effected in a matter of minutes. Another 
simple modification which overcomes a frequent 
objection can be made to the turret tuner. The 
objection is to the number of turns, or " clicks," 
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which have to be made when tuning from 
Band I to Band III. Assuming the receiver is in 
use in the London area (Channels 1 and 9) a 
switch over from one programme to another 
necessitates quite a few turns of the channel 
selector. Now it is quite a simple matter to 
remove the Channel 9 coils and clip them into the 
Channel 13 position. i.e., next to Channel 1. The 
advantages of this are too obvious to require 
comment, but a word of caution is necessary. 
Assuming the receiver is in use in the Midland 
area (Channels 4 and 8), it must not be assumed 
that the Channel 8 coils can be inserted into either 
the Channel 3 or Channel 5 clips. The tuning 
provisions are different for the Band I (1 -5) and 
Band III (6 -13) coil positions. Thus, if a straight 
switch -over is required, place the BBC coils into 
the Channel 1 position and the I.T.A. coils into 
the Channel 13, if the receiver is used on any 
other than the Channel 1 areas. In later receivers 
this system has been adopted. the switch positions 
being marked in three positions only, one Band I 
(BBC), and two Band III (ITA). 

Whilst on the subject of the tuner unit. the 
usual minor troubles most often encountered may 
be discussed. The symptom of persistent fading 
which can be remedied only by actuating the 
tuner switch is quite common and in the majority 
of cases can be cleared by cleaning the studs and 
springs with a good switch cleaner or by applying 
a solvent such as C.T.C. or Thawpit, taking care 
to apply a thin film of vaseline afterwards. This 
latter is most important and must not be 
omitted. 

The symptom described must not be confused 
with that which obtains when the oscillator coil 
is out of alignment, causing the signals to be 
obtained with the switch turned just " off the 
click." When satisfactory reception cannot be 
obtained at the desired switch position, it being 
necessary to turn the switch either a little before 
or a little after the proper position, remove the 
switch and fine tuner, set switch correctly and 
fine tuner to the mid -position. Insert a suitable 
trimming tool through the hole provided and 
reset the coil core to maximum sound. 

We are often asked what steps are necessary to 
overcome the fault( ?) condition whereby the 
I.T.A. signals are weak and only the sound or 
the vision can be tuned, but not both. The answer 
is invariably that the applied signal is too weak 
and an improvement is necessary at the aerial 
end. If a good signal is known to be present, 
the PCC84 valve should be checked, preferably 
by substitution. It is good economics to keep a 
few known efficient valves as standbys, and in the 
case of these receivers a PCC84, PCF80, ECL80, 
EF80 and a PL81 form a good " insurance." A 
PY82 and a PY8I can be added to make the list 
almost complete, the EBF80 and PCL83 of the 
sound stages being omitted as there is less likeli- 
hood of confusion if one of these should_ fail. 
Still referring to the tuner unit, another " weak 
link" exists in the form of a 1K12 (1,000 ohms) 
resistor which., is occasionally brushed by the 
rotation of the turret. This can eventually lead 
to an H.T. short to chassis, charring this resistor 
(R7) and causing the 47012 H.T. feed resistor to 
burn Out. The 1Kí2 resistor is mounted in the 

tuner unit behind the centre " biscuit " of the 
turret. 

The 47012 resistor is fitted under the main 
chassis, being located by tracing the blue lead 
from the tuner to it. 

Replacement of both resistors generally restores 
operation, provided. of course, that the 1KS2 is 
mounted in a position which permits free move- 
ment of the drum. 

A fault which leads to some confusion is varia- 
tion of brilliance. The symptoms are that the 
mean level of brightness will suddenly decrease. 
initially leading one to believe that the signal 
strength has fallen due perhaps to an aerial fault 

V6 EF8O 

VS 
EB9/ 

Fig. 6.- Positions of the valves on the H.F. side. 

or something similar. However, if the brilliance is 
advanced to maximum it will be noted that the 
usual raster lines are either unobtainable or very 
faint as opposed to the usual " white screen." A 
measurement of C.R.T. grid volts will show that 
only 50 v. can be recorded at maximum brilliance 
setting. The usual snag is that as soon as á 
reading is taken normal conditions return, the 
grid voltage goes up and the raster is completely 
controllable from a high level illumination to 
black -out. The frame fly -back suppression capa- 
citor (.1µF) connected to the junction of the tube 
grid series resistors 22KÚ and 470K2 may be 
responsible, and disconnection will prove this. 
However. it may be found that the 470K12 must 
be replaced before normal reliable conditions are 
restored. The components mentioned may be 
located by tracing the grid lead from tag 2 of 
the base socket (C.R.T.) to the 22KS2 (red, red, 
orange). The 470KP is coloured yellow, violet, 
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yellow and normal conditions can temporarily 
be restored by short -circuiting this resistor with a 
short lead. This is probably the best course when 
the family are tapping their feet ! This is one of 
the instances where one of the short leads. 
terminated at each end with a crocodile clip, as 
advocated by F. E. Apps in one of his recent 
articles, proves of high value. 

Line Timebase Faults 
The condition most likely to be encountered is 

that of NO PICTURE. NO RASTER, NO E.H.T., 
the usual line timebase whistle being absent. The 
first check to make is on the PL8I. Substitution 
is the best check. If a new valve fails to restore 
normal conditions. check the 8.2K<.1 screen drop- 
ping resistor which may be found to be burned or 
open circuit. If the resistor is burned. don't 
replace the PL81 until it has been tested, since 
a short in the valve may have caused the resistor 
to fail. 

if the PL81 circuit is in order. check the ECL80 
V7 (part line oscillator) and the PY81. The line 
output transformer is a less likely but still quite 
possible suspect. In this connection it may be 
mentioned that a line output transformer defect 
is difficult to detect with normal instruments, a 

+LINE 

If. with the tube lead off, a good spark is 
obtained at the single wire end of the EY51 but 
the heater is still out, it is quite in order to 
replace it. 

SOBELL TSI7 VALVE LINE -UP 
V1 -PCC84 R.F. Amp. 
V2 -PCF80 Freq. changer. 
V3 -EF80 Common I.F. Amp. 
V4 -EF80 Vision I.F. Amp. 
V5 -Eß91 Vision Det.l Limiter. 
V6 -EF80 Video Amp. 
V7 -ECL80 Sync Sep. /Line Ose. 
V8 -EBF80 Sound I.F. Amp /Det. Clamp. 
V9 -PCL83 Sound A.F. and Output. 
VlO -ECL80 Frame Osc. /Output. 
Vll -PL81 Line Output. 
V12-EY51 EHT Rectifier. 
Vl3 -PY8I Efficiency Diode. 
V 14 -PY82 H.T. Rectifier. 
C.R.T. MW43/64 (T517). 
C.R.T. MW36/44 (T346). 

The line output transformer. PL8I and PY8I 
(the íY51, of course. being mounted on the trans- 
former) are located on the right side of the 
chassis in the perforated screening box. The lid 

is removed once the fairly 
large brass screw is 
released. When tracing 

v/4 a fault of low efficiency. 
poor width, poor E.H.T. 
regulation, etc., do not 
forget to check the V7 
triode section anode 

SHOr?T ON DC ONLY 

00000 O `MMMNv 
I 

+ 
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C99 
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Fig. 5.- Heater and power arrangements of the Sobell receiver dealt with here. 

short circuited turn being sufficient to cause 
excessive damping. 

Where the line timebase whistle is audible. 
check the EY51 heater ; the too obvious conclu- 
sion. that because the beater is not glowing the 
valve must be gone. may be correct after all ! Just 
to be on the safe side. however. remove the tube 
anode cap to see if this action results in any 
activity at either end of EY51. 

CONTROLS 
Sensitivity 5 K0 (Lin.). 
Contrast 500 Kst (Lin.) 
Horizontal Hold 100 K!! (Lin.) 
Volume 500 K!! (Log.) D.P. Switch. 
Vertical Hold 50 KU (Lin.) 
Frame Lin. 50 K (Lin.) 
Height 100 K t? (Lin.) 
Brightness 50 KO (Lin.) 

resistors 330KS2 and 100KS! as well as the 
470KU grid leak resistor of the PL81. Poor E.H.T. 
regulation means that the brilliance fails as the 
control is advanced beyond a certain point. the 
raster becoming blurred and large before finally 
failing altogether. 

If inspection reveals that the EY5I heater is 
glowing healthily even though the picture fails 
due to lack of E.H.T.. it is virtually certain that 
this valve (the EY51) needs replacing. Sometimes 
the - symptoms are of variation of brilliance 
depending upon the white picture content. the 
weather chart for instance producing a very 
blurred picture. perhaps blacking out altogether. 
Incidentally. flutter caused by aircraft in the 
vicinity causes intolerable variation and only a 
reduction in brilliance will enable a picture to 
be held at all. 

These symptoms. of course. are applicable to 
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any receiver and not only to those which are 
the subject of this article. 

Frame Timebase 
A rather peculiar fault encountered several 

times on these receivers shows as an extended 
frame scan accompanied by inability to lock the 
picture vertically. Put in other words, the height 
is excessive and the picture rolls at high speed. 
This has been found to he due to a short -circuit 
in the 820KS2 resistor which is wired in series 
with the VERTICAL HOLD control. This is 
exactly the opposite to what is usually encoun- 
tered, the fault usually being that the reistor 
" goes high," causing loss of hold and slightly 
reduced height. 

The V 10 ECL80 itself can be held responsible 
for numerous frame timebase faults, including 
loss of hold, height and distorted frame scanning, 
the latter varying from severe cramping at the 
bottom of the raster to nothing more than a pair 
-- perhaps only one white line across the centre 
of the picture, the latter being otherwise normal. 

In the event of valve replacement not curing 
severe frame distortion, check the 100pF 
(12VDC) electrolytic capacitor wired from pin 3 

of the valve base to chassis. 

Sound Section 
When distortion of the sound signals is 

experienced, the 4.7MS2 (yellow, violet, green) 

TELEVISION September, 1957 

resistor, which is the H.T. feed resistor to the 
WX6 noise limiter, should be suspected. This 
resistor and the small metal rectifier are mounted 
close to the PCL83 valve base. It is good practice 
to replace the resistor with one of i watt 
rating to prevent a repetition of the distortion at 
a later date. The WX6 itself is often responsible 
for noisy sound, but undoubtedly the volume 
control itself (500KS2 DP switch) is the most 
frequent offender in this direction, accurate diag- 
nosis presenting no difficulty, however, since the 
slightest touch creates the most unearthly noise. 
This noise is worsened when the PCL83 tends to 
be microphonic, and between the two of them the 
net effect must be heard to be believed! 

Blown Fuse 
When the fuse fails repeatedly, it is sometimes 

difficult to ascertain the cause. If the fuse failure 
is intermittent, perhaps days elapsing before an- 
other one goes, suspect the PY82. 

If it blows as soon as the set warms up, how- 
ever, try another PL81, and if this does not stop 
it. have the PY82 and PY81 tested. After these 
steps it will be necessary to check the H.T. line 
for shorts, observe the valve heaters as they warm 
up (for signs of a few lighting up brightly. indi- 
cating a heater -cathode short in one) and generally 
examine the chassis for obvious signs of over- 
loading. 

REPLACING PICTURE TUBES 
(Continued from page 64) 

should be rotated for maximum brilliance. Should 
none be obtained it is reasonable to suspect faulty 
tube. If an EHT meter is available an ion trap is 
simple to adjust, and should be carried,out as follows. 
Connect the meter to tube anode with the EHT lead 
connected. Advance the brilliance control until a 
fall in voltage is experienced. Set volume control at 
the point where the voltage just begins to fall. Adjust 
ion trap in usual way. 

Once a raster has been obtained adjust the focus 
control to a point of maximum sharpness. If a sharp 
raster cannot be obtained it will be necessary to make 
some adjustments to the focusing mechanism. If the 
focusing is by means of permanent magnets try the 
effect of screwing them nearer together or farther 
apart ; also the effect of moving the assembly up and 
down the neck of the tube. If focus cannot be obtained 
it will be necessary to replace the magnets. If focus 
is effected by a combination of permanent and electro- 
magnets the following procedure should be adopted. 
Set the permanent magnets to give as sharp a raster 
as possible, then adjust the resistance network as in 
the case of the brilliance control to either increase 
or decrease the current flowing through the coil, but 
be careful not to exceed the current rating for the 
coils. It is better to fit stronger magnets than burn out 
the focus coil. Once focus is obtained it is worth 
while readjusting the ion trap as the focusing will 
probably have altered its setting. 

The only trouble likely to be encountered now is 
that due to a lower deflection sensitivity the timebases 
do not give sufficient power to fill the screen. It is as 
well to compare the published figures before startin- 

the conversion, as to increase the outputs of the time - 
bases can be somewhat complex, and instructions are 
outside the scope of this article. As a general guide 
any variation of over 60 per cent. means that the tube 
is unsuitable. Also the voltage required to modulate 
the tube should be considered, as if a 100 per cent. 
increase is required it may be that the present video 
stage will not give the extra voltage without alteration. 
For the same reason the interference limiter may have 
to be readjusted to avoid clipping the signal when the 
tube is being fully modulated. 

The above procedure may at first appear to be 
rather formidable, but if the job is tackled methodi- 
cally no trouble should be encountered. In general, 
it is more likely to be successful if a tetrode is replacing 
a triode than the other way about. In the writer's 
experience the only tube which cannot be replaced 
by other makes are those round ones made by 
Emiscope, but these are usually ruled out at the start 
on account of size alone. 

WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS 
TABLES AND FORMUL6E 

Tenth Edition 

F. J. CAMM 
A handbook dealing with methods of calculation, solutions to 
workshop problems, and the rules and formutæ necessary in 
various workshop processes. It contains all the information 

a mechanic normally requires. 

From all booksellers, 7/6 net, 
by post 7 /IO from the publisher, 

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.), 
Tower House, Southampton Street, W.C.2. 
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BAND 3 T1V CONVERTER 
185 Mc/e-199 Mc/s 

£uitabte London, Birmingham, Northern and 
Scottish ITA Transmissions 

Nok. 2 Model, si illustrated. lattent taocode cire nit 
}:C1'84 and ERic valves giving improved 

ec5niiivity (6.x.10) over er statelarl o ,d t. Indu -in 
loger Supply A.('. 0011-lilt o. Di,neovinos only - 
fiain. x t. lit. Jin. Sinople nod easy lo tit -only- 
voten al ,ping -in connections. Wired, aligned and 
tested ready for use. State Channel Required. Guar. 
Bargain Offer--good results or full ref mol, only 

£3.19.6. (err. A 1'kg. 010. 

Mk. 1 Model. Using '-' 81133 or i1FolM. Full con - 
stsiclur's Kit of Parts including drilled chassie. 

x 4in. x Sain., blueprint, a alt en and all co - 

p,nteut -, etc., excluding Power Storedìev l nodiped 
1\ 111' design. Matey 11111'e in satisfactory une. Bargain 
Offer only 2 gas, P. h P. 2p6. Pop -er Supply Rit, 
complete, 20,1 -. P. et P. Ili. Rami 1-Band 3 Switch 
Kit, 8'8. 
CONVERTER ACCESSORIES. Rami 1 -Bared ' 
( ros -over (`nit, 718. Var. Atteunatorn 631,- ;aid1,, 

f 1. BBC Fattens Filter. 8/8. Baud 3 Aerials-mtside 
single dipole with 4 yds. coax.. 13/9. S elenunt 
Beano, 27/8. 5 clement, 85/ -, etc., etc. 

Volume Controls 
Lon. ratios, 111,0011 'Ohms 

Megohns. Long 
spindles. 1 /ear 
gamest tee. Midget Edis- 

type. man 

3'- 4i- 41 
t itear Ratio, 11.0101 

ohm. Megohns 

80 f %n;'L: COAX 
STANDARD lin. , tinto. 

Polythene insulated. 
GRADE "A" ONLY 

8d. yd. 
SPECIAL - l3emi-air 
np:nrd poi ytheue. 11 

1.e.1 so itch, 4/- (sore. ohm. Coax tin. ,loam. 

Coax plugs, 1(2. Coax 4t ruoded ana. Losses 

sockets, 1l -. Cm,plers not 50 ",,. 
9d. 

1:3. Outlet boxes, 4'8. Ideal Laud ;1. 7 Y 

TWLN FEEDER, Olt obuls Od, yd. ; 300 oh,nr. Bd. y'I. 

TWIN SCREEN FEEDER, 811 ohms, 1/3 Yd. 

10 OHM CABLE, 8d, per yd. tin. di,. 
TRIMMERS, Ceramic, 4 pf. -71 pi., 94. tito pi.. 
).:n pi.. 7/3 ; 250 pi., 1/8 ; Gun pi., 1/9. PH111PS 
Prrin,'r Type.. -! lu. N Pt. or 3 to 30 p1., 1.- each. 

RESISTORS. - ,Pref. values 10 ohm,. 10 n:egoh ms. 

CARBON WIRE WOUND 
20",. Type, I w., 3d. ; 

Gw. 25 ,,huts -13 
t w , bd. ; 1 w., Bd. ; law. 1 0,000 1'6 
O w., 9d. 12w. % tdun L'- 
550,,. Type. !. w., 9d. ; Gw-. 1.5,000- 119 

5 ",. Type. 1 w , 11- ; 
::.uo;r 

1 " Hi-Stab. t w., 2/ -. 10w. ulna- 2/3 

WIRE -WOUND POTS, 3w. LAB. COLVERN, etc. 
Pre-Set Min. 'l'.1'. 't'y'pe Standard 
Knurle,l Slotted Rho), Spindl.. High l.,c,le. 
All Values 25 ohms to 311 Ail Val ties. Ion oho to 

K., 3- ea. 50 1V., 4 / - ín K., 5/8: Inn I(.. 01. 
Diu Carbon Track. W/W EXT. SPEAKER 
111 IC. to 2 Meg., 3/ -. CONTROL loft. 3- 
SOLON SOLDERING' IRONS ('s1. 204. or 'a, "'.u, 
V.I. _ Watt lusten Type, 2118: 65 ctitt 
l'ruril, 

nma 
Rit 'Type, 28'8: iii gall Oval Bit Type. 

25, -. Comprehensive stock of senne -, :t.o3i I,,I.I.. 

SPEAKER FRET.- Expand"d Eno ,z :plod i 

nett 0 x 0 in.. 2/3 : 1.2 x S in.. 31- : l'! v P i:,., 4 3 : 

ito., 6 / -; 24x 12 in., 8/8. e, 

TYGAN FRET lltoephy pattern, P l h t . P ! i n . . 2 - 

l2 l o in.. 1' -; 12 x 24 i.., 4' -. et ". 

8 P.M. SPEAKER (3 ohms) 
I - lit +. 1, l' R la, 01.11. í'( ,.,,. 
All reconditioned and gnu's t +"1. alas! I 1: :1. 
1. r Bargain, 76. Earn I/G 

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 
3 WAVEBANDS 5 VALVES 

P.N -. 10 tn. -50 on. LATEST MIDGET 
51.3V. 900 n,. -550 m. BVA 
L.W. NIItt .,.- 2,ía111 m. 41;1411a`í 

Rind new atnl guar. A.('. 2181/230 v. 4 pos. W'ti'. 
ow. Short-Medium-Long-Grans. Short-Medium-Long-Grans. P.U. socket. High' 
Q dust core coils. Iwtrst circuit techni0toe, delayed 
AVE and nee feedback. 01' 4 watts. Chassis 

v'ne. 
131 s 51 S 21ií,. Dial loin. o 41in. Hor. n 

ert. station r . It admit or ivory knobs tö 
choice. Aligned nnn,l calib,,.t ea remly for lone. 

Sensitivity and Quality at Low Cost. 
Doable wound n ii ,. trans. BARGAIN 91 Gns. ('arr. and t i . t 41. PRICE 2 
n or lain, epeilcer to match, 20:- and 251_- 

7 Valve De Loge, push -pull EL41 vccsisn. 7 watt 
output, 212.10.0. ('arr. x iu+.5, -. 

RECORD PLAYER BARGAINS 
SINGLE PLAYERS. -:I op. BM (T1'8), 92/8. 
4 sp. BSR (latest model, v'I`:n. 99;8. 4 sp. 
COLLARO, 5 1äs. 4 sp. GARRARD (4 S.P ), 
27.100. (' :vr. a 'no., :1 G. 

AUTO CHANGERS. -I: sp. COLLARO (R1/541, 
27.19.6. 4 op. BSR 11'A.), 29.15.0. 4 op. 
COLLARO, 98.15.0. 4 st'. GARRARD, 91 ans. 
('arr. Ie ins., 4'6. 
All above mated. Brand New and (attar. 
Fitted latest style l'weight Clal. I'.1". with 
turnover heat and twin sapphire slvl ii. 
SPECIAL OFFER. -- GARRARD ti v. Battery 
operated single 45 r.r.m. Recant Player with 
l 'weight Xtal P.C. 1,1(31 unit for battery 
portable use. 

BARGAIN £6 . 19.6. ('..rn t ins., 3 / -. 

RECORD PLAYER CABINETS 
Contemporary style revile, covere') cabinet in 
mottled real on ith criant interior. Sine 181 x 131 x ht. 
Olin., tilled with all rt ress ries, inehtding speaker 
baffle board and plastic fret. Space :oval lable for all 
modern nutpl fliers and antochanger.. etc. Uncut 
recur) player !mounting board 14 o. l ;:in. l'ut mount- 
ing boards available. 

Cabinet Price, £3 . 3 . O. Farn and i s. 3/0. 

2 VALVE AMPLIFIER (to fit above cabinet), 
modern circuit with 3:1.01 olotpnt. rea,ly built, with 
Gin. speaker and output tnmsn muter, 23.12.8, 
corn and lus. ! : 

WEARITE "P" TYPE COIS. -.All ranges 1 tu 7, 
2/8 ea. Osmur (1 serte. coils. Slog tuned. All ranges 
from 3/6. Med. 0 1..41. ,ln:d range coil a 5th reaction, 
type 011IHH with vircui re. 9 -. 

I.F. TRANSFORMER -465 ke /s 
Brand new ex o t - IV., 
size 21ín. ,n. .lost core tuning. Litz. 
wound votb,High Q. IS,rKUO offer, 76 tnir 

CONDENSERS. -Mica or S. Mica. All pref. values 
3 pl. to 680 pf., 84. ea. ('emetic types, 2.2 pf. to 2,11.1lt 

p).. 94. each. Tabulera, 4511 t -., Hunt. and T.C.C. 
.taco. -,. .1111. .00:,. . tI ami .1, 350 v.. 9d. .o-', 
.1 ':uov. Hunts, T('C, 1' -. 2:1 Hunt.. 1,8. .5 Hunts, 
1 :9..1, 1.500 v. T.C.C. ISil,plem. 3,6..001 6 kV. 

SILVER MICA CONDENSERS- 
] l.' J'pf. t :,ml pi., l', ó10 M. lit 3,000 pf., 1 /3. 
1" 1.5 pf. to 51/0 pt.. 1 9. 513 pf. to 5,000 f., 2, -. 

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. -18 s.w,g. Plain, nndri!led 
folded 4 sides and riveted corners lattice fixing holes. 
Strong and soundly constructed with Slfn. sides. 
lin. x 4in., 41 ; 9in. x Gin., 5'9 ; 1lin. x lin., b: B ; 

13in. z 9in., 8'8 ; 14in. x llin., 10'6. 
JASON F.M. TUNER UNIT íS7 ult x-105 me /nt. 
An ,leccri lw,l Pali,, Constructor. Designer 
Approved Kit of sparts to build this modern highly 
n,Iceeseful unit, drille,) chassis and superior type 
illumilmbsl glas. dial. coif. ratio and all ,lttnlityroni- 
ponents, etc., (tor only 5 gas., lneS free. Set of 
4 1pecilioI Min. valves, 30 -, lout free. 
Illustrated handbook with full details, E/ -, Pool free 

NEW 
BOXED VALVES ALL 

GUARANTEED 
1R /,1T47/8 DAF96 9'- EC'l. ) 10,6 1 (1.8 /i 12 /6 
155, 1144 7/6 ÚF90 9,- EF4I 1016 P1.81 11lá 
304, ;117 81- 1)KI6 9/. EF80 10 /6 PLY. 10,- 
;004 9,13 01,96 9'- EF86 1218 PL83 11.B 
GATT, 8/6 351,6 108 EF9I 0(0 PVB,t 016 
6K7 6/8 EABCS19 /6 EL41 10 /6 FYNI 9/6 
6K. 8/6 RI191 61 EL84 11/6 PYS2 Old 
1/Q7 8/8 109(41 106 1/V51 1018 1.22 8/6 
GS'-i 0/6 RRl' :I :I 818 R7,40 86 IL5 11fó 
6V6 7(6 E('C84 12/6 EIS,) 8,6 1.'B141 9/6 
6X4 7/6 WINK 1216 MI114 9/6 ('í,'1140 10 /6 
GY5 7;8 EC1,812 12/8 IR'l'84 108 UF41 101- 
71.5 9'- 111/1142 106 PCF81 10 /6 PI.tt 1018 
717 8/6 ECHBI 10/6 M'lr82 10,6 í'Y41 818 

SPECIAL PRICE PER SET 
1 Ri, 1T4, 155, 101 or 344, or ::V1 ... ... 2718 
1,1496, film;, ItAF91i, 111.00... ... ... 351 - 

6K8, 1iK7, 5Q7, GVG, 57,1 or 6X5 ... ... 35/ 
ELECTROLYTICS ALL TYPES NEW STOCK 
Tubular Wire Ends Can. Type*, Clips 3d. ea. '^' v.. 5.'l0 v. 119 8451 v. 2/6 

;11150 v., 45111i v 2'- 8 +8/450 v. T.C.C. 9/8 
1011_.ív 2,440 v 2'- x a 16 /I51í v. Hunts 5l- 
14/4511 V. B.E.C. ale 16 -- 16'450 v, T.C.C. 6/4 
8! 5111 v, Dub. &9 ;s2-':;511 v. 9; - 
8 +S 5111 v. flub. 4'6 3'3 +32./_175 v. Hunts 4/6 
8+16 4511 v. T.('.('. 5'- 32450 v. T.C.C. 6,0 
111 /45U v. B. E.t'. II 6 '.30;3tí) V. 13.1'.('. 8/6 
18 /Soil v. Doh. 4 - (0,33n V. T.l.C. 616 
16 +161450 v. T.C.1. 5-8 lilt +1011;330 v. 11,1 
32/nno r. Dub. 4 - 
:3_6:,1111 v. Gob. 5 -- 

(i.- 252ï v. ó 
1.11 +3111i27:í v. 

1218 
32:8 5a._ 31130 v. B.E.'. 61 

112 3_!13550 v. MEd'. 5'0 3,nUn mhl G v. 816 

TRANSISTOR. -Elect. fond. 6v. type, 2, 4, A 8 

nad. ,n'. 6, lu and 113. 1.5v, 32, 31 each. 
SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS. E.H.T. TYPE FLY- 
BACK VOLTAGES.- K:tí!J 3 kV., 5/- : K314u 

0 kV., 6,'9: K 3 4 5 3 . 6 7 , 3 K3;50 4 kV., 
79; 1-13í11111 n kV.. 129. etc. 
MAINS TYPES. -EMI 125 v., St nat.. 4/6 : Ft M2 
125 v. 110 m A., 41 : RMa 103 v. 126 niA., 8/9: 
RM4 25 

11 

230 mA.. 16 -. 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. -Made in ow' ow'u 
N-orkshnpe to Top (:r:ule spec. Fully interleaved 

d iu,pregnated. RADIO AND AMPLIFIER 
TYPE. -050 v., 60 n,A. P.K. see. 5 v. tor 6.3 v. 1 a3. 

rect. 6.3 v. 2.5 a. net Htrs., 22/6. etc., C.R.T.HTR. 
ISOLATION TYPE.- -Lax' leakage With or wtithmlt 
25" 
10'6 

c. boost voltage. 

: 4 v.. 10'6 : 0.3 
Ratio I : 

v.. 10'8 : 

1 or 1.23, 
13,3 v , 

2 v., 

10 /6. 
Ditti trill, moins primaries 2.0,230 v., 121. 
SPECIAL TRANS.-Wound to your requirement. 

TRANSISTORS 
Mfr'.. surplus PNP .function type. 
Audio Type, Shill Kc/s, 250 111.0. 9'6. 
R.F. and L.O. Mixer Type. 0.5 Men, 19/8. 

All tested and guaranteed. 
Transistor Components. -Midget I.F. transi. 
315 ices. 5,- i Ferrite Slab Aerial ldual range, 
13'8: M.: and 1..1V. Ose. awl let 1.1'.. 111; 
Push F.II i.leretoee trnnnf., 8'0 : Y,nh 
Pun output time , 8 -. 
M Cod Earpiece, 'tit. /limn., 15. 011111. 4 9. 
Bal. Arm. Phone Inserts, I Fin. di.un.. 30 ohm., 
3'9. 

TRS RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS (Est. 1946) 

70 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY (THO 2188) 
50 yards Thornton Heath Station. Buses 130A, 133, 159, 166 & 190. 

Lis'ed above are only a few items from our very large 

I 

TRANSFORMER AND COIL WINDING CAPACITY 
Li sal. Send 3d. damp today for Complete Baesito AVAILABLE FOR PROTOTYPES AND SMALL RUNS hilt 

Hours : 9 a.m.-6 p.m., I p.m. Wed. OPEN ALL DAY SAT. 
C.O.'', . tí;t1/p malr rbr9r<, 1'.rt..t, rte., paynö/r to y'./!., Pn</; POrG/ap up to a16. 7,1., llh. 1 I. 310. 1-0, olb. t':-, IéIG. f:/b'. 
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FOR W VALVES Ji\ GUARANTEED ALL 
TESTED 

BEFORE DISPATCH 4ap\ 

:21 5 6 

1:: :36' 

T:ul:' 
12 6 

11, 8,6 
8- 
8- 
9- 

,1 , 

,111 
111 

77 
7ñ7 
711 
75 -_ 

387r,4117'616 6_ 
9:- 4374: 8'- '437 
88 6371:T 91- .I12 
9:- 17K13U3' 7'- 91112 

-.6 6K71:'1` -'- !r1431' 
:6 1:K74: 5.9 ' 

10 6 416781 81 9001 
4Kw: 8.9 9on11 

4 _ 41641!'0 9 6 
71 61e6t1 9'_ 
8'- 6L7 7 6 
1- 41,14 11 6 

11.6 4N7 -- 
13,- 41'25 131 
8:8 41174:T 9 - 

:1' 8 - 
- 76 

,14H7 6'- 
6837 8 0 
44167 8'- 

A7 12 6 ':1114 
(`2 96 4111:1 

1115431' 10 6 1 , AT.; 
114 86' 1:A1:11 
II.115 36 6114 
JN5 108 48414- 
1115 8- 11B.A1i 

44 10 8 1111E6 

'- 7 0 48J4 
T4 76'1113R7 

-'\2 4 6 4B47 
IA4 3,01631 
;'316 5 - 48067 
114 8 6 41'1 

3y.5 9.6 1'5,:T 
:,44 . 8 8 , 

5V4 9 - 64111 
4318 3- '',In: 

' 8 - -11'1 

: 3111 : 1 9 6 
: 1'41: 8 _ : r,lnlll 
r 1 ^u 8 _ 6013 
. 43' ;1 8 - 6033 
.Z11: 106 4815 
6A7 13- 1131:4i1i -46 

4.11 10 6 I 11)614 2.6 
nA,'- 68 63511 
411.4 56 1111r 
64K5 86. 6.11M 

61 
5'- 
-6 
5:- ó,1.7 8 

13,6 1.'S7 8- 
76 641)7 F3' 
76 

14 - 
58 

5'8 
86 

Transistors. --14e,1 sp,':. 10 -' 5. 1 :1m .I 4o11. 15 - L. 

I 1 8:- 
12s1i7 8- 
12S1,7 8,- 
1241/7 8'8 

R 1 
9 - 1.301 13 8 
9:6 15312 9 
88 ^-óD1 10.6 

118 2:L1 131 
8.- 2130:1 13.8 
88 213115 118 
08 2:1L11171' 98 

251'14i 99 
25%4H 9 - 
'5'/..S 9 

91 
::00:, 121 
:1001.1 12.9 

24 15:- 
:f,I; lUT 9'6 

:1JA1 1 9 - 
:152441'l' 8'8 
::5'/,5 9'- 

1l'1 12,6 5n35 913 
244 8:6 591,61P1' 8:8 
4111S 11 6 14331'!' 3 6 

1T41 118 210141rí56 
1'í7 9- 216311'1' 4'8 
437 9$ .41., l'1:S 

2337 10:- 61 
'11:.14 9.- 1'í1'1 3.8 
"I11'v1 10- I1339 9;_ 
_ 11:1 294 10 8 
21114 3- 1112,1 108 
2.1.1 4.8 117:11 9 - 
".17 10 - 1111107 9.- 
21(7 - 14K9: 108 
2I:4 1:3- U1., 10d 
yo47 96 14H:0 86 
244 - 28 I:1111.,,119. 

; 6 :16,'n13 
4II, 56 10- 

3;9 
51 
5r6 

5!8 

56 
1154 2;- 
9.55 4 9 
115-; 3á 

1 12'8 

ALPHA 
RADIO SUPPLY CO' i F--- 1--11 --1011 

HL'J2 128 
HN309 13 6 
1:10\ 9 
K Rt',2 8 
K'1' ' 5 
1:T24 4 8 

10 - 
RT.;.: 15'- 
K'111 ::1 

I:'1'11 6i21 
9_ 

1.:1 'W:5 116 6l'1\47 96 
E4'3112 101 I:'17.11. 6.'- 
1i1' H 1 11 1.1_10 5 - 
Ec4413 10 8 )I 1f4 7 8 
E3LS" 138 1111.11 -9 
EF>`1: 10'- N74 121 
I7022 88 1'61 39 
171'40 126 1'215 3r11 
El'41 11- PEN A415'- 
7?F85 12'6 PE N'25 
EF.+4 121 
17089 12 8 
112i12 8; 4_ 
171,3! 88 

8 
1,41 344 19;- 

E1.33 I4, 8 I s 2r<u 11'- 
1:1.41 10%8 M'F42 12'8 
EI.42 111 PI '1,31 121 
61..4 11- 11,1 138 
11M34 10 - PIS2 10:- 
EMS" 11 - 1.1,":I 12 

111 0I"'75 311 
1:V,: 12- l'S9-, 126 
1:491 6- Pl. 1 10- 
EZ-61 10- 1'\.1 10- 
67113 10- P\.2 8- 
1;7,913 9:- l'l*3 12 - 

1:21 

- 
41';'1.1.;1! 41';'1.1.;1! 

_38 
Z:t 6 If 1'4 16 

11:111 5 -1 !M1I 3 11 
111;'.:1111 I l113 10'- 

88 022 8- 

111: \74 7- 

103 LEEDS TERRACE 

WINTOUN STREET 

LEEDS 7 

Ph:St213A 

1.25 136 
1'17 15 
1_ 191 12' 
1 414' 11.8 
1'1141 9 6 
1,04'41 10'- 
1"B1'4'2 11 - 
1-82c0 12,8 
1'1'64" 121 
I-11141 12:8 
I'14 I 10 - 
t-1.11 11:- 
I:1,4 128 
1"1"41 10- 

Vra 106 
V021 2'9 
VR5:3 

1V 1:1'R 8.8 
54 
39) 

111831) 2 - 
VR55 
11.783::3) 71 
VILI.; 
11:034) 6 - 
VR57 
EK:12) 8- 

V 86.5 
(41.611 
V R1i3.4. 
,4P41) 3.- 
V R1in 
P131) 3:9 

l'Rll1 . 

,1:0511) 4- 
V1191 
iVf..) 

' 1 3 3 : 7 : 1 1 1 . 1 0 1 1 , 1 , 41 4 . 6 3 . . 63. p`r 1,144. 

it 6, 5,8 VT .;01. 5i- 
611 V1.31 

8- 111 1174) 
V112:1 6 8 8; 9 
V1'41 7 6 V114 h4 
V.,n 3- 

VC111 21 
6 8 \\'77 88 1E1.52) 

W721) 
Sn3 

379 
7' 1 

7.759 

136 
106 
10- 
118 
14- 
14 - 
11 6 

PUBLICATIONS each 
134. -How to Make Aerials for 

TV Rawl I and 3) .and V. H.P. 
IRawl 1), 11x1., for all 1'han,c'i . 

'l',1: ,li n'rreut ,trsigus for local :ol'l 
,.ivre an., 2,3 

So. 125. -- Practical Transistors and 
Transistor Circuits, How to make 
Vonr O u 'l'rxn,istora. 44 p17'4 3.6 

No.' 144. -Valve and Television Tube 
Equivalents. Receiving Tran-- 
1.111inÇ. fmhistrial 5,- 

No. 142.- -Modern TV Circuits and 
Fault Finding Guide: Many iu- 
lrre-tlag 3ì3311;1s iueluded 4;6 

>". l' "' Radio Controlled Models for 
Amer cure, l :oats. :liroralt. 

5'- 

Our New 1957 -1959 Radio and 
T.V. Components Catalogue is 
now available. Send 1- in 
Stamps for your copy. . 

No. In). - F.M. Tans_, Construction, by 
tl' ..1. ,May. Easy to Build. Point 

1 14',',:1 \\')ring. roper High 
l'1,0I1ly Ile.)to l.:I. 12 Pages, 

111 Components for this Circuit . 

t 
a1I111- 4, stook 23 

N,! 111 - A Comprehensive Valve 
Guide, 11,ík 4o. I 5 

TERMS : Cash with order or C.O.D. Postage and Packing 
charges extra, as follows :' Orders value 10,'- add If- ; 20/- 
add; 1/6 ; 40/- add 2/- ; ES add 3,- unless otherwise stated. 
Minimum C.O.D. fee and postage 3 -. All single valves postage 
6d. Personal shoppers Monday -Friday 9 a,m, to 5 p.m. 

I To: THE BENNETT COLLEGE (Dept,1.66), SHEFFIELD. I 

I Please send me free of charge and without obligation, 1.1 

a copy of your prospectus on (subject/ s) 
9 

( 'SAME 

IADDRESS 
. ................ ... .........................._............. .............._........._....__ .. ; 

I 1 

( 1 1 Age (if under z l) Pleas writeee in bl_ck letters. 
OW OM 11I1a 

The Bennett College 
can make you an expert 
TV technician 

IN YOUR OWN HOME! 
Here's your big chance ! The Bennett College, famous 
the world over for its first -class postal tuition, now offers 
you a course in Television Servicing. Right away you can 
start adding to your knowledge of television repairs and 
maintenance, increasing your technical ability -and making 
a sound investment for your future. 
Studying with The Bennett College is a pleasure. You 
work in your own home, as quickly - or as slowly - as you 
like. Your personal tutor at the College sends you your 
lessons -and gives you his friendly help based on years of 
teaching experience. The College guarantees to continue 
teaching you until you reach the standard you wish - and 
all you; text -books are provided free of charge. 

Send for a free prospectus today! Just fill in the 
coupon opposite and post it off-The Bennett College 
will send you a prospectus free of charge and without 
obligation. 

EXCELLENT COURSES in the following subjects 
are also offered by The Bennett College. Write on your 
coupon the course that interests you. 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING RADIO ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL WIRING TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

POWER STATION ENGINEERING 
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TV at Earls Court 
71 

A PRELIMINARY REVIEW OF SOME OF THE EXHIBITS AT THIS YEARS RADIO AND 

TELEVISION SHOW 

As the opening date of the Radio Show draws 
nearer, more and more details of the 
exhibits are being released. As is usual 

with the show, however, certain manufacturers 
prefer to withhold certain information in- the 
desire to steal a march on their competitors. as a 
result of which we are kept in the dark regarding 
any startling development which may eventually 
be released. However, from the information so 
far received, there appears to be little which is 
actually new at this year's show. and the majority 

Easy -to- get -at pre -sets are found on this Invicta and 
Pam receivers. 

of exhibits will look and perform 
very much like those of last year. 
One of the foremost circuit 
developments is. of course, the use 
of printed circuitry, and whilst. at 
the time of writing. no complete 
receiver appears to be made 
entirely on a printed circuit 
chassis, Pam (Radio & Television) 
Ltd.. who were the first manufac- 
turers to produce a printed circuit 
television set in this country. now 
introduce a complete range of TV 
sets -all using printed circuit 
chassis. However. the R.F. portion 
of these receivers still utilises the 

wired" technique, and only the 
time -bases are on the printed 
circuits. No doubt other firms 
will also be producing printed 
circuit units in their receivers. but 
this technique does not seem to 
have reached the proportions 
which were anticipated at last 
year's show. 

Modern design in table models is typified by this 
Bush receiver. 

Reduced Size 
The niost interesting development, from the 

pictures which «c have seen. is the tendency in 
table models to reduce the overall size of the 
cabinet. whilst using larger tubes. Thus 17 and 
even 2? inch tubes are being used. but the cabinet 
sizes are very little. if at all, larger than the 12 
and 14 inch cabinets of previous years. This has 
been accomplished in most cases by making the 

A partable by Spencer -West with magnifying front. 

i 
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tube front fill the entire front of the cabinet, and 
also by the use of the rectangular tube. The 
loudspeaker is still, in the -majority of cases. of 
the elliptical type, and is placed at the side of 
the cabinet instead of beneath the tube, and in 
many cases. as typified by the illustration of the 
Bush receiver on page 71. the controls have 
also been removed to the side. This thus provides 
the viewer with a much larger picture and removes 
from him the difficulty of having to find 
accommodation for a larger set. Unfortunately, 
however. from the technical point of view, this 
increase in size which is now available by the 
use of larger tubes has not resulted in the 
manufacturers providing the viewer with improved 
sound quality. There appears to be still the Bin. 
elliptical speaker as a maximum size, and the 

The "Golden -V " aerial for all bands -by Belling & Lee. 

simple direct -fed pentode output stage, and yet 
the quality of reproduction on the wavelengths 
used for television is capable of so much better 
use. We hope. by the time the show opens, to 
see that some manufacturer has provided a push 
pull output stage. with a really high- quality 
speaker, although this will call, of course, for a 
console cabinet. This question of quality seems 
to be avoided by the manufacturers. and yet there 
is a terrific demand for " hi -ti " equipment for the 
reproduction of gramophone records. On the 
V.H.F. sets used in sound radio there also appears 
to he very little carried out in the way of doing 
justice to the high -quality which is available, 
V.H.F. bands being included in small table 
models with no attempt at wide -band quality 
reproduction. 

Pre -sets 
The illustration on the left of page 71 shows an 

lnvicta model and this, with the other models by 

TELEVISION September, 1957 

the same manufacturing concern, has what might 
he regarded by many viewers as a welcome return 
to an old practice. This is the placing on the 
front panel of certain pre -set controls. Readers 
will remember that at one time the controls Were 
all on the front, then certain of them were 
removed to the rear " out of the way," whilst in 
some cases a small lid or panel was used to cover 
them until they needed adjustment. The four 
small controls are for vertical and horizontal hold, 
contrast and sensitivity, and many viewers find it 
helps to have these handy to adjust from time to 
time to compensate for valve wear and tear and 
varying atmospheric conditions. 

Portables 
In the region of the smaller sets there is the 

portable, and a very good example of these is the 
Spencer-West model shown at the foot of page 71. 
This particular model is for use on either A.C. or 
D.C. mains, hut not for batteries, and weighs only 
1716. This, too, uses the printed circuit in its 
construction, and has automatic picture control 
and noise suppression circuits. The tube used in 
this receiver, as is more or less now in general use, 
is of the aluminised type and it would appear that 
this type of. tube has now won the battle between 
aluminised or ion trap. A feature on this 
Spencer -West model. which we have not seen 
before incorporated in a complete receiver, is the 
use of a magnifying front to provide an apparently 
larger picture with the employment of a small 
tube. There appears to be no large -scale develop- 
ment of the room -to -room portable which at one 
time was thought possible. 

Aerials 
In the realm of the accessory the aerial has 

probably undergone the greatest development 
The illustration on the left shows the " Golden 
V " by Belling & Lee. This is an " in the room 
aerial" which can be used on any channel in 
Bands I. II or Ill with either vertical or horizontal 
polarisation. It has adjustable elements which can 
be extended and set at any angle to give the best 
possible results, and its directional properties help 
to eliminate double images or " ghosts." It has 
a non -slip base and is finished in black and 
genuine gold plate. It has been purposely made 
to be more efficient in Band III than on Band 1. 

as it has been found in practice that this band 
is the most difficult to receive. At 2 guineas this 
represents a very good buy. 

Practical Television 
Circuits 

288 pages, 156 illustrations 
15/- net or 15/6 by post, from 

GEO. NEWNES, LTD., Tower House, 
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. 
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zC ßsì gOO aplszn 
THE QUALITY OF A RECEIVED PICTURE IS VITALLY DEPENDENT ON THE R.F. 

COUPLINGS. SOME DETAILS ARE GIVEN HERE FOR AMATEURS WHO WISH 

TO WIND THEIR OWN I.F. TRANSFORMERS By T. Usher 

1r HERE must be many serious amateurs who have 
thought of winding their own I.F .transformers, 
but who have decided, on second thoughts, to 

follow some coil winding details from a published TV 
set design. These details are, however, invariably 
those for winding coils to be employed in stagger - 
tuned circuits, and there are none for band -pass 
coupled transformers, but while most amateur TV 
set constructor designs use these stagger -tuned 
circuits, the coupled circuit interstage coupling in one 
of its variations enjoys a greater popularity in com- 
mercial practice today. Possibly the amateur believes 
that single coils stagger -tuned are the easiest to 
handle, but coupled circuits are not only within the 
average amateur's ability to employ, they have 
several important advantages over the former. One 
advantage of coupled circuits is that only one single 
lining up frequency is required instead of the several 
required when lining up the single coils to their 
different frequencies. Another considerable advantage 
is that it is possible to obtain a higher stage gain with 
them by some 50 per cent., or even more if the Q of 
one circuit is higher than the other and the coupling 
is correctly adjusted. It will be seen that the making 
of one's own coupled circuit coils, a feat which is by 
no means difficult providing a little patience is exer- 
cised, is well worth while. 

The most common form of coupled circuit uses 
mutual inductance coupling between the primary 
and secondary coils which are placed in the grid 
and anode circuits respectively of the I.F. valve. Top 
capacity coupling in addition to mutual inductance 
has been used but it is very unusual to use it 
deliberately. 

Stage Gain 
The gain obtainable for a given bandwidth which is 

taken as 2.7 Mc /s usually (that is the limit of the 
BBC transmission) depends primarily on the value of 
the valve mutual conductance and the circuit 

capacities associated with the valve. With coupled 
circuits the gain depends also on the coupling factor, 
as can be seen in the well known formula for the stage 
gain of a single valve with a bandwidth :- 

Stage Gain= Gm A /Rp Rs ( k -VQp Qs 
1 k2 Qp'- Qs`/ 

Where Gm =value mutual conductance 
k =coupling coefficient = 1/Q for critical coupling 
Rp= Primary circuit impedance 
Rs= Secondary circuit impedance 
Qp= Primary circuit (= n.Ci /Rp) 
Qs= Secondary circuit (= (9Co /Rs) 
Ci -Total Primary circuit capacity 
Co =Total Secondary circuit capacity 
( = 2af 

In the majority of cases in practice the Q values'are 
equal, that is Qp =Qs. In this case the formula above 
is simplified and becomes :- 

Stage Gain= Gm A /Rp Rs (I kQ ) \ k Q- 
It should be appreciated that the primary and 

secondary Q values of the transformer, unlike ordinary 
radio circuits where they are made as high as possible, 
depend not so much on the coil dynamic resistance 11Út 

on the circuit capacity. Each of the coils is deliberately 
damped heavily by resistances in parallel with its 
windings of almost invariably much lower resistance 
than its dynamic impedance at resonance. In the 
absence of any damping resistances a high Q value 
would be achieved, and a Q of 150 for the coil alone 
can easily occur. With high intermediate frequencies 
the valve input resistance contributes to the coil 
damping and has to be allowed for in the choice of 
damping resistance value. Valve makers quote a 
figure of grid input resistance at one particular 
frequency, and it is possible to derive the input 
resistance at any other frequency by using the approxi- 
mation that the input resistance is inversely propor- 
tional to frequency. 

Frequency 

kc = Critical t Blue kl > Critical Value k2 > kl 
Fig. 1. -The single response curve, and those formed by band -pass or 

tuning. 

Frequency Frequency 

Coupling Factor 
For those not familiar with 

coupled circuits it should be 
explained that when the trans- 
former primary and secondary 
Q's are equal it is possible to 
vary the amplitude versus 
frequency response of the stage 
by increasing the coupling 
between the coils from what is 
known as critical to greater 
values. At a coupling value 
below critical a reduced stage 
gain and bandwidth result and 
consequently this degree of 

staggered coupling is never used. At the 
critical coupling value a single 
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Peaked response occurs still and maximum 
amplification is obtained at the resonant frequency 
to which both the primary and secondary will have 
been tuned. As the coupling is increased beyond 
this value two humps appear in the amplification 
versus frequency response curve and these are equally 
spaced from the centre. A dip occurs also in the centre 
which corresponds to the resonant frequency. The 
height of these humps, however, remains the same 
as that of the single peak in the critical coupling 
case. If the coupling is increased even more, these 
humps in the response curve move farther and farther 
apart, and at the same time the dip 
in the centre increases. (Fig. 1.) 

It is unusual to have the coupling 
increased beyond the point where the 
dip in the centre is greater than -2 db 
or 80 per cent. of the maximum 
amplitude, because of the difficulty of 
subsequent correction to give a flat 
top in the overall response curve. Also 
with this condition the transient 
response is liable to be poor, 
so that a sharp black outline 
on the picture is liable to be 
followed by a white outline and 
Nice versa. 

The coupling factor needed to 
obtain the desired bandwidth 
with mutual inductance coupling 
will depend on the primary and secondary Q. 
turn depends on the circuit capacity. 

1f by any chance the primary and secondary are not 
tuned to exactly the same frequency, the effect is 
similar to overcoupling ; the amplitude of the humps 
remains unchanged. 

Unequal Q Circuits 
A higher stage gain can be obtained with the trans- 

former primary and secondary Q of different values 
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by making, for instance, the primary twice the second- 
ary. When the transformer is so adjusted the stage 
gain increases as the ratio of the primary and 
secondary Q increases, until in the limit when one 
winding has infinite Q the stage gain is increased in 
the ratio of 2 to 1.4 for equal Q circuits. 

Circuits with unequal Q ratio are similar to equal 
Q circuits in their behaviour as the coupling is 
increased, but the height of the humps in the response 
curve does not remain constant but changes with an 
increase of coupling. A response similar to the 
critically- coupled case is obtained with these circuits 

Figs. 

Alignment 
Frequency 

5 and 6.- Further 

This in 

H.T,t 

Frequency 

response curves as described in the text. 

when the coupling is increased to give what is called 
transitional coupling which gives the flattest response. 
Under these cone tions of coupling the response 
beyond the limits of the pass -band falls off more 
rapidly than in critical coupling with equal Q circuits. 
This is sometimes an advantage in providing a little 
extra relativity. 

A disadvantage of the unequal Q circuits is the 
somewhat greater difficulty which arises during 
alignment, particularly at the higher intermediate 
frequencies. 

Bandwidth 
Capacity 
In the gain formulae, the 

gain for a given bandwidth 

and 

is dependent not only on 
the circuit coupling, but 
also on the circuit capacities 
which reduce the gain and 
must therefore be kep`. to a 
minimum. Having selected 

a suitable valve for its high 
(Gm 'total capacity) ratio, eser/ 
effort must then be made to 
keep down the stray capacities 
of its associated circuit. Of 
course, for other reasons, the 

TI valve anode and grid leads 
O are kept as short as possible. 

The circuit layout can be con- 
sidered satisfactory only if a 
reasonable value of stage gain 
is obtained. Having wired up 
the circuit, the damping resist- 

ances to obtain the primary and secondary coil Q 
values for the desired bandwidth are then dependent 
on the valse grid input capacity, coil capacity, valve - 
holder, skiring stray capacity, and the anode 
capacity. 

TA 
932in. iron -cored former, we 

Turns j 10 12 14 

Inductance 1.7 2.2 2.74 3 

(pH) 

CAassis 

® 

-Chassis 

Tag 

T2 

x 
Heaters 

Fig. 2. -A t} pica! Nos-al used sake 1.F. stage. 
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A fairly typical layout for a Noval based I.F. valve 
is given in Fig. 2, with the theoretical circuit along- 
side. 

Using an EF80 valve some average values which 
were measured in this circuit were 9pF for the 
primary circuit of which the valve anode -earth capacity 
contributed 3.3 pF, and for the secondary circuit 

AR= 2.0 
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imposed by the anode impedance and the grid input 
impedance have been ignored as they are usually 
very high by comparison with the damping re- 
sistances. The grid input impedance may not 
always be neglected, particularly at the higher 
frequencies, and the value of the damping resistance 
must then be adjusted to take account of this. 

With the above values of damping resistance, 

the stage gain becomes 72 x,/(5.6 8.2) or 

kQ=l.S 25, using an EF80 valve with a Gm of 7.4 
mA /v. 

Overcoupled Coil Winding 
The experimental procedure is to wind the 

coils for the primary on a " cut and try " 
basis. The above values of circuit capacity 
may serve as a guide to the probable tuning 
capacities. The number of turns to give the 
required inductance to resonate at the T.F. 
chosen may be obtained from published tables 
of coil turns and frequency for different iron - 
cored formers. For obvious reasons it is 
advisable to wind on too many turns rather 
than too few. Iron dust cores are almost 
invariably used for tuning, and these should 
be screwed half -way into the former. Then 
with the primary and secondary coils connected 
in the circuit, one coil is damped heavily 

(with say a 500 ohm resistor) while the other coil is 
tuned. The turns are then removed from this coil 
until the coil resonates. The other coil is then dealt 
with likewise. 

The mutual inductance required can be obtained 
from the correct axial spacing of the coils, from an 
overwinding on either the primary or secondary, or 
from an interlinked extension (bifilar fashion) of 
both the primary and secondary coils. The first 
method is most tedious to carry out experimentally, 
depending as it does on the adjustment of the posi- 
tions of the ends of the two windings to each other. 
The overwinding scheme is probably the most popular 
commercially, but has a snag in that in varying the 
tuning of the coil over which the coupling is wound 
varies the mutual inductance and hence the coupling. 
Consequently the overwinding turns then have to 
be adjusted. To minimise the effect the iron core 
should be at the end of the winding remote from the 
overwinding. The third method, particularly with a 
third dust core for the coupling winding has some 
advantage for the amateur, as there is less effect from, 
tuning the primary and secondary on the coupling. 
A long coil former must, of course, be used, or two 
separate coil formers. 

Tuning Cores 

Critical 
Coup ling 
k. =/ 

2 3 4 S 6 B / 
tX 

Fig. 3.- Curves showing response. 

14 pF of which the valve grid -earth capacity was 
7.5 pF as obtained from the valve maker's figures. 
These values may serve as a guide and a starting point 
for experimental work. 

Stage Design 
Suppose we wish to work out the damping 

resistances for an I.F. valve stage working at 35 Mc /s 
mid -band frequency in a circuit similar to the one in 
the sketch. The bandwidth required is, say, 2.7 Mc /'s 
for a -2 db loss of performance. Coupling is to be 

made critical (kQ =1). 
First the transformer Q 
must be determined, and 
we shall choose equal Q 
circuits for this purpose. 
Then we use published 
curves of tuned circuit 
selectivity called Universal 
Selectivity Curves. These 
are reproduced here, and 

circuit response in terms of a circuit 
¡off tune frequency 
`resonant frequency 

2 3 

.E I. 
d with 30 s.w.g. enam. 

18 20 22 24 26 28 30 

3.8 4.4 5.0 5.5 6.1 6.6 7.2 

show the 

constant a which is the Q x 

From the curve we find that 
a drop of -2 db (approxi- 
mately 80 percent. of response) 
corresponds to an a of 1.2. 
This gives a Q value of (1.2 x 
35/2.7) =15.6. 

The damping resistance re- 
quired on the primary is 
(15.6/2.7r x 35 x 9 10-6) or 
7.9 k!?, and for the secondary 
is (15.6/2.7 35 '< 14 x 
l0 -") or 5.1 k!2. In practice 
an 8.2 k!_? and a 5.6 kt-> 

resistance would be used. 
The effects of the damping 

Primary 

'*4==1, 
i 

Secondary F Secondary 

Axial Spec/n9 Over/,nked interlinked Extension 
Fig. 4. --- Delaiis of t.F. windings. 
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To some extent the choice of coupling method 
is dependent on the 1.F. used. With the older lower 
frequencies of 13 Mc /s or so, it may not be possible 
to obtain sufficient coupling unless an overwinding 
is used. At the higher frequencies it is much easier 
to obtain adequate coupling by any of the above 
methods. In fact, with an overwinding only a turn 
or so will be needed, compared with as many as 
16 turns for critical coupling in a typical I.F. stage 
at 13 Mc /s. 

The type of coil former selected will depend on 
the method of screening the stages. Where the whole 
stage is screened, separate unscreened coil formers 
may be used ; these may be either long coil formers 
accommodating both primary and secondary coils 
or separate coil formers side by side. However, care 
must be taken where the coil formers are side by side 
to allow for the coupling which will exist between the 
coils by making the coupling winding assist the 
mutual inductance from this effect, or the coils 
must be spaced so that the effect is negligible. 

The coil formers themselves need not be of low 
loss material and a phenolic resin former is quite 
satisfactory since the coils are, of course, heavily 
damped anyway. 

The choice of wire for the coils is mainly based on 
convenience. Where a large number of turns are 
wound on, as are necessary for the lower frequencies 
such as 16 Mc /s, gauge 36 s.w.g. enamel covered 
wire with the turns side by side would be used. 
The whole winding is then secured by a polystrene 
or cement varnish. For the overwinding a layer of 
cellulose tape or waxed paper is placed over one end 
of the winding, and the coupling winding is wound 
on top. This is then treated in the same way. At 
frequencies of 35 Mc /s the wire size can be increased 
to gauge 30 s.w.g. enamel and then likewise dealt 
with. (Table 1.) 

Distortion of the Response Curve 
The arrangement of the coil connections should be 

such that the adjacent ends of the primary and 
secondary are what is known as " earthy." This, in 
conjunction with the short valve anode and grid 
leads, reduces to a minimum any capacitive coupling 
between the windings. This unwanted coupling 
present would produce some distortion of the 
resonance curve. The effect could then only be cured 
by some retuning after the original alignment to 
restore the symmetrical response. This may be 

difficult to do without a wobbulator. 
Another cause of distortion of the resonance 

curve of the I.F. stage after correct alignment to the 
I.F. is the effect of the anode to grid capacity of the 
valve. Although this is very small, for instance, 
.007 pF in the case of the EF80 valve, it is often 
sufficient, particularly at 35 Mc /s, to produce feed- 
back. This feedback will then produce an asym- 
metrical response curve of the stage. 

The input resistance of the valve is given by 

Rg = Got BOA where Bo is the anode 
Gm Bo (e Cga) 

circuit susceptance, Go is the anode circuit conduct- 
ance. Cga =anode to grid capacity. Gm-mutual 
conductance. 

When the anode circuit is capacitive, then the 
grid input impedance is negative and this results in 
negative feedback which results in a decrease in 
gain. When the anode circuit is inductive a positive 
grid impedance results. This produces a positive 
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feedback, giving an increase in gain. With the I.F 
transformer primary in the anode circuit these 
conditions are obtained when the frequency is 
respectively higher and lower than the intermediate 
frequency. For a single tuned circuit in the anode, 
this gives the response shown, which obviously 
corresponds to a shift of the resonant frequency. 
The extent of the frequency shift depends on the 
magnitude of the anode to grid capacity. (Fig. 5.) 

For the case where the transformer primary is in 
the anode circuit, the mechanism of the feedback is a 
little more complex because of the reflected impedance 
of the secondary into the primary. However, the final 
result is much the same and a distorted resonance 
curve is obtained. Where overcoupling is used, 
humps appear unequally displaced from the centre 
frequency and of unequal height. To avoid this 
effect the impedance of the grid -circuit is made not 
more than about 10 times the minimum value of grid 
input impedance. (Fig. 6.) 

In the case of circuits critically coupled, the 
minimum grid input resistance is given by : 

Rg= 2 

Gm (wCga) Rd 
where Rd is the transformer dynamic impedance. 
A point to be taken note of is that where the 

fc-h23 
McA 

fc+ovs fc-o7s 
Mcs. Mc/s 

Fig. 7. -The correct response curie nhich should 
be aimed at. 

response curve of a stage is taken by putting a signal 
generator from the valve grid to earth, the low output 
impedance of the generator reduces very considerably 
the grid input impedance. 

Under these conditions the effect of the anode -grid 
capacity cannot be observed. Unless one is aware 
of this possibility, response tests taken in this way on 
the I.F. stages may be misleading. 

I.F. Amplifier Response 
An I.F. amplifier generally employs a mixture of 

degrees of couplings. A combination of critically 
coupled and overcoupled circuits can be used to give 
the required overall bandwidth of the amplifier as 
a whole. A typical scheme uses critically coupled 
transformers for all stages, except for the last, which 
employs overcoupling between the final I.F. stage 
and the demodulator diode. 

Another scheme often seen is a mixture of over - 
coupled and critically coupled transformers with a 
single tuned circuit to fill in the trough in the response 
curve, so giving finally a flat response curve. In 
deciding on the amplifier response, it is necessary to 
take into account the response of the front end of the 
receiver where a turret tuner or single station circuit 
may be employed. It may well be found necessary to 
modify the I.F. amplifier response to suit it in order 
to give the overall bandwidth desired. 
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Scwuiring SycI,tcniscdicit 
1.- FUNDAMENTALS 

THE electron -beam of a cathode -ray tube can 
be swept across the screen face either 
electrostatically. that is by means of a 

potential applied between two plates situated on 
either side of the beam, or electromagnetically by 
means of a magnetic field set up by the passage 
of current through coils also disposed about the 
beam axis. Whilst the former method is employed 
for the small deflection -angle tubes used in 
oscilloscope work, much too high a scanning 
potential would b e 
needed if this method 
were to be adopted for 
television tubes. Conse- 
quently, e.m. deflection 
of the beam is utilised 
and the problem revolves 
around the creation of a 
linear magnetic field 
transversely across the tube neck and causing this 
field to increase linearly with time as the beam 
crosses the screen. 

A sketch of the field required is shown in 
Fig. 1. which also shows how the coils are 
disposed about the tube neck. The deflection 
will be at right- angles, both to the direction of 
magnetic field and current through the coils 
(Fig. 2). The field -producing current (i) is shown 
in diagramatic form in Fig. 3. With no current 
flowing the spot is statiLnary at the screen centre 
and as (i) increases to a maximum value of 
± I amp.. the spot is deflected to the right -hand 

Frame deflection coi /s 

By G. K. Fairfield 

edge of the screen. The current then rapidly 
reduces. passes through zero. and builds up to a 
maximum value, - I amp.. in the reverse 
direction. whilst the spot flies rapidly to the 
extreme left -hand edge of the screen (the retrace 
period). 'I he current then decays linearly to zero 
and one complete scanning cycle has been per- 
formed. It will be seen later that this view of 
the scanning cycle. i.e., commencing and finishing 
at the screen centre, has much to commend it 

when discussing effi- 
ciency -diode circuits, 
although it will be ap- 
preciated that after the 
first half -cycle of a 
repetitive scan we can 
commence to talk abdút 
a sawtooth waveform, 
disposed on either side 

(Fig. 4). 

In this, the first of a series dealing with 
the principles and practice of scanning and 
synchronisation circuits, it is intended to 
look a little into the theory of electromag- 
netic (e.cn.) scanning as it affects the design 
of television circuitry. 

L,ne deflection coils 

of a zero- current axis 

Scanning Coil Considerations 
The field produced by the scanning current 

will be proportional to the ampere -turns of the 
coil used and at first sight it would seem 
advisable to make the coils as large as possible 
in order to reduce the current requirements to 
a minimum. Apart from physical space limita- 

Fig. 2 (right). -Rela- 
tionship between current, 
field, and motion of 

electron beam. 

l =Direction of current 
through coils 

N s Magnetic field produced 
by I 

M. Direction of motion 
of electron beam 

I 
M 

<- 1 

. Fig. 1. -E.M. deflection coils and field across C.R. 
tube neck. 

u- 
Fig. 3. -- Variation of scanning current and movement 

of spot across tube face. 
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tions, considerations of the peak potential 
developed across the line coils limits the induc- 
tance value to around 10 mH. During the rapid 

retrace period tr (about 7µS) a potential of 
L.21 

tr 
volts will be established across the coils and for a 
peak -to -peak scanning current of, say. 1 ampere. 
given 10 mH coils. then this potential reaches a 
value of some 11 kV. which is a quite large 
enough insulation problem to be handled! 

This situation is not present with the frame 
coils as the retrace period is at least 100 times as 

Fig. 4.- Sawtooth scanning current. 

long, and high impedance. low current coils are 
possible. These present their own difficulties, as 

will be seen later and as a general rule the - L 

ratio of the coils will be found to be similar 

for both line and frame coils, at around 
R 

= 1, 

where L is measured in mH and R in ohms. 
Thus at line frequencies the coils will behave as 
an almost pure inductance. whilst at the much 
lower frame repetition rate the coils can be 
considered as a resistive load. This is an 
important difference and explains the entirely 
different approach to the design of the two 
scanning circuits. 

Scanning Power Required 
Ideally, the electron -beam having almost 

negligible mass. should require expenditure of 
negligible energy in order to deflect it across 
the screen. Unfortunately owing in part to the 
dissimilar lengths of the scan and retrace times 
and the necessity for linear scanning. and partly 
due to the resistance of the coils, a fair pro- 
portion of the receiver input power is expended 
in moving this " weightless " beam. 

This is particularly serious in the case of the 
line scan generator and to take a practical 
example, let a set of deflection coils be used 
having an inductance of 10 mH and requiring a 
sawtooth current of 1 ampere (p -p) in order 
fully to scan the tube. Then during one scan 
period the energy required will be 4-.L.F or 
5 millijoules. This energy must be rapidly 
dissipated during the retrace period and supplied 
afresh during the next cycle so that the total 
power lost as heat will be:- 
No. of scan periods /sec. X Energy = 405 X 25 

X .005 = 50 watts. 
Fortunately a more efficient form of scanning 
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circuit is possible at line frequency with which 
it is possible to store some of this energy, other- 
wise dissipated during the retrace period. and 
release it during the subsequent scan period. 
This is the efficiency -diode system and will be 
considered in some detail later on in this series. 

The same arrangement cannot be used for the 
frame circuit as it implies that the L/R time 

Synch. 

Synch. 

Sawaorn 
voltage 

generator 

1 Feedbxk 

Shaping 
and 

driving 
circuit 

Ero I 
converaron 

stage 

E to 
conversion 
stage 

Feedback 

Synch. 
Sawtooth 
current 
generator 

ry -- 000 
Scanning coas 

- Oa0 

-40-' 600m- 

T. 1 
Feedback 

Fig. 5.- Methods of sawtooth current generation. 

constant be large in relation to the scanning 
period and. as has already been pointed out. the 
L/R values are similar for both sets of coils 
whilst the frame scanning period is so very much 
longer. Due to the smaller repetition rate 
(50 c /s) and smaller scanning -angle required for 
frame deflection the problem is not severe and 
a much lower efficiency can be tolerated. 

Methods of Sawtooth Current Generation 
Turning now to the production of the scanning 

waveform. Fundamentally three classes of 
circuitry are possible and these are illustrated 
in Fig. 5. In the first a linear sawtooth potential 
is produced from a circuit, such as a multi - 
vibrator or blocking oscillator, having 
internal positive feedback. and fed to 
a stage designed to convert .a poten- 
tial variation into an identically - 
shaped current one, i.e.. an E to I 
conversion stage. 

(To be continued) 

Driving nu /se Inoue 

H.T 

Fig. 6. -Basic circuit of a 
sawtooth current generator. 
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EB 

EB 

EB 

EB 

EB 

\,U. D.C. Stilwell,' t- bassi.. Long. 
Medium and Short wave, modern 
5 -valve circuit unused. but may be 
slightly storage soiled. Only 298 
coil pack worth more I. Non - 

callers add 6'6 carriage and ins. 
A.C. Siijw1het 5-s als a Chassis. 
Medium and two short. unused, but 

be less valves and mains transformer. 
Uses standard Octal range. 27'6. 
Again. coil pack worth much morel. 

Non- callers add 6 6. 
.4.C. Superhel 7 I. 5 -Was eband 
Chassis. H.F. stage. Unused. Less 
valves and power pack. Slightly 
soiled. Coll pack worth twice as 
much, circuit diagram supplied. 
£215' -, carriage and insurance 7 6. 
A.C. 4 -Valve Superhet, complete 
with valves, but less scale and 
pointer. unused. Circuit diagram 
supplied. 39 6 plus. 

_ Note that the above four chassis, 
although unused, will need 
checking. On account of low 
price no guarantee is given. Nor, 
we regret, can technical assist- 
ance be given. 

.1 mfd. 350 V. Small 'Tubular 
Metal eased Condensers. \fade by 
Duhilier. 26 per dozen. 
Germanium Diodes. B.T.H.. with 
wire ends. 104. each or 9.- dozen. 
Midget I.F. ('oils. Dust cored, size 
li x liu., 465 Se's. 4-6 pair. 
Standard Size 1.F. ('oiL Dust 
cored, 465 Mc. s. 4 6 pair. 
Coil Pack for Superhot. 465 Sc s. 
I.F. Medium and 2 short waves. 9.6. 
Cathode-lta 'ruhe. VCR97. 
Instrument type. New 7.8 each, 
carriage 3 6. 
Bakelite 5 Amp. Rleet rie 5 %'all 
Switch. " Hierait,'' 9d. each, or 
8 - per dozen. 
Series, parallel and off -eleetrie 
wall switch made by Crabtree. 
Price 1:3 each, or 138 per doz. 

NOTE : Additional Technical 
Data is not available on these 
bargain items. 

Amplifier, ex- Government unit 
1134 contains one double triode and 
one triode. 60, post and ins. 2:6. 
Connecting Wire, P.V.C. covered 
24 s.w.g. copper. 2'6 per 100ft., or 
3 coils, different colours, for 10, -. 
Scanning ('oils by very good 
maker. New and unused. 40 
complete. 
Choke, 200 mA, first class. Made 
for Services. New 6:6. post 1 6. 

10 v. Superhot. 1, metre. Ex- Govt., 
but unused. Complete with valves. 
Easily converted for Band III. 39 8, 
carriage and packing 7:6. 
Mains Transformer, 250 -0-250. 
60-80 mA, 6.3 v. standard mains 
input. Half shrouded. 12,8. Post and 
insurance 2'6. 
It.F.25 Tuning ('nil. New, unused 
and complete with valves. 9.6, 
post 2 6. 
Cathode-Ray Tobe, VCR517. 816 
each, carriage 28. 
Slams Lead. Metal screened to 
stop interference, 9d. yard. 
'Cher duple mounted on valve 
base. Useful for experiments and 
schools. 816 each. 
Midget Push -pull Input Trans- 
former and push -pull output trans- 
former to match. 8'- the pair. 

Hundreds of people have already 
fitted our T.V. converter and now 
enjoy BBC 8 ITA programmes - 
you can do the same. Our outfit 
contains : ITA Converter -ITA 
Aerial -36ft. Co -ax Down Lead - 

Interference Supreesor-]11us- 
trated detailed instructions - 
nothin; else to buy, al'. for 
£810.-. carriage and insurance 
4 6 or 10 - deposit and 9 monthly 
pay meats of £1. 

GLASS 
PANELS 

eel of five panels. 
Size 101 x al -par- 

FB 
ER 

lJ -ee. ¡ED 

EB 
BAND III PRE -AMP ER 

In difficult areas LE 
it will be neces- EB 
sary to increase EB 
the signal level ER 
and this is the 

ÊB ideal unit for 
EB this purpose. It 

is A.C. mains EB 
operated and is EH 
fitted with input 
and output coax. 

£4 plugs. Price - 
post and packing 
3 6. 

8/6 

TURRET TUNER 
Brand new stock, not sur- 
plus, with coils for Band I 
and III. complete with 
valves PCC84 and PCF80 -- 
1.F. Output 3338 Mrs with 
circuit diagram 79 6. With 
knobs 3'6 extra, post and 
ins. 2 ii. 

I4" T.V. CABINET 
14in. T.V. cabinet of the 
latest styling made for one 
Of our most famous firms - 
beautifully veneered and 
polished- limited quantity - 
19.13 each. Carriage and 
packing 3:6 extra. 

THE ELPREQ E.H.T. 
GENERATOR 

THIS MONTH'S SNIP 
THE OCTAVIAN 

HIGH FIDELITY 
AMPLIFIER 

1 3 val e 4 watt with 
frequency response 
better than 40- 15,000 
C.P.S. Control panel 
size 8 x 211n. comes 
fixed to chassis but is 
intended for inde- 

pendent mounting. Separate bass and treble controls giving fullest variation of cut and lift. Separate switch, absolutely no plains hum. Re- markable value at £4196. 

TWIN FEEDER 
Ideal for FM down lead `'r' +' ̂  + 
as a twin microphone 
lead, etc. Sale price 8d. 
per yard. 80 ohm co -ax. 
low loss for Band 311. 

e...n .... 8d. per yard. r _ eve 

T.V. SERVICE SHEETS 
100 sheets covering 
the most popula 
post -War Televisor. 
by leading makers - 
Cossor, Ekcr, Fer 
guson, Pye. etc., etc. 
Special 25",, redue 
non to P.T. reader. 
who order this month 
will receive the corn 
plete 100 sheets a. 
printed, 151- pos 
Irce. 

-2.e Cap, 

... . .r....e 

TELETRON COILS 

This unit contains three BVA 
valves. Output from 6 kV to 9 kV 
rectified with normal H.T. rail 
input but somewhat higher outputs 
can be obtained with higher H.T. 
supply. Dimensions are 61x4Ix7in. 
Price d9 6. post, packing, etc.. 51 -. 

The " ESTRONIC " 
Band III Converter 

To -day's hest value in Band III 
converters suitable for your TV. 
or money refunded. Complete ready 
to operate 49 6 non -mains, or 79.8 
mains, post and insurance 36. 

MORGANITE POTENTIOMETERS 
Single and 
gang types 
available, stau / 4- 
dard size with ;- ' 
good length 
spi n d I e. all new (1.. 
and boxed. Ganz 
type 3- each - 
values evad- 
able: NOTF. Orders for small com- 

ponents 
able: 5K 5K. 10 )5 103K, 'neg. ER Customers please note that all our branches me Single types 1- each. over £2 are post free carry good storks of tolet coon eompom`at al ]OK 251-, " 50K otherwise plead add uifhue rt $j 

EH 
ER 

ER 

t8 

EB 

EB 

EB 

v tree available : 

' ' 100K, 250K. 1 mega, 2 meg. 

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD. 
EP 
03 Post orders should be addressed to E.P.E., Ltd., Dept. 5, 66, Grove Road, Eastbourne. 

Personal shoppers to one cf these addresses, please. ER 

FE., 266, London Road, 42 -46, Windmill hill, 152 -3. Fleet Street, 29 Stroud Green Road, it 
ES Croydon. Ruislip, Middx. B.1 .4. l'insbury Park. N.Q. EB 
jH Phone : CRO 6353 Phone : RUISLIP 573) Phone : FLEet 2633 Phone : ARChway 1049 ER 
Ei Half day, Wednesday. Half day, Wednesday. Half day, Saturday. Half day, Thursday. ili 
EH EB3MM077.i3fflfflfflEBEBERMIE fflifRIEEBEBEBEBEB'EBE fflIM BERMIffl ffliBMEBEBEB::E fflfflP PEFiFRCHMEBEBEBEEEFEBEBEBEBEE EBEPBl 
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SIGNAL GENERATOR 
Coverage 120 Kc's -230 Kc /s. 
300 Kcls-9 

0 hic 
Kc's. 900 . - Mc /s- 

3 c /s. 90 5 Mc1s- 
8 Me /s -28 Mc's. 16 Mc's -56 
Mc/s. 24 Mc/s-84 Mc s Metal 
case 

of scale. 
x 61in x 2 

Size of scale, 61 x 3'in. 2 
valves and rectifier. A.C. 
mains 230 -250 v. Internal 
modulation of 400 c.p.s. to a 
depth of 30 per cent.. modu- 
lated or unmodulated R.F. 
output continuously variable 
100 milli- volts. C.N. and 
mod. switch. variable A.F. output 
Grey hammer finished case and 
minus 2'1, £4.19.6 or 34'- deposit 
P. & P. 4/6 extra. 

SIGNAL & PATTERN 

GENERATOR 

Coverage 7 Mc s -210 Mr '3 
in five bands. all on funda- 
mentals. slow -motion tun- 
Ing, audio output. 8 vertical 
and horizontal bars, logging 
scale. In grey hammer 
finished case with carrying 
handle. Accuracy - 1'L. 
A.C. mains 200 -250 v. 

-.....- 
., ° ̂ - - el `6tß - 

r \ 
' ,k 

r~ 

'' - 

1 ̀ °+ 

® 

and moving coil output meter. 
white panel. Accuracy plus or 

and 3 monthly payments 25' -. 

_' ''`' " 
4k! 
. 

, 
- .. 

56.19.6. 
Or £2 deposit and 4 mthy. pymts. 
of 2716. P. & P. 5!6. 

COMMERCIAL TELEVISION 
CONVERTER SUITABLE ANN' 

T.V. EXCEPT PHILIPS -' 
ALL CHANNELS ` 

1 

NO ALTERATIONS TO SET ' ^' , lz 
Complete with built -in power supply. ,;0 ' 
230 -250 v. A.C. mains. Crackle finish 
case 51in. long. 31in. wide. 41in. high. 4 .ii, 
Incorporating gain control and band 
switch. Illus. with cover removed. 

Sae ment folded l 
& 1 

dipoleI.T.A. loft AERIAL. 15/, P. 
Co -ax cable. 8d. yard. 

& P. 2, 

H.P. TERNIR _N4 .NILABLE. 

AC /DC 
MULTI -METER KIT 

Comprising tin. moving coil meter, 
scale calibrated in AC /DC volts. 

4 ohms and milli -amps. Voltage range 
AC'DC 0 -10, 0 -100 and 0500, Milli-amps 
Front 

0 -100. Ohms 0 -1.000 and 0- 10,000. 
panel, range switch, wire- 

wound pot (for ohms zero setting', 
two toggle switches, resistors and 

`. -- metal rectifier. In grey hammer- 
finish case. 1916 Plus 

P. &P.116. 
Point to point wiring diagram 1' -, free with kit. 

4 VALVE ALL - DRY SUPERHET 

PORTABLE KIT ; 

Incorporating Ferrite rod aer ial 
Medium and long waves. In grey 
leatherette. Size Sin x tin x 6in. 
Valve line -up : IT4. 1115, 1S5. _ 
3V4. Complete kit of parts (les: t; Sa . u - 

batteries). 
£5.19.6 Plus Post & 

1 1 

COMPLETELY BUILT PORTABLE AMPLIFIER 
approx. size Olin. s 21in. incorporating 2 valve. contact- cooled 
metal rectifier, bass and treble lift controls gam Plus 
and double wound mains transformer 230 -250 v.v.,/ P. & P. 3/6. 
61in. P.M. SPEAKER dt U.P. TRANSFORMER, if purchased 
with the above, 16'6. Plus P. & P. 1 /6. 

COLLARO 4 -SPEED AUTOMATIC CHANGER 
Model 456 (suitable for use with above amplifier). A.C. mains. 
200 -250 v., turnover crystal head. £8. 19 6 Plus 
Brand new, fully guaranteed. P. & P. 5; -. 

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD. 
23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3 

GOODS NOT DESPATCHED OUTSIDE U.K. 

September, 1957 

VAL`TEs ssFs 
All Guaranteed New and Boxed 

1.4v. midget. 1R5, 1S5, 174, 1U5, 304, DAF91, UF'91, DK91, DL92. 
DL94 ; ANY 4 for 27,6. 

1A7GT 
1CSGT 
1H5GT 
1N5GT 
1R5 
1S5 
1T4 
3Q4 
3Q5GT 
334 
3V4 
5U4G 
5Y3GT 
5Z4G 
6AB8 
6AK5 
6AL5 
6AM5 
6AM6 
6AQ5 
6AT6 
6BA6 
6BE6 
6BJ6 
6BR7 
6BW6 
6B147 
6C1:16 
6F1 
6F6G 
6F12 
6F33 
6F15 
6J6 
6K7G 
6K7GT 
6K8G 
6K8GT 

126 6L18 131- 
15 6 6Q7GT 9'6 
11 - 8SN7GT '6 
11 - 6U4GT 12'6 
8 6 6V6G 7'- 
7.6 6V6GT 7'6 
î:8 6X4 7,- 
9- 6X5GT 6'8 

9 6 736 9-9 
7i6 7B7 8, 
8'6 7C5 8'- 
8'- 7C6 81- 
^ 6 757 
9- 7S7 9-' 
^ 6,7Y9 8 - 
4 6 10C2 13 - 

6 6 12AH8 10 6 
5 - 12AT7 8 6 
6 -.12AU7 - 

6 12AX7 9,- 
8 6I,12J7GT 11 - 
, 8, 12K7GT 8 6 
76I12K8GT 14- 
^-,12Q7GT 8'6 

10- 12Z3 "'6 
7 6 1457 13 6 
9 6'I25L6GT 9'- 

-,25Z4G 9 6 
15-,25Z6GT 98 
6 6 35L6GT 9: 6 
6- 35Z3 10'6 

13 - 35Z4GT g!- 
14 9 35ZSGT 91- 
56'SOL6GT 8'-.ECH42 
9f80. 8/6.ECH81 
6 - 1336 19/6 
^' 9 CL33 1619 

Postage 

Dl 3 - F.F37A 9/- PCL82 12'8 
D77 66 EF39 8'- PCL83 11/3 
DAC32 11 - EF40 12/6 PEN48 618 
DAF96 8 6 EF41 96 PL36 18/6 
DF33 11 - EF42 12- PL38 22 5 
DF96 S 6 EF50 6.'6 PL81 15-3 
DIi76 8 6 EF80 8,6 PL82 9 - 
DHTT 8 6 EF85 7'8 PL83 10.3 
DK32 12 6 EF86 12.'8 PY83 9 - 
DK92 9- EF89 10'-. PY61 8- 
DK96 9 6 EF91 8- I'Y82 
DL33 96-EF92 5 6 PYBS 9'6 
DL35 15 6, EL32 5'6 PZ33 18 - 
DLS6 8 6 13/6 
D70 86 51,38 22 6 SP41 3 6 M 
Ep,BC80 ^ 9 EL41 10 -.. 8E61 376 
EAC91 8- EL42 11'-' 025 12/8 

EI-64 9'8I U50 7f 6 EAF42 106 EM34 101- U76 81- EB91 6:6.EM80 10'- U78 7/- EBC33 6 EY51 1016; UABC8011/8 
EBC41 10 - EY86 10'- UAF42 10/6 
EBF80 96EZ40 8'-'UBC41 819 
EBF89 9 6 EZ41 9'II UBF30 916 
ECC81 8 6 EZ80 8'6 UCH42 10/3 
ECC82 7'- EZ81 10:- UF41 9/- 
ECC83 9- FW4'500 12.- UFS3 1018 
ECCSI 106'GZ32 12-6 UL41 10'- 
ECC85 88 KT33C 9',ULBi 11/3 
ECF80 12 8 KT44 6'8 UY21 15í 8 

KT63 6 8 U141 8/8 ECF82 11 - KTW61 R'6' UY85 10/6 ECH35 9 6 MU14 8 6 VP41 718 
10-',P61 8 W78 .818 
8-PCC34 S- W77 5/6 

ECL31 9 - PCF80 8/9 X79 12/8 
EF9 14/6 PCF82 11'6IY63 6'- 
50. per valve extra. Z77 81- 

READERS R ADIO 
24, COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL, 

LONDON, N.16 STA. 4587 

dfreciM Replacements 
now SOLE DISTRIBUTORS 

of ALLEN 
COMPONENT REPLACEMENTS 
for HOME CONSTRUCTORS' SETS 

including the 
SUPERVISOR 
WIDE ANGLE VIEWMASTER 

UNIVERSAL 
TELEKING 

Television Coils Price each 
Aerial Coil -TK. I ... . 3/- I 
R.F. Transformer -TK.2 ... 4/6 
Oscillator Coil and Feed -TK.3 ... 416 
I.F. Transformer -TK.4 ... ... ... 4/6 
I.F. Coupling Coil-TK.5 .. 1/6 
Coil and Sound Rejector -TK.6 ... ... 7/6 
Video Chokes -TK.7 ... ... 1/6 
Sound Input Coil -TK.8 ... 4/6 
Sound I.F. Transformer -TK.9 ... 4/9 I 
Wide Angle Scanning Components 
Line /Scan Transformer -L0308 ... 45/- I 
Deflector Coils -DC 300/6 45/- 
Frame Output Transformer -FO 305 25/- 
Frame Oscillator -BT 314 ... 15 / - 
Width Control -GL 18 7/6 I 

LLinearity Control -GL 16 ... 7/ 

These are only a few examples . we stock the whole range. 
Send S.A.E. today for full details of ALLEN TV COMPONENTS. 

REPLACEMENTS 
134/136 LEWISHAM WAY, NEW 
CROSS, S.E.14. TlDeway 3696/2330 
Telegrams : FLIBAK, London, 5.6.14 
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Aerial Matching and Mismatching 
HOW IT AFFECTS RECEPTION IN "FRINGE" AND LOW SIGNAL STRENGTH AREAS 

By A. F. E. Sonn 
(Continued from page 16 August issue) 

ALTHOUGH an aerial has been correctly Decibels 
matched to the television receiver, mismatching 
can still occur if an incorrect method of attenu- 

ation is used. When using an attenuator it is necessary 
that the system used should present to the feeder the 
correct impedance, attenuate the signal, and have an 
output impedance that matches the set. There are two 
different methods used for attenuators (see Fig. 6 (a) 
and (h)). Fig. 6 (a) shows a P1 network. Here RI is 
the impedance presented to the input, R2 and R3 
form a potential divider and R3 is the output imped- 
ance. Values of resistance are worked out as follows: 

RIZ(N -i_I) 
N-1 

R/ 

R3 

R2 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 6. -Two methods used for attenuators. 
where Z equals characteristic impedance of feeder 
and N equals the attenuation ratio required. Thus if 
Z-70 ohms and attenuation required is 10 to I then 

R1 =70 lO =70::9 =770 - 85.5 ohms. 

R2= Z 
(N; 

2N 

=70 ( 1000 

1 / = 
70 

20 620 
930 

346.5 ohms. 

R3 is the same as RI. The values worked out are 
not very critical and the nearest preferred standard 
value can be used. Fig. 6 (b) shows the other method 
of attenuation, called the T network. Here RI and 
R2 are the same salue and their resistance is 

RI and R2 = Z --(N- 1 

\N - 

R3 Z (( 
2N 

1N2-1) 
If it is desired to have a variable amount of attenua- 

tion, further stages can be added (see Fig. 7). There 
are three stages of attenuation where if, at point A, 
the attenuation was IO to I, then at point B it would 
he 100 to I, and at point C 1,000 to 1. It will be 
noticed that here the output impedance for the first 
stage is also the input impedance of the second 
stage and so on. 

The reader will have probably noticed that attenua- 
tion ratios are quoted as so many dB's down, so 
perhaps it is as well to give an idea of what this 
means. 

Decibels are ratios and not quantities, and if one 
states that a voltage is 10 dB's up or down, it means 
that it is with relation to sorre other voltage. If, 
however, one is talking about loss or gain, it implies 
that the output is 10 dB's up or down compared with 
the input. A simple method of computing decibels 
as ratios is as follows. If you take as a standard 
6 dB, this is approximately a ratio of 2 to 1, and 
20 dB a ratio of 10 to 1. Suppose for instance in 
an attenuator the required attenuation was 26 dB. 
Then in two stages we could have a ratio of 2 to 1 

and 10 to 1 ; this would give a ratio of 20 to I (multi- 
plied) and this in dB's down would be be 6 dB and 
20 dB which would give 26 dB (added). Thus one 
can see that while ratios are either multiplied or 
divided, according to whether they are gain or loss, 
decibels are added or sub- 
tracted. A list of decibels 
and equivalent ratios is 
given on the right. 

(jain of Aerials 
The relative gain of an 

aerial is the ratio of micro- 
volts passed to the aerial 
terminal of the receiver 
as compared with that of 
a simple dipole. For in- 
stance, the gain of an H- 
type dipole is between 3 
and 5 dB ; in other words, it will offer to the receiver 
about 1.5 times the signal of a simple dipole. Now an 
H -type dipole will, owing to its reflector, reduce signal 
pick -up from the opposite direction of the signal. 
This is about 10 times down relative to the forward 
gain, or 20 dB. Thus if the forward gain is 4 dB 
and the backward gain is reduced by 5 dB, the whole 
aerial has 9 dB between forward and backward 

dB's Ratio 

1 1.12 
3 1.5 approx. 
6 2.0 approx. 

10 3.2 approx. 
20 10 
40 100 
60 1,000 
80 10,000 

A list of decibels and 
equivalent ratios. 

Hg. 7. -1f it is desired to have a variable amount of 
attenuation further stages can be added as shown. 

gain. Manufacturers of aerials quote these figures in 
their specifications, and it is worth while to notice 
them when a new aerial is decided upon. 
Mounting of Aerials 

On frequencies used on Band III. interference can 
have a greater effect than on Band I: Therefore if 
mounting a Band I and a Band III aerial, see that'the 
Band III is on top of the other. 
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CORREP0MD 
A DOOR -KNOB KILO -VOLTER 

QIR,- Further to your article, "Making a Kilo- 
- volter," page 525 in the June issue, I have, in 

the dim, distant past, made use of a very similar idea. 
Instead of the brass door knobs I used 2 fin. ball - 
bearings for the spark gap. The idea was, when using 
the SG voltmeter, the actual electrodes would not 
come into contact with the chassis or tube supports, 
causing damage perhaps, to either the rectifier or 
associated components. Another little tip, when 
using the instrument the left hand should be in the 
pocket or somewhere out of the way, as any slightly 
damp material would track the EHT over from the 
thumb to chassis shown in picture on the cover. 
If the limiting resistor is 
fitted, Fig. 2, the unit can 
be safely used on any type 
of EHT unit, even on the 
R.F. or anode side as well 
as the rectified side. so we 
are catering for the R.F. 
flyback and mains pro- 
duced EHT. Calibration 
should be carried out 
using an electrostatic meter 
or a known voltage -do 
not rely on the figure's quoted by manufacturers, or if 
this is done, allow a margin of error. -J. BROWN 
(Penryn). 

The Editor does not necessarily agree with 
the opinions expressed by his correspon- 
dents. All letters must be accompanied by 
the name and address of the sender 
(not necessarily for publication). 

No mention was made in the article of vertical 
rhombics, though these are necessary in areas where 
the TV transmission is vertically polarised (e.g., Kirk 
o' Shotts). They are, of course, similar in every way 
to the horizontal variety, and may, in fact, be easier 
to erect in many cases, since they require less ground 
area. On the other hand, a fairly tall mast or pole 
is required to take the apex of the diamond (and 
incidentally this can be made of metal without having 
any appreciable effect on the operation of the aerial). 

In conclusion, I should like to confirm that this 
type of aerial is well worth consideration, as it can be 
comparatively inexpensive yet capable of extremely 
good results, provided one is prepared to do a bit of 

messing about in order to 
get the best out of it.- 

SPECIAL NOTE 
Will readers please note that we are unable 

to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of ex- 
government apparatus, or of proprietary 

t makes of commercial receivers. We regret 
that we are also unable to publish letters from 
readers seeking a source of supply of such 
apparatus. 

R.F. 26 UNIT 
SIR, -Mr. Treeby and others may be interested in 

the following details of the R.F. 2o Unit. 
It was one of four plug -in " front ends " used with 

receivers Rx. 1355 and Rx. 3582 for the GEE system. 
From the front we have the tuned R.F. amplifier, 
mixer and L.O. 

R.F.24: 20 -30 Mc /s five preset 
frequencies. 

R.F.25 : 40-50 Mc /s five preset 
frequencies. 

R.V.26 : 50-65 Mc /s continuously 
variable. 

R.F.27 : 65 -80 Mc /s continuously 
variable. 

R.F.24 had a Hartley oscillator, 
the rest using a Colpitts circuit. 

The original I.F. output was 7.5 
Mc /s, the bandwidth was designed i 
to be 6 db down 1/2 Mc /s either side .._ 
of the tuned frequency. -I. D. 
SAVAGE (N.W.6). 

Probe 

RHOMBIC AERIALS 
SIR, -Having been associated with 

various experiments with rhom- 
bic aerials for TV reception, I was 
very interested in your article on this 
subject in the July issue of PRACTICAL 
TELEVISION. But one point occurs to 
me, however, which will be obvious 
to anyone who has worked on this 
type of aerial, but may not be so 
obvious to the newcomer. 

RODNEY W. T. HORNE 
(GM3KJA) (Hawick). 

"BEGINNER'S 
GUIDE TO 

TELEVISION " 
SIR, -As a newcomer 

to television I should 
like to know whether you 
are proposing to republish 
F. J. Camm's series en- 

titled " Beginner's Guide to Television." I took up 
radio three years ago as a result of reading his 
" Beginner's Guide to Radio." It was so simply 
written that it appealed to me as a green amateur 
without very much mathematical knowledge and I 
have since designed and built quite a number of 
successful receivers as a result. I was unable to 
obtain the issues containing the earlier articles. 
-E. T. W. (Lewes). 
[We shall in due course republish the series of 

articles to which you refer in book forrn.-ED.] 

%2 Ball bearings 
soldered to spindles 

Moving arm 

Ball soldered into 
countersink 

Spindle countersunk and tinned 
Mr. Brown's suggestion for the improved Kilo -volt tester. 
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Industry & Commerce offer their best posts to those with the 
necessary qualifications -such posts that will bring personal satisfaction, happiness, 
good money and security. As part of a modern industrial organisation, we have skilled 
knowledge of what is required in industry to -day and the best means of training per- 
sonnel for its present day and future requirements. We specialise also in teaching for 
hobbies, new interests or part -time occupations in any of the subjects listed below. 
Make your own choice and write to us to-day for further information. There is no 
obligation of any kind. 

PERSONAL & INDIVILUAL TRAINING IN- 
Accountancy 
Advertising 
Aeronautical Eng. 
A.R.B. Licences 
Art (Fashion, Illus. 
tratin Humorous) 
Automobile Eng. 
Banking 
Book -keeping 
Building 
Business 

Management 
Carpentry 
Chemistry 
City & Guilds 

Exams 
Civil Service 
Commercial 

Subjects 
Commercial 

Art & Drawing 

Customs Officer 
Draughtsmanship 
Economics 
Electrical Eng. 
Electrical 

Installations 
Electronics 
Electronic 

Draughtsmanship 
Ent.. Drawing 
Expert 
Heating & 

Ventilation Eng. 
High Speed 

Oil Engines 
Industrial Admin. 
Jig & Tool Design 
Journalism 

Languages 
Management 
Maintenance Eng. 
Mathematics 
M.C.A. Licences 
Mechanical Eng. 
Metallurgy 
Motor Eng. 
Painting & 

Decorating 
Photography 
P.M.G. Certs. 
Police 
Production Eng. 
Production 

Planning 
Radar 
Radio Amateurs 

(C &G) Licence 
Radio & Tele- 

vision Servicing 

Refrigeration 
Sales Management 
Sanitary 

Engineering 
Salesmanship 
Secretaryship 
Shorthand & Typing 
Short Story Writing 
Short Wave Radio 
Sound Recording 

& Reproduction 
Telecommuni- 

cations 
Television 
Time & Motion 

Study 
Tracing 
Welding 
Workshop Practice 
Works Mgement 
and many others 

Also courses for GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION, A.M.I.H. &V.E., 
A.M.S.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.; A.M.I.E.D., A.M.I.M.I., 
A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.I.A., A.C.C.A., A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S., A.C.W.A., City & Guilds 
Examinations, R.T.E.B. Serv. Cert., R.S.A. Certificates, etc. 

The E.M.I. Factories :a Hayes, En:lan'. 

The only Home Study College 

operated by a world -wide 

manufacturing organisation 

INSTITUTES 

Courses with 
PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT 

in RADIO TELEVISION MECHANICS 
CHEMISTRY ELECTRICITY 
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP PHOTOGRAPHY Etc., etc. 

COURSES FROM 15/- PER MONTH 

POST THIS TODAY 
E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 13EK, London, W.4. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

Subject(s) wichjwithout equipment 

(if under 21) 

BLOCK CAPS 
PLEASE 

you with SEPT 57 We shall personal vis,ts IC 92 

"144 - 'art of /Ifadtera Voice ,tf«r o iphoae , etc. etc. 
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C.R.T. ISOLATION TRANSFORMER 
Type A. Low leakage o %Logs. Ratio 1 : 1.25 
giving a 2.5% boost oil secondary. 

10/6 ; 4 v., 1010 ; 6..:.., 101 ; 1G.S v., 
1016; 13.3 v., 106. 
Ditto with mains prirnarics. 12/6 each. 
Type B. Maize- input 0 40 v Its. Molli 
Output 2, 4, 6.3 10 and 13 volts. Input 
has two taps which increase output volts by 
1st and 100/, respecti vely. Low capac'iip, 
suitable for most Cathode Ray Tube -. With 
Tag Panel, 21/- each. 
Type C. Iuw tapecul w nd transformer for 
use with 2 volt Tub. with falling e 
Input 220/240 volts. Output 2- 1124 'II -ì 
volts at 2 amps. With Tag Panel. 17/0 each. 
NOTE. -It te essential to use mains primary 
types with T.V. receivers having series - 
connected heater. 

TRIMMERS Ceramic. 30, 50, 71 pi., 9d, 100 pf., 
1511 pf., 1/3 ; 230 pr.. 1/6 ; 5uo 14., 730 pi.. 1 /9. 
RESISTORS. All values. lu ohm. to 10 ureg., 

HIGH STABILITY. } w., 1 °,,. 2' -. Preferred values 
100 ohms to 10 mens 

5 watt) WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS 
¡¡¡¡¡ 

1/3 
10 watt) 23 ohms- 10,000 I. (1 /6 
13 watt 1 

1( 2/- 
15,000 ahane- ï1,0m, hm I l : 10 w., 2/3. 

12'6 PURETONE RECORQING TAPE 

1,200 ft. on standard T Plastic reels. 
Spools 5" metal, 1/6, 70 plastic, 4/3. 
FERROVOICE 1,20041. Plastic Tape 25/- 
SCOTCH BOY 1,2001t. Plastic Tape 27/- 

()/P TRANSFORMERS. Heavy Duty 30 mA., 4/6. 
Multiratio, push -pull, 6/8. Miniature, 354, etc., 4/6, 
L.F. CHOKES 13.10 H. 60/63 mA., 5/ -; 10 H. 
80 mA., 8/6 t 10 H. 130 in A., 12/8. 
MAINS TRANS. 350.0.330. 80 mA., 6.3 v. tapped 
4 v. 4 a.. 5 v. tapped 4 v. 2 a., ditto 230- 0.25 0, 21 / -. 
Bargain 300 -0.300 63 usA., 6 v. 4 a., 4 v. 2 a., 15/ -. 
HEATER TRANS. Tapped prim., 2041130 y.. 6.3 v. 
1 # amp., 714 ; tapped sec. 2. 4, 6.3 v., 1 # amp., 8/6 ; 

prim. 230 v. Sec. 6.3 v. 3 mop., 10/8. 
ALADDIN FORMERS and core, tin., 8d. ; lin., l0d. 
0.3ín. FORMERS 6937/8 and Cana TVI!2. 
tin. and tin. sq. x 1411.. 2'- ea., with cores. 
2249A.- Midget Sutderiug Iron. 200 /220 v. or 
230/230 v., 16/9. Solon Instrument Iron, 24/ -. 
MAINS DROPPERS. Sin. x !tin. Ali. Sliders, .3 
amp. 710 ohms, 4/3. amp., 1,000 ohm:, 4/3. 
LINE CORD. .3 amp., 60 oluas per foot..2 amp., too 
ohms per foot, 2 -way, Bd. per foot, 3-way, 7d. per foot. 
LOUDSPEAKER, P.M. 3 OHM. 2lin. square, 17/6. 
lin. Goodman, 17/6. 7 tu . x Sin. Goodane 21/ -. 
34in. square, Elac., 21 / -. Bin. Elan., 22/8. 
Olin. Goodman, 18/8. 10ín. R. A A. 30 / -. 
TEL Tweeter, L81175. 8 /8. 12in. Plessey, 30 / -. 
Bin. M.E. 2.5k field, tapped O.P. transf., 24/6. 
CRYSTAL DIODE G.E.C., 2/ -. GE%34, 2-. 
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES. 4,0055 otuns, 16/3 pr. 
MIKE TRANSF. Ratio 50 : 1, 3,9 ea. : IOU :1,10/8. 
SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, squirt spout, 9/3 tin. 
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS. 365 pf. 
miniature lla. x 14tH. x 11in.. 10'- .11163 Standard 
size with trimmers, 9/- ; less trimmers, 8'- ; midget 
7/8 ; standard .11503 mfd. 3- gang. 7/8. 
SPEAKER FRET. Expanded Metal Silver, 151in. 

- Olin., 2/- each ; 141M. x I2in.. 3!- ea. 
GOLD CLOTH. 18in. x 23in.. 5;- : 2:, n. x 36ín., l0l -. 
Tynan 4P.. 6in. wide, 10 /- ft. ; 2ft. 3in. wide b/- ft. 

All Boxed VALVES New & Guaranteed 
l R3 
165 
1T4 
2%0 
364 
3V4 
5114 
51:1 
SZ4 
6AM6 
4ìB8 
GREG 
612H6 
ß12W6 
6ßW7 
OCHE 
0116 
6F8 
6116 
6.16 
626 
OJT 
ßK6 
6K7 

8/6 6K8 8/8 
8/8 6L6 10/6 
8/6 6Q7 10/8 
3/8 68.07 7/6 
8/6 68N7 8/6 
8/6 6V6G 7/8 
8/6 6V6GT 8/6 
8/6 6X4 7/8 

10/6 6X5 7/6 
8/6 787 818 
6/6 12A8 718 
7/6 12A118 10/6 

10/612AT7 1018 
8/6 12AP7 1018 
8/8 1'1AX 7 10;6 

10/6 1211E8 10,1 
7/6 12E117 108 
7/6 12K7 8/8 
3/6 1207 88 
6/6 3324 10'6 
7¡e 8'8 
8/8 9580 4 11 
6/6 EA50 18 
5/8 EABC'80 8'8 

EB'll old 1:114n 1/0 
EHC33 8/8 HAHC'80 
EBC'41 10,'8 1218 
p1B1,80 8/6 HIR2A 7/8 
ECC81 12/6 511'14 10/6 
EC480 10/6 PC'C'84 1216 
EC182 128 PC/WI 10/6 
EC'1142 10/6 PC182 10/6 
EC'L8u 8/8 PC'LS2 10/6 
EC'L8" 12/81'L81 11/6 
EF39 7/6 PL43 10/6 
EF41 10/6 PY80 10/8 
EP30 5/8 Pti81 30/8 
Equip. PY81 10/8 
EF30 8/6 S161 5/3 
.spiv. C'BC41 8/6 
11180 10/611('H42 8/8 
E191 5/6 UF41 8/6 
EL32 5/8 CLIL 8/6 
EL04 10/8 CV41 8/8 
EYSL 1118 C_>' 10/8 
EZ46 1016 l'35 11/6 
E7.01 111 X79 10/6 

NEW AND 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

1957 RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 
THREE WAVEBANDS. FIVE VALVES 
S.W. 1G m -30 tn. LATEST MULLAH]) 
M.W. 200 m. -030 m. £1H41, EF41, ECB41, 
L.W. 000 nn -2,1500 m. EL11, EZ40. 

12 month guarantee. 
A.C. 2(01250 v. 4 -may Switch ; Short- Medium- 
Long -Gram. A.Y.C. and Negative feedback 
4.2 watts. Chassis 131 x 54 x 24ín. Class Dial 
10 x 41 is., horizontal or vertical available. 
2 Pilot Lamps. Four KnobWalnut or Ivory. 
Aligned and c:dibrated. Chassis isolated from 
mains. 

10 gns. Corr. A Ins., 416. 

TERMS Ilepo.it £5.5.0 and si.c monthly 
payment: of £1. 
MATCHED SPEAKERS FOR ABOVE CHASSIS 
Bin., 19.'6 ; loin., 25'- ; 11tH., 30.' -. 

RECOMMENDED FOR ABOVE 
CHASSIS * ('OLLARO * 

111(1 11- FIDELITI- ACITOCIIANGER 
1957 Model 11C455 

7in., loin., 121n. Records 
16. 33, 45. 78 r.p.m. 

4 SPEEDS -30 RECORDS 
With Studio "0" PlC'k -up 

BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S BOXES 

OUR PRICE £9.15.0 post free 
TERMS: Deposit 55.5.0 and six 

monthly payments of Sl. 
Space required 14ín. x 12I1n. 5ln. 
above and 3in. below. Cot Out board, 6/ -. 

B.S.R. MONARCH 4 -SPEED RECORD 
CHANGERS 1957 MODELS 
Brand new and fully guaranteed 12 months. 

NOT JOB LINE REJECT STOCK I 

Designed to play 16. 33, 45, 73 r.p.m. Records, 
7ín., 10in., 12in. Lightweight %tai pick -np, 

turnover bead, two separate sapphire styli, 
for Standard and L.P.- each plays 2,000 records. 
Voltage 200 250 A.C. 

OUR PRICE £8.15.0 each, Post Free. 

Terms : Deposit £5 and b monthly payments 
of £1. Space required 14in. e illis. Sin. 
above and 33. below. Cut Out board, 01-. 

AMPLIFIER- RECORD PLAYER CABINETS 
Cabinet size 181in. x 134 s Ht. 81in., with 
motor board 14 x 124 in.. 23.3.0. 

GARRARD RC 80m 3 speed Autochange Uni- 
versal AC/DC' 100 -230 volts. List price 227.10.0. 

OUR PRICE £15.15.0 Caro. A Ins., b,' -. 

TRANSISTORS. Audio. 10'- ; 11.1. 2.6 Mc /s, 
21/ -. Mallard OC71, 20 , 
BUPERHET COIL PACK. 2718. Miniature 
size 24in. x 'ji _ n. x 11in. HIGH " Q " Dust 
cored Coils. Short, Medium, Long. Oran/ 
Switching. Single hole thing with connec- 
tion diagram and circuit. 463 KO I.F. 

H.S.R. MONARCH. 3 -speed Motor and Turco- 
table w ah selecting switch for 33, 45 and 78 
r.p.m. records. 100 -120 v. and 200 -230 v. A.C. 
SO cps. Also B.B.R. MONARCH Lightweight 
Pick-up with Aoos Xtal turnover head. separate 
Sapphire styli for L.P. and Standard records. 
SPECIAL OFFER, THE TWO ! 24.12.6 post 2 /1i. 
14 x 1.24in. Cut Out board, 6,' -. 

CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT by Arms, precision 
engineered. Size only II x 3'l6in. Bargai 
Price 616. No transformer required. 
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TELETRON BAND Ill CONVERTER 
For Londo a, Midland and Northern I.T.A. 

MARK I 
Suitable all T.V. makes. T.R.F. or Superbet. 

e cougwnrent', chwvo r0g 
pl1u- USN/ ETU KIT' for main operation 

1 1t .33.10.0. 
A. le.. P011 Ills PACK. Require. 

mA. H.T. G', o. .G a. LT. 22.5.0. 
Mark I cestode £1 extra each Kit 

JASON F.M. TUNER COIL SET. 28.. H.F. 
coil, aerial coil, Oscillator coil, too I.1'. trans- 
formers 10.7 Mc'.s. Detector transformer and 
header choke. Circuit boots using four 6AMO, 
3 J.B. Chassis and Dial, 191. 
Complete Jason P.M. Kit. £5.18.6. 
Is i t It .1:s,,, sltoerh.r calibrated dial, £8.15.1. 

Volume Controls 
Long spindle. Guaran- 
teed 1 year. Midget 
10,000 ohms to it Meg. 
No Sw. S.P.Sw. 

3- 4/- 4/9 
Lin or Log Tracks. 

80 CABLE COAX 
Semi -air spaced Poly- 
these insulated, lin. dia. 
Stranded core. GA 
Losses cut 1O' . yd. 
STANDARD 

lin. no. 81í y6. 
COAX PLUGS ... 1,'- DOUBLE SOCKET ... 1/3 
SOCKETS 1'- OUTLET BOXES .. 4/6 
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER, yd. 6d. 80 or 300 ohms. 
DITTO SCREENED per yd. 1,' -. So ohms only. 
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT. Pre-Set Min. 
T.V. Type. All values 25 ohms to 30 K., 3/. ea 
30 K., 4,' -. (Carbon 30 K. to 2 m., S / -I. 
WIRE -WOUND 4 WATT. Pots 21in. Spindle. 
Values, 100 ohms to 315 K., 5/6 ; 1015 K., 6 /6, 
CONDENSERS. New stock. .1)01 mfd. 7 kV. 
T.(.(.. 5,'13 ; Ditto, 211 kV., 9'e ; 166 pl. to 500 pl. 
Micas 6d.; Tubular 500 v..001 to .01 mfd., 9d.: 
.113, .1, 1/- ; 2..3, 1/6:.5/350 v.. 1/9 ; 1/3315 v., 24.: 
1/6011 v., 1/3 ; .1 mfd.. 2,000 volts, 4/ -. 

CERAMIC CORDS., 100 v., .3 pf. to .01 mfd., 106. 
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 11° 5 pf. to 500 
pf., 1/- ; 6011 pf. to 3.5500 pf.. 13. DITTO 1% 
1.5 pf. to 300 pI., 1/9 ; 515 pf. to 5,000 pi., Eh. 

I.F. TRANSFORMERS 7/6 pair 
465 En's Slug toning Miniature Can. 24ín. s 
lin. x lin. High Q and good bandwidth. 
By Pye Radio. Data sheet supplied. 
Wearite 51800 1F 465 Kc /a, 12,'8 per pair. 

NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES 
TUBULAR TUBULAR CAN TYPES 

11330 y 2/- 100 /25 v 2/- 8- 16r5. v 5/6 
2/450 v 2/3 8 +0/500 v. 4,'8 l6- 1630',1 v 6/- 
4/430 v. 21- 
8/430 v. 2/3 
8/500 v. 219 

16 +16/3011 v. 23 20/431 c 5/6 
0- 32+ .,30 v 4/8 

CAN TYPES 32 +32/450 v 8/6 
1614í0 r. 3/6 Clips 3d. 50+ 31/3315 v. 7/- 
16/500 v. 41- 111,430 v. 3'6 60 +100/330 v. 11/6 
32/430 v. 618 32/330 v. 4/- 10u +:33/275 v. 
25125 v. 119 1;4!:ßu 5/6 12/6 
30/'13 v. 1/9 500112 v. 3/- 1,000 +1,00 ,6 v. 
30/50 v. 2/- 8 +1G/130V.5 /- 6/6 
Screw Bane T_ re 512, 0 ¡511 v. S'- : 16/600 v., 4/-. 
SENTERCEL REC'l'1rnERS E.H.T. TYPE FLY- 
BACK VOLTAGES. K3123 2 kV., 5 / -; KS/SO 3.2 
kV.. 71 -; K3/45, 3.6 kV., 7/6 ; K3'30 4 kV., 8 / -: 
K3/100 8 kV., 141. MAINS TYPE CONTACT 
COOLED 250 v. 50 inA.. 8/6 ; 230 v. 85 m.4., 914. 
COILS \1-earite, " P " type. 3/- each. ()moor Midget 

Q " type ad]. dust core, 4'- each. All range,. 
TELETRON, L. A Meil. T.R.F., with reaction, 3/3. 
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. M.W., 8/9 ; M. A L., 12/d. 
T.R.F. COILS A/HF, 7'- Pair. H.F. CHOKES, 2 /d. 

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. 18 s.w.g. undrilled. 
St ills 4 Sides. riveted corners and lattice fixing 
holes. 21in. sides, 7 x 4in., 4'6 ; 0 x Gin., 5/9; it x Tin., 6;9 : 13 s 9in., 9, /8: 14 x 11in., 10/9 ; 

13 x 14ín., 1215 ; 18 x 16 a 3in.. 18/6. 

FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. 
2 6 or 1.1 v. 11 amt''., 8/9 ; 

o a. 11!5 ; 4 a., 17/8. 
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped input tom 
230 v. for charging at 2, 0 or 12 r., 1# amp., 13/6: 
2 amp., 15/8: 4 amp.. 211 -. 
VALVE and T.V. TUBE equivalent books, 5 / -. 
TOGGLE SWITCHES. s. P. 2 -. U.P. 3/6. t.P.D.T.4/_, 
WAVECHANGE SWITCHES. 
5 p. 4 -way 2 water, long spindle ... ... 8/6 
2 p. 2 -way. 3 p. 2 -way. short spindle .. 2/6 
2 p. 8 -way. 4 p. 2 -way, 4 p. 3 -way, long spindle 3/8 
3 p. 4 -way. 1 p. 12 -way. long spindle ... 3/6 
VALVEHOLDERS. Pat. Int. Oct., 4d. EF50, EA50, 
Od. BRA. CRT. 1'3. Eng. and Amer. 4, 5, 6, 7. and 
9 pin, 1! -. MOULDED Randa and Int. Oot., 66. 
B70, BOA, BAG, B9A, 94., B70 with eau, 1/8. 
VCR97, 2 6, B9A with can, 26. CERAMIC EF50, 
BIG. BOA, Int. Oct., 1' -. 11713 with can, I'0. 
BLACK CRACKLE PAINT, air drying, 3;- tin. 

ENLARGED SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN 
OUR WRITTEN GUARANTEE WITH EVERY PURCHASE. Please address all Mail Orders correctly as below. 

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 331 WHITEHORSE RD., WEST CROYDON 
OPEN ALL DAY -(Wed. 1 p.m.) 10 page list 31, 

Tel. THO 1665. Buses 133 or 63 pass door. 4d -hour po>tal service. P. & P. If-, G2 orders post free. (Export Extra.) C.O.D. Service 116. 
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THE MODERN 
ANNOUNCER 

THE BBC must have had 
terrific luck in finding the 

earliest of their TV announcers, 
because very few of the newer 
people in the game manage to 
hit the right key of address ; 

many are too familiar (par- 
ticularly on 1.T.V.), some are too 
wooden (occasionally on the 
BBC) and the odd one now 
and again becomes over-con- 
fident and careless. That stealer 
of the limelight in parlour 
games, Gilbert Harding, is 
certainly a very big television 
personality ; but the careless 
manner he adopted when inter- 
viewing important old -time 
stars in Goodbye Gaiety 
embarrassed viewers and con- 
fused the interviewees. Hughie 
Green is a good performer, 
always sure of himself in various 
parlour games. but sometimes 
annoys with his confidential 
asides and winks at the viewers. 

MAKE -UP 
SOME announcers will not 

under any circumstances 
allow themselves to be made -up. 
A few faces require little or no 
make -up, even with image 
orthicon cameras -but, not 
many. When an American film 
star. Forrest Tucker, compering. 
a BBC cabaret programme, 
boasted that he refused to allow 
the make -up man to cover up the 
bronze he had acquired in the 
South of France. he was being 
disrespectful to the viewers, to 
say the least. His face came out 
almost black, full of creases and 
shiny with perspiration. This 
spoiled a performance which 
was otherwise excellent. I.T.- 
News have always been well 
served by their newsreaders in 
the studio. but have not been 
lucky with their outside inter- 
viewers, male or female. Most 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

UNDERNEATH THE DIPOLE) 

TELEVISION PICK -UPS AND REFLECTIONS 

By Iconos 

of them could do with a few 
lessons in deportment, smarter 
clothes, a hair -do or a shave. 

The BBC newsreaders, until 
recently, were wooden, pompous 
and slightly depressing to look 
at. They are now suddenly 
much better, the spark of life 
occasionally lighting their eyes 
and putting over their person- 
alities. Peter Haigh and Derek 
Bond are an ideal combination, 
especially on Picture Parade, 
when they even seem to make 
the trailers of bad films seem 
good. On the other hand, on 
I.T.V., Peter West, good an- 
nouncer though he 
is, somehow 
manages to make 
good film trailers 
seem bad in Box 
Office. Perhaps, in 
this case, the 
excerpts o f films 
selected are poor or 
there is too much 
emphasis on stars 
going into the 
foyers of cinemas at 
premières. T h i s 

trailer business is 
quite a gamble for 
the film people. 
Apart from the kind 
of presentation their 
film excerpts get. 
the quality of repro- 
duction of sound 
and picture is some- 
times quite appal- 
ling. When presented 
badly, they seem 
to warn the viewer 
not to sec the film : 

TECHNICAL 
COMPETITION 

HAVE the feel- 
ing that the 

BBC -TV is going to 
go ahead techni- 
cally. There is a lot 
of new equipment 

being installed at Shepherds 
Bush and elsewhere: new type 
cameras, new type film scanners. 
new tele- recorders, better lighting 
equipment and a multitude of 
new accessories. Their provincial 
outside broadcast units are very 
well equipped, too, and are 
already able to turn out such 
excellent live documentaries as 
the visit to the Forth Bridge 
(which included some excellent 
helicopter shots). The I.T.V. 
companies will, in due course, 
replace some of their present 
equipment ; but it hasn't been 
installed long. TV studio equip- 

The Mullard Mobile Experimental Unit -a compre- 
hensively equipped laboratory on wheels -has just 
embarked for the Continent. Purpose of the visit is to 
check, under field conditions, the results of work on 
A.G.C. systems tor 625 line TV receivers carried out 
recently in the Mullard Research Laboratories. The 
spacious interior of the Mobile Experimental Unit 
can be seen in the illustration above. 
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ment reaches the age of obsoles- 
cence in an alarmingly short 
time. On the other hand. 1 have 
seen many well- maintained com- 
mercial TV receivers which com- 
pare very favourably for quality 
of results with the 1957 models. 
Neither give pictures which com- 
pare with those on the closed - 
circuit sets at the TV Studios' 
control rooms. Band width 
limitations, principally on the 
receivers. are responsible for 
most of this loss of quality. a 
situation which is aggravated by 
producers and art directors who 
fail to recognise this limitation. 
In trying to put over too great 
a range of tones, they often only 
succeed in mushing up the 
results for most commercial 
receivers. 

" THE LASS OF 
RICHMOND HILL" 

AFEW years ago. Regency 
plays achieved considerable 

popularity on stage and screen. 
The Prince Regent has been 
represented by different authors 
and producers in a variety of 
characters. Mostly, he has been 
pictured as the gross and 
corpulent First Gentleman of 
Europe : gambler, spendthrift. 
vain and arrogant. A few refer 
to the great influence he wielded 
over that art and architecture 
of the period. which gave us so 
many buildings which delight 
the eye in London and elsewhere 
to -day. W. P. Lipscombe's 
The Lass of Richmond Hill 
revealed quite a different facet 
in the life of the Regent : his 
life at the age of 23. when he 
was gay and handsome and a 
popular hero of the people. The 
story is based upon the events 
which followed his secret 
marriage to Mrs. Fitzherbert. a 
union which could not be 
recognised by the State. because 
she was a Catholic. 

Jeannette Sterke. who is now 
one of our finest TV actresses. 
portrayed Mrs. Fitzherbert with 
great sincerity and dignity. 
entirely capturing the sympathy 
of the viewers -as did Tony 
Britton, who gave a performance 
of great charm as George. Prince 
of Wales. the Regent. The 
technical values of this TV play 
were superlative -as they usu- 
ally are when produced by 
Rudolph Cartier. Mr. Cartier 
insists upon a first -class cast, 
which in this case included 
Marius Goring as Sheridan. 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

George Woodbridge as George 
III. and Lucie Mannheim as 
Queen Charlotte, in addition to 
Jeannette Sterke and Tony 
Britton. already mentioned. 
Cartier's productions always 
possess the gloss of the real pro- 
fessional touch which make 
them quite outstanding -not to 
be missed. 

PLAYBACK 
ON the other hand. the BBC - 

TV maintains its lead in 
major presentation innovations. 
of the kind which delights the 
technically- minded viewer. Take. 
for instance. the recent TV pre- 
sentation of Puccini's opera 
Madame Butterfly, George Foa. 
the producer. decided to use two 
casts -one to provide the visual 
effect on the stage and the other 
to provide the sound. The actors 
synchronised their lip movements 
and actions to the playback of 
the singing and music, thus 
enabling the best possible results 
to be obtained respectively on 
the pictorial and the sound 
sides. Now this was in itself not 
a startlingly new technique. It 
has been done in musical films in 
the cinema for years : and the 
BBC have tinkered with the idea 
on one or two previous occa- 
sions. In Madame Butterfly. 
however. the playback method 
was carried out with great 
strength and conviction. and the 
result was a complete success. I 
have been amused and enter- 
tained by the clever use of play- 
back in the Jack Jackson Show 
on LT.V.: but it has been left to 
the BBC -TV to put on a memor- 
able production which proves 
that playback has a place in the 
TV presentation of more serious 
programmes. 

CONDUCTORS AS 
STOOQES 
THE television orchestra con- 

ductor on comedy shows. 
often dragged into sketches and 
cross -talks. doesn't always make 
the grade. Eric Winstone, for 
instance. is a first -class dance 
band conductor with a tip -top 
band. But he is obviously ill at 
ease in coping with dialogue and 
cross -talk with comedians and 
others in Holiday Night. Bring- 
ing the conductor into the act is 
a procedure that should be 
undertaken with great caution : 

there are not mans Eric Robin - 
sons about. Of course, with the 
show bands such as Billy 
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Cotton's the function of the con- 
ductor is rather different: he is 
the show. not the conductor of 
an accompanying orchestra. I 
never tire of watching the robust 
performances of this fine show- 
man. of marvelling at the expert 
work of his musical arrangers. 
his dialogue writers and his 
other assistants with dances, 
decor and wardrobe. 

WIMBLEDON FORTNIGHT 
IAM inclined to think that the 

BBC won the television 
championship at Wimbledon - 
but only just ! The TV coverage 
of the world -famous Wimbledon 
fortnight was on a truly grand 
scale. There were about 16 
assorted TV cameras plus 
numerous 16mm. and 35mm. 
film cameras in use by the army 
of over 100 BBC and 1.T.V. 
technicians. The chief difference 
in the respective presentations 
was the emphasis by the BBC 
on close shots and mid- shots. 
whereas LT.V. preferred to make 
more use of long shots. giving 
full views of the courts. Com- 
mentaries on both channels were 
good. particularly Fred Perry on 
I.T.V. But the handling of the 
visuals is the most important 
single factor in outside broad- 
casts of this type. and it was 
obvious that the BBC producer 
had the advantage of superior 
camera equipment and a greater 
variety of camera angles. 

IRISH TV 
AFTER Scotland and the Isle 

of Wight TV areas comes 
Ireland. Various television 
promoters are competing for the 
concession to operate com- 
mercial television in the Dublin 
area. The Irish Broadcasting 
Company Ltd.. which has a 
capital of .£100.000, has been 
registered by a group of 
American financiers who have 
offered to build and equip an 
Irish TV station at an estimated 
cost of £400.000. Also interested 
in the concession is a syndicate 
connected with the Pye Com- 
pany. The Irish Government is 
considering the various proposals. 
but is unlikely to agree to the 
formation of a TV organisation 
with majority financial control 
outside the country. It will be 
interesting to see whether the 
group that wins the concession 
will join in with the British 
Commercial Network for special 
star programmes. 
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Scp c,'lber ? î PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

TRANSISTORS 
JUNCTION TYPE P -N -P 

(British Manufacture¡ 

it l .I) -TOT 300 lo .; Audio Frequency 10 - I 
111.1 I . --PUT 1.6 Mc s Mixer and Frequency Chcur,, i 16 - 

1i Ili iL -.POT 2.5 Mr 3 R.F. and 1.F. Amp 20- 
An Transistors are 'rested and Guaranteed. 

V.B. The Iced -Spot .iv similar iri Mallard Of 'ï1. 

The New 
(TRANSISTOR -8" 

Push -Pull Portable Superhet Li 1/ 10 / -. l'.an be built for 
This Portable 8 Transistor Superhet is tunable for both 
Medium and Long Waves and is comparable in performance 
to any equivalent Commercial Transistor Set. 
Simplified construction enables this set to he built easily 
and quickly into an attractive lightweight cabinet supplied. 

'FEN STAR FEATURES 
* 8 Specially Selected Transistors 
* 250 Milliwatts Output Push -Pull 
* Medium and Long Waves * internal Ferrite Rod Aerial 
* 'i .. 4 Elliptical High Resistance Speaker 

We can supply all 
these items includ- 
ing Cabinet for 

r £1110' -. 
All parts sold 

separately. 
* Drilled Plastic Chassis 8ii x 2!in. 
* Point to Point wiring and practical 

layout 
* Economical. Powered by 71 v. battery 
* Highly sensitive * Attractive lightweight contemporary 

case 
N.B. Pair of Matched Mazda NC101s 
Supplied at additional cost of 40: -. 

Send for circuit 
diagrams. as- 
sembly data, illus- 
trations and in- 
structions. and 
full shopping list. 

As featured in .lug, issue of Radio ('onstimeto,. 
Call and hear demonstration model. 

"EAVESDROPPER" 
'l'1UME TRANSISTOR POCKET RADIO 

INo Aerial or Earth required) 
Pre -selected to receive the Light and Home Stations. Total cost, 
as specified including Transistors. Transformers. Coils, Con- 
densers and Battery, etc., with circuit and plastic case. 

All items sold separately. 77/6 POST FREE 
With single phone, 82.6. With Aces Mike, 90: -. With Min. 
Hearing Aid. 92:6. 

THE TELETRON " COMPANION " 
THREE TRANSISTOR POCKET RECEIVER 

MEDIUM AND LONG WAVES. NO AERIAL OR EARTH 
Tuned R.F. Circuit. Ardente Transformers. 3 Transistors. 
Drilled Plastic Chassis and Cabinet size 41 x 3 x lin., and all 
Components. Balanced Armature Output, Batteries, Knobs 
and Transistor Holders. Total cost 

89/6 
ALL PARTS SOLD SEPARATELY 

TRANSIS pill SIGNAL 
'rit u4-Flt. 

Complete Kit es ith 2 Tenu- 
.i [m:, Components. 
Phones with Circuit and 
plastic ease. 42.6. 

' IIOSIIa.I(]11'1 " 
TWO 'TRANSISTOR 

PERSONA(. PORTABLE serial or Earth 
Required 

Variable Tuning ble T 
We can supply all com- 
ponents including 2 Tran- 
sistors, Diode. Resistors, 
Hearing 

and Miniature 
Hearing Aid and Plastic 
Case size 4; x 2' x 11 and it v. Battery. FOR 55:-. 

All items sold separately. 

MINI-TWO 
2 TRANSISTOR. MIN1A- 
TORE POCKET RADIO 

_ No Aerial or Earth) 
The smallest Transistor Set 
offered on the market. Vari- 
able tuning. Drilled chassis, 
plastic case, size 3 x 2 x lin. 
Miniature hearing -aid, two 
transistors and all corn- 
ponents including 11 v, 
battery, circuit and full 
practical layout diagrams. 
Total cost 55'- complete. 

I 
F.24. 10; -. H.F.25. 125. 

R.F.26, 25 -. Brand new with 
valves, carr. 2'6. 

TRANSISTOR SQUARE 
WAVE GENERATOR 

(gonplete Kit with 2 Tran- 
.istors, Component., l'ir- 
cult and plastic case. 25.-. 

87 

QUARTZ CRYSTALS 
17243 -I' I' N DA MENIALS 

80 Types 5.700.667 Ice's to 8.340 lee's t in steps of 33.333 Ire 
i20 Types 5,675 kc's to 8.650 kc 's (in steps of 25 kc s) 

( Excluding Types 7,000; 7,300 and 8.000 8,300) 

5/- EACH 

7.000 kc's to 7.300 Ito s in steps of 25 kc s 7/6 
8.000 kern to 8,300 Se's in steps of 25 krs EACH 

Complete Sets of 80 Crystals. £7.10.0. 
Complete Sets of 120 Crystals. £10. 

FT241A -541n wan aloNic 
60 Types 20 Mc s to 27,9 Me s ( in steps of 100 5v s) 

i Excludint 27 Mc s) 

27 51cs, 10.- 5I- EACH 
Complete Set of 80 
Crystals, £8.0.0 

100 k'es Gold Plated D.T. Cut 226 
150 kc's Two -Pin Round 12:6 
160 Sc,s Two -Pin lox 12.6 
200 kcls FT241A 10 -- 
500 kc s FT241A 10- 
5005es Brook's Special Holder, , 15'- 

5,152 b-e:s Piezo 2 -Pin Holder 12 6 

P.O. Type 4B Ceramic 
100 ks 819,6 kc s 
162.9 kegs 1,000 kc s 

I5 /- FACH 

CERAMIC 2 -PIN BANANA PLUG FUNDA]IEN'l'.s1.S 
15,010 kc's 16.135 kcs 16.435 Sr's 18.025 ke -s IJ/- EACH 
15.116 lie 16.335 Icel.' 16,700 kegs 18,125 kris 

l'('S COLLINS TYPE 3 -PIN F'í'249 
1.665.5 kc s 1.700 ke!s 2.073.5 kc's I /- EACH 1,962 5 lie s 2.072.5 Sc 2,400 kc s 

DC 11.1 2 -PIN. 7/6 EACH 1,740 5e s 1.780 kcs 1764.5 kc's 
M- R ONI R (F..C. 601.1) PLATED 2 -PIN 71L EACH 102Sr 45 Ss 10.300 kc -s 10.500 'cc s 

(IC('. 5IAR('ONI & S.T.C. 10X TYPE 
10.245 k.s to 12.685 kc s 7/6 EACH 

Send for List showing frequencies.) 

N.IR. -A1.1. CRYSTALS TESTED FOR ACTIVITY ANI) 
GUARANTEED. 

Valves- Valves- Valves 
IVe hase user 300 different IN )u+ of British and Ameriean 
s aises In sioek. W i- give below inn Iy Ian that are available. 
Send for 28 -page Catalogue for further details of )ah e., 
component S. elf.. 

DK40 10 - FCC85 10 - EZ40 8:- 
DK92 9- ECH4217 - EZ80 10:- 
DAF30 F.CH8111 - EZ81 10 - 

10- ECL80 N78 12,6 
DF96 10 - 10 6 I'ABC80 
DK96 10 - ECL82 15,- 
DL93 10 - 14.- PCC84 
DM70 9,- EF40 12 6 11- 
EABC80 FF41 10 - PCF80 

EF42 14 - 12 6 
EAF42 EF80 9 - PCF82 11.- 

EF85 10 - ]'CL82 
EBF60 EF86 12 6 12$ 

15 
EBF8911.- EF92 

10. 
- PL8ß312 8 

EBC4110 - EL41 10 - PL82 10.- 
ECF8014.- EL42 10- . PL83 12:6 
ECF82 EL84 11 - PY81 30'- 

12:8 EM34 10 - PY82 10 - 
ECC40 EM80 10 - PY83 12 6 

14'- K5181 11 - 625 14.'- 
ECC81 9 - EM85 11 - UABC80 
ECC82 9 - ' 

EY51 10- 11'- 
ECC83 9.- EY86 12 6 CAF42 
ECC84118 EY91 10- 11- 

t'BC'41 , IìAU6 86 
10 - 6BA6 8.6 

UBF89 68E6 10-- 
11 - 68W6 10 - 

UCC8511- 6C4 88 
UCL82 6U4 126 
UCH42 bC6 

X4 
1Ó 

12.6 7Y4 9- 
UCH61 12-AH8 

UF41 7ÓS 12AT6186 um 12 - 12A'f7 9- 
UF85 12 - 12AL o - 

UF89 1L- 12,41 - 

UL41 10- 12AY7 g- 
UL84 11 - 12BA6 9 - 

UY41 9 - 126E6 10 - 
U1-85 9 6 1457 14 

10 - 19AQ5 11 
9 - i 

20L1 14 - 
61,18 12 6 35R'4 8 - 

BALS 9 - 50B5 10 - 
6AM8 9 - 50CS 10 - 
CAOS 10- 11713 8 6 

. -sil Va I, I' ' -T rit and Guaranteed 

TRANSISTOR COMPONENTS 
We inn supply all mini oncnts for Transistor sets and 
amplifiers which has r apiaare'I in The Kodio ('onstructo. - at 
s cry competitive urig... Lei US base your on(lutrie.. 

SEND STAMPS FOR NEW 1957 28 -PAGE CATALOGUE OPEN MONDAY to SAT. 6. TOURS. 1 o'clock. 

HENRY'S RADIO LTD® 
5 HARROW ROAD, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2. TEL.: PADDINGTON 1ONI-9 
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Presenting the new 
HOMELAB range of SIGNAL GENERATORS 

TYPE 2 
100 kc /s. to 100 Mc /s CW or 400-- modulation. Audio signal 
for amplifier tests PRICE : 1E4.10.0d., p. & p. 5;- 

TYPE 12 

100 kc /s. to 130 Mc /s. Sine and square wave modulation 
at 1,000 Sine or square wave signal for amplifier tests 
PRICE £3.10.0d., p. & p. 5/- 

TYPE 20 

An AM /FM signal generator covering all modern radio and 
TV requirements up to 240 Mc /s PRICE £15.15.Od., p. & p. 5/- 

Send stamp for full details of above, and also our Mullard 
FM Tuner complete with power supply PRICE : £12.0.0d. 

HOMELAB INSTRUMENTS LIMITED 
615 -617, HIGH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.IO 

Telephone : LEYtonstone 6851 

COMMERCIAL TV 
DON'T GIVE UP BEFORE YOU HAVE 
TRIED OUR BAND III PRE -AMP 

Separate coaxial in- 
puts for Band I and Ill 
Aerial Downleads. No 
changing of Aerial 
leads. No Diplexor 
required. Attractive 
black crackle finished 
case fitted with non - 
scratch rubber feet. 
Easily installed -just 
plug in mains and 
aerial leads. 

A sensitive unit complete with built -in power 
supply specially designed for use in ultra- fringe 
areas. High signal to noise ratio. Will produce 
excellent results in localities where the signal is 

normally unusable. 

Dimensions bin. x 4in. x thin. Will fit inside most 
receiver cabinets. 200 -50 v. A.C. 

PRICE £6.6.8. C.W.O. OR C.O.D. 
(Fly Lead 3/6 extra.) 

"AIRVISION" 
(Electronic Equipment Manufacturers). 

14, Boulton Road, SOUTHSEA. 

St. Mary's Electronics 
Radio - Television - Components 

18, PRAED STREET, LONDON, W.2 
Telephone : AMBassador 9795 

T/V TUBES 
12 in. 14 in. 15 in. 17 in. 

MULLARD ... £5. £6 £6.10 f7 
MAZDA ... £5 £6 £6.10 0 
EMITRON ... £4.10 £6 - £7 

Also various other makes of tubes in stock. Terms 
3 months' Guarantee. C.W.O. P /P, Ins., I0,' -. 

12 in. Mazda Rebuilt Tubes £9 inclusive P /P. 6 
months' Guarantee. 

Special terms to the trade. 

All makes of Valves supplied to the trade. 
All types New Tubes on Credit Terms. 

We also have a large selection of 
TELEVISIONS, all working. 12 in. S /het Set 

£I4 ; 5 Channel £18.10. Carr. paid. 

Write, phone or call letting us know your require- 
ments. We will be pleased to assist you. 

Please enclose payment with order. 
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Television Receiving Licences 
THE following statement shows 

the approximate number of 
Television Receiving Licences in 
force at the end of June, 1957, in 
respect of receiving stations situ- 
ated within the various Postal. 

Regions of England, Wales, 
Scotland and Northern Ireland. 

Region 
London Postal ... ... I,484,649 
Home Counties 853,392 
Midland .. ... 1,183,333 
North Eastern ... .., 1,126,291 
North Western ... 1.017,352 
South Western ... ... 527,371 
Wales and Border Counties 403,645 

Total England and Wales 6,601,033 
Scotland ... 500,921 
Northern Ireland ... 67,555 

Grand Total ... .., 7,169,509 

Winter Hill I.T.V. Watched by 
795,000 Homes 

MORE than 2,720,000 viewers in 
Al 795.000 homes were able to 
receive independent television from 
Winter Hill recently, according to 
Television Audience Measurement 
Limited. 

This compares with 270,000 
homes able to receive I.T.A. pro- 
grammes from the transmitter when 
it opened twelve months previously. 

TV Aids Cancer Research 
A NEW closed circuit TV plant l permits immediate compara- 

tive data of chemical activity within 
live normal and cancer cells. The 
National Institutes of Health, 
Bethesda, Md. report that this 
is the result of the development 
of a new ultra- violet- sensitive TV 
camera tube which is undergoing 
examination. 

Electronic Computer Ex- 
hibition, 1958 
THE Electronic Computer 

Exhibition is to be held at 
Olympia from November 28th 
to December 4th, 1958. It is the 

first exhibition of its kind in 
Great Britain and is being spon- 
sored by a joint committee of 
the Radio Communication and 
Electronic Engineering Associa- 
tion and the Office Appliance 
and Business Equipment Trades 
Association. Most of the lead- 
ing firms will exhibit. 

British Institute Convention 
THE Convention of the British 

Institution of Radio Engin- 
eers took place in Cambridge on 
June 26th to July 1st. when auto- 
matic machine tool control by 
electronic equipment, electronic 
stimulators or analogue com- 
puters. office machinery And 
information processing and elec- 
tronics in automation were 
discussed. 

Llangollen 
THIS new station is one of the 

six further V.H.F. stations 
which. as announced earlier, the 
BBC is building in the second 
stage of its plan to provide 
nation -wide coverage of the 
sound programmes on V.H.F. It 
was originally intended that 
Llangollen should transmit only 
the Welsh Home Service pro- 
grammes, but it is now planned 
to make it a three -programme 
station. Listeners with V.H.F. 
receivers will thus be able to 
receive the Light and Third Pro- 
grammes as well as the Welsh 
Home Service at equal strength 
from the one station and will be 
able to use simpler aerial instal- 
lations than would otherwise 
have been required. The Welsh 
Home Service will be trans- 
mitted on 93.3 Mc /s, the Light 

The Marconi Three -Vidicon Colour Telecine (tas demonstrated in publie 
for the first tinte in .lune. The illustration above shows the complete colour 
telccine channel, including a Colour Monitor, the Operating Console and 

the l'edestal. 
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Programme on 88.9 Mc /s and 
the Third Programme on 91.1 
Mc /s, each with an effective 
radiated power of 6kW. Trans- 
missions will be horizontally 
polarised as at other V.H.F. 
sound broadcasting stations, 
which means that receiving 
aerials must be fixed horizontally. 

TELEVISION TIMES September, 1957 

The auction. which consisted 
of the largest collection of im- 
pressionist paintings ever to 
come up for sale in London. 
attracted a very large number 
of people. many of whom were 
unable to get into the main sale- 
room. These people were 
accommodated in adjoining 

rooms. In addition 

The Crystal Palace, which has such close associations 
with television, was recently the scene of an auction 
at which many of the various statues which were to 
he found in the grounds were disposed of. Many of 
these are by unknown sculptors and the origin of many 
is unknown. One of these is seen above, with the 

television mast in the background. 

£200,000 Auction on 
Television 
ASALE of paintings worth 

Oyer £200,000 was recently 
seen on television. 

Pye closed circuit television 
linked the main saleroom at 
Sotheby's with other rooms in 
the building. A TV camera in- 
stalled in front of the auctioneer, 
Mr. Peter Wilson. relayed pic- 
tures of the paintings as they 
were offered for sale. to TV 
receivers in the other rooms. 

to following the 
proceedings on the 
existing loud- 
speaker system. 
they were able to 
see the paintings 
on television 
screens. and bid 
from these rooms. 
A director of the 
firm. present in 
each room, relayed 
bids by telephone 
to clerks . in the 
main saleroom. 

Television for 
Traffic Control 
BRITAIN'S 

first perman- 
ent installation for 
traffic control is to 
be set up in the 
Market Square at 
Durham. 

The Minister of 
Transport a n d 
Civil Aviation. Mr. 
Harold Watkinson. 
has informed the 
Durham County 
Council that he 
approves of the 
television scheme 
and will make a 
contribution to- 
wards its cost. 

At present a 
policeman station- 
ed in the Market 
Square is required 
to control traffic 
which he cannot 
see. The object 

of the new installation is to give 
him a clear picture of the traffic 
on two of the approaches to the 
square. 

Traffic entering the square by 
the Framwellgate and Elvet 
Bridges can only pass in one 
direction at a time. The con- 
stable controlling the traffic 
lights on the bridges from his 
police box in the square cannot 
see the number of vehicles wait- 
ing and must also estimate the 
time needed to clear each line of 

traffic between the square and 
the bridges. 

The television cameras which 
are now to be installed at each 
bridge will transmit a picture of 
the actual traffic conditions to a 
screen in the control box and 
will help the constable to reduce 
delays to traffic to a minimum. 
He will also see the kind of 
traffic waiting and make allow- 
ance for heavy. slow-moving 
vehicles. In addition. the tele- 
vision will enable him to see 
whether vehicles parked nearby 
are interfering with the flow of 
traffic. 

This new methód of traffic 
control was tried out successfully 
in Durham in August, 1956, and 
is now to be installed perman- 
ently. 

I.T.A. Service for Southern 
England 

THE Independent Television 
Authority has invited appli- 

cations for the provision of pro- 
grammes from the first of its 
1958 stations -at Chillerton 
Down, in the Isle of Wight. 
designed to extend I.T.A. pro- 
grammes to more than two mil- 
lion people in southern England. 
The service area is roughly a 
half- circle, stretching along its 
base from Weymouth through 
Ventnor to Brighton. and reach- 
ing to Newbury in the north. 
Lying in the service area will be 
Hampshire and the Isle of 
Wight, almost the whole of 
Dorset, West Sussex. the south- 
eastern parts of Wiltshire and 
the south -western parts of 
Surrey. 

Further stations in the south- 
west and south -east will be 
needed before the whole of 
southern England is covered. 
The Authority has not yet sought 
approval for these stations. 
which are not likely to come 
into operation until late 1959 or 
1960. 

With the opening of its 
seventh transmitting station in 
the Isle of Wight. probably in 
the late spring of next year. the 
authority will have made its ser- 
vices available in areas with a 
total population of about forty 
millions. or 80 per cent. of the 
total population of the United 
Kingdom. within about thirty 
months of its first transmissions 
from Croydon in September, 
1955. 
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1 always say 
please 

to Player's 

PLAYER'S ALWAYS MEANS 
PLEASURE FOR ME 
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RADIO SUPPLY CO. (LEEDS) 
LTD. 

Post Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. NO C.O.D. under £1. Postage 1'9 extra under £2. 
2/9 under £5. Open to callers 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Sats. until 1 p.m. S.A.E. with 

enquiries, please. Full list 6d. ; Trade list 5d. 
R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS 

Fully Guaranteed. 
Interleaved and Impregnated. 

Primaries 200 -230 -250 v. 50 c/s screened 
TOP SHROUDED DROP THROUGH 
260-0-260v 70 ma, 6.3v 2 a, 5v 2 a ... 16/9 
350-0-350v 80 ma, 6.3v2a, 5v 2a ... 18/9 
250-0-250v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a ...23/9 
350 -0-350v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a ...23/9 
350 -0-350v 150 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a ...29/9 
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT 
250 -0-250 v 60 ma, 6.3 v 2 a. 5 v 2a 

Midget type, 21- 3-3in. .. ... 17/9 
250 -0-250v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5 v3 ...28/9 
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 6 a, 5 v 3 a 

for R1335 Conversion ... .. ... 31/- 
300- 0- 300v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a ... 23/9 
350- 0-350v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a ... 23/9 
350 -0-350v 150 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 0- 4- 5v3a... 33/9 
425 -0-425 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, C.T. 6.3 v 

4a,C.T.5v3a ... ... ... ...49/9 
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 
All with 200-250 v 50 os Primaries : 6.3 v 
1.5 a, 519 : 6.3 v 2 a. 7/6 : 0 -4-6.3 v 2 a. 7/9 : 

12v la, 7/11 : 6.3v3a, 8 /11 :6.3 v 6 a, 17/9. 
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS 
200 -250 v 0 -9 -15 v 11 a. 11/9: 0-9 -15 v 3 a, 18/9: 
0 -9-15 v 5 a. 19/9 ; 0-9-15 v 6 a, 22/9. 
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
Standard Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms ... 4/9 
Small Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms 3/9 
N.H.T. TRANSFORMERS 200 -Z30 -250 v. 
2,500 v 5 ma, 2 -0-2 v 1.1 a, 2-0-2 v 1.1 a 

for VCR97, VCR517 ... ... 36/6 
SMOOTHING CHOKES 
250 ma 5 h 50 ohms ... ... ... 11/9 
100 ma 10 h 250 ohms ... ... ... 8/9 
80 ma10h350 ohms ... ... ... 5/6 
60 ma10h400 ohms 4/11 
SELENIUM METAL RECTIFIERS 
G.E.C. 300 v 250 ma. 12/9 : 120 v 40 ma. 3/9 
6 / /12v 1 aF.W., 4/11: 240v50 ma. 4/11: 
6/12v 2 a F.W., 6/9 : 6112 v 4 a, 14/9 : 250v 
80 ma, 7/9 : 6'12 v 6 a F.W., 19/9 ; 6/12 v 
10 a. 25/0: 612 y 15 a. 35/9. 

BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT 
All parts for converting any normal type 
of Battery Receiver to A.C. mains 200 -250 v 
50c /s. Supplies 120v, 90v or 60v at 40 ma. 
Fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T. 
of 2 v at 0.4 a to 1 a. Price including circuit 
49/9. Or ready for use, 9/9 extra. 
ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTERY 
ELLMINATOR KIT. -All parts for the 
construction of a unit (metal -case 
51-41 -2ín.) to supply Battery Portable 
receivers requiring 90 v and 1.5 v. Fully 
smoothed. From 200 -250 v 50 c/s mains. 
Price, inc. point -to -point wiring dia- 
grams. 39/9. Or ready for use. 48/9. EX- GOVT. DOUBLE WOUND STEP 
UP /STEP DOWN TRANSFORMER 
10-0- 100 -200-220 -240 v to 5 -0-75- 115 -135 v 
or REVERSE. 80/100 watts. Only 11/), 
plus 2/9 post. 
EX -GOVT. CASES. Well ventilated blanc 
crackle finished, undrilled cover. Size 14 
x 10 x Blin. high. IDEAL FOR BATTERY 
CHARGER OR INSTRUMENT CASE. 
OR COVER COULD BE USED FOR 
AMPLIFIER. Only 9/9. plus 2/9 postage. 
Size 131 x 81 x 61in., with undrilled perfor- 
ated cover finished stoved grey enamel, 
7/9, plus 2/9 post. 

EX -GOVT. SALVES (NEW) 
1T4 7/9 
155 7/9 
3S4 8/9 
6K8G 1/9 
6SJ7GT 6/9 
EF39 5/9 
6V6GT 6/9 
6U5G 3/9 

6K7G 3/9 
6X5GT 7/9 
6L6G 17199 

12A6 7/9 
15D2 4/9 
25Z4G 9/9 
35Z4 6/9 
M1I4 4/9 

6AT6 
EB91 
EF9J 
EF36 
EL32 
EL9I 
KT63 
SP61 

7/9 

8/9 
4/9 
3/9 
5,9 

11/9 
215 

EX -GOVT. UNIT RDF1: -Brand new, 
cartoned. Complete with 14 valves, 
including 5Z40. Also mains trans. L.F. 
choke, rectifier, etc., etc. Only 29/8. 
Carr. 7/9. 

Dept. N. 
32, THE CALLS, LEEDS 2. 
SMALL. POTTED MAINS TI{AN"I'. 
Removed from New ex -Govt. e n r 

Primary 0- 200 -230 -250 v Secs 1CC-O- 
MOv60 ma, 6.3v2a,5v2a. 119 
Size 31 x 41 x 3in. / 

CO -AXIAL CABLE lin. 
5 ohms 14/36 Cil. 9(1. 

Twin- screened Feeder .. .. 
11(1. 9d. 

EX -GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKES.- 
100 ma 5 h 100 ohms Tropicalised ... 3.11 
150 ma6- 10h150ohms ... ... ... ('.9 
150 ma 10h 150 ohms ... ... ...11/9 
250 ma 5 h 50 ohms ... ... 12/9 
E.H.T. SMOOTHERS 
.02 mfd. 5,000 v Cans (ex- Govt .). 2/11. 
I1ATrE RY CHARGER KITS.- Consist- 
ing of attractive Blue Hammer Case. 
Transformer, F.W. Rectifier, Fuse, Fuse - 
holder, Tag Strip Grommets and Circuits. 
For mains input 200- 230 -250 v 50 cis, 6 v 2 a, 
25/9: (Ivor 12v 2 a, 31/6: By or 12 v.4a, 
53/9. Any type assembled and tested for 
6/9 extra. 
R.S.C. 8 v or 12 v 
BATTERY CHARGER 
For normal A.C. mains 
input 200 -230 -250 v 50 c's. 
Selector panel for 6 v or 
12 v charging. Variable 
charge rate of up to 4 
AMPS. Fused, and with 
meter. Well ventilated 
case with attractive 
hammer finish. Guaran- 
teed for 12 months. 
75/-. Carr. 3'6, 
TV. CABINETS 
Handsome well- constructed with walnut 
veneer finish. Size 18ín. high, 20in. wide, 
13m. deep. Size of aperture 17ín. 1311n. 
Fitted Doors. For 15ín, or 17in. Tube. 
Limited number at only 
Plus 7/6 carr. 
BATTERY CHARGERS. -For mains 
200 -250 v 50 c /s. Output for charging 6 v or 
12 v at 1 amp. In strong metal case. Only 
25/9. Above can also be used for electric 
trait! power supply. 

79/6 

BAND III CONVERTOR 
for ANY SET in ANY AREA 
This unit has been widely used since I.T.A. Transmissions 
began to convert all types of sets, Superhet and T.R.F., to 
receive on Band Ill. 

Unlike many other convertors this unit is small enough to 
be fitted inside your cabinet, enabling the job to appear 
finished and perfectly safe for all to use. 

The wiring is simple to follow, and alignment is not difficult. 
* IT will convert any set, any age, T.R.F. or Superhet. 
* IT includes station switching. 
* IT provides pre -set contrast balancing. 
* IT uses only one aerial input for both bands. 
* IT provides manual tuning on Band Ill. 

* IT is totally screened. 
* IT completely rejects unwanted signals. 
* IT requires no additional power supply where either 6.3 v. 

or .3 amp. heater line is available. 

CONVERTOR wired and aligned with fitting 
instructions ... ... ... ... ... E3 IO 6 

KIT complete in every detail, less knobs ... ... E2 IO 6 
KNOBS each ... I 0 

CIRCUIT and instructions in detail (free with kit) I 6 
KITS made up by customers checked and aligned, 

including post ... ... ... ... ... 12 6 
When ordering please state present B.B.C. Station and I.T.A. 

Orders over £2 post free. 

C. &. G. KITS 
285, LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD, 
ADDISCOMBE, CROYDON, SURREY 

Phone : ADDiscombe 5262 

GUARANTEED VALVES 
CV6 
DF91 7/6 

1/- 
EL33 
EL32 

DET19 1/6 ELM 
DET25 5/- EL4I 
DF92 718 EL42 
DL92 7/6 EL9J 

L93 716 EL91 
L95 7/6 EN91 

EA50 1/- EY51 
EABC60 9/- EZ35 
EB34 2/8 EZ40 
EB91 81- EZ80 
EBC33 10/- EZ90 
EBC41 - FC13C 
EBC91 

10/8/- 
KT33C 

EBF80 9/- KT44 
ECC81 9/- KTW63 
ECC82 9/- PL38 
ECCO 9/- PL81 
ECC84 111- PL82 
ECC91 7/- PL83 
ECH35 101- PY80 
ECH42 10/- PY81 
ECH81 9-- PY82 
ECF82 111- PCF80 
ECL80 9/- PCF82 
EC52 51- PCC84 
EC54 5/- PCL82 
EC90 6:- Pen46 
EF36 6 - PCL83 
EF37A 10 - I P61 
EF39 6-' 
EF41 10 - 
EF42 10 - 
EF50 5 - 
EF54 ^ 6 
EF80 8$ 
EF85 10,8 
EF91 7/6 
EF92 5/6 
EF93 8/6 
EF94 7/- 
EF95 8/8 
EF96 818 
EK90 8/- 

8/8 
15/- 
22/- 

10i- 
7/- 
8/6 
7/6 

11/6 
8/- 
8i- 
8/6 
7/6 

á/é 

76 
22- 
10/8 
10/8 
10/6 

9'- 
8/6 
8/6 

PZ30 181- 
RK34 3/8 
RL37 51- 
SP61 51- TM 41- 
U801 20/- 
UBC41 10/- 
UB41 10/- 
UCH42 10'- 
UF41 10/- 
UF42 10i- 
UL41 10/- 
UUB 20/- 
UY41 81- 
VP13C 4/8 
VR116 8/- 
VR15o/30 7/6 
VU111 2/- 
X65 10/6 
1E4 /6 
1T4 7/8 

1II5 718 
2C34 3/8 
2D21 7/6 

10/- 2X2 

10/- 
3A4 

7/6 
8/6 4141 /6 

10,- SLU4 8,'- 
b- S4 10.'8 

BABB 
6AC7 
6AJ8 
6AK6 
6AG5 
6AK5 

6AM6 
6AQ5 
6AT6 
6AU6 
6BA6 
613E6 
6BF6 
6BH6 
6BS7 
6BW6 
6B8 
6C4 
6C116 
6F32 
6F33 
6G6 
6116 
6J5 
626 
6107 
6K8 
6L6 
6N7 
6N8 

9/- 
6P28 

6/6 

816 

6/6 
8/6 
7/6 
71- 
8i- 

8/6 

8/6 

88/6 
7/6 
51- 
6/- 
8/8 

7/6 

2/8 
51- 
71- 

9/6 
10'- 
7'6 
9,- 

TRANSISTORS (PNP Junction type) 
AF Type .. 8/6 each. 
RF Type, 2.5 m'cs. . ` 17/6 each. 

C.R. TUBES 
VCR511 12" ... ... £2 e & p 101-. 
EMI 4/1 4- ... 10 /- p & p 51 -. 
" 19 SETS. Still available at £5 
with power unit and brand new. 12/8 
C. and P. 
CO -A XL4L CABLE. Standard 
75 ohm. 8d. yd. Airspaced at 941. 
yd. Cheaper quality at 8d. yd. 

6Q7 
6117 
6SA7 
65117 
6SJ7 
65107 
6SL7 
6SN7 
6557 
6V6 
6X4 
6X5 
802 
í2A6 
12AII8 
12AT7 
12AU7 
12A3(7 
12BIH 
1208 
12116 
12.15 
í2J7 
12107 

124yí 
12507 
12507 
12587 
128J7 
12SK7 
35Z4 
45 
58 
76 
85A2 
90Cí 
807 
832 
954 
955 
7193 
8012 
9003 

Post & Packing 6d. Free over £1. C.O.D. 25 extra. 

76 
8'- 

7/8 
7/6 

718 
7/6 
7/6 

718 
4'8 
7/6 

10/- 
8/- 
9/- 9r- 
8/6 

2/6 

716 
716 

171- 

7/6 
5/- 
5/- 
51- 

816 
8/6 
5/- 
5/- 

10/- 

7/8 
40/- 
5/- 
5/- 
5/- 

10/- 
5/- 

LAWRENCE ELECTRONIC51 
15B. CHIPSTEAD VALLEY ROAD, COULSDON, SURREY. 
UPLands 9075. Open to personal callers on Saturdays only. 
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION 93 

or rather the grey bars have a brilliant vertical 
row of spots at the left hand side. 

I think I should mention that I converted this 
set for I.T.V. with Teletron converter Mark L 
Due to breakthrough of BBC, I had to make 
oscillator condenser 12µF a variable 25µF one 
and then use a frequency some Mc /s off BBC 
wavelength and adjust converter to this frequency. 
This was necessary as my I.T.V. aerial is in 
visible line with and at a distance of one mile 
from Palace transmitter. (Sound rejector adjusted 
also). -S. E. Altwell (S.E.21). 11.a /Mr .1Nrer M711M IM8 AMIMMIIM1.;W aPW . t -.nnNIM- iiiW'iia 

MI' IV I I I J-- Mr AU MS.- =1 I' IN II . .I .MI MIIMMINNII `A11. . "- 
Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with 

their teelutical difficulties, we regret that we are unable 
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying 
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details 
for constructional articles which appear in these pages. 
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES 
OVER THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from p. 97 
must be attached to all Queries, and if a posta! 
reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope 
must be enclosed. 

PHILLIPS 1 700A 
I have one of the above projection receivers 

using a directional plastic screen which I have 
cleaned, front and back, with industrial 
meth3lated spirit and chamois leather. This has 
left some marks on the plastic which, when 
seen on the picture, look exactly like water 
marks in paper. 1 have been unable to remove 
these, both with more spirit and with warn 
water and a detergent. I should be glad to know 
if you can say what caused the marks to appear, 
whether it is possible to remove them, and, if 
not, what is a new screen likely to cost. -F. B. 
Singleton (Wrexham). 

We do not think that you will be able to remove 
the marks which have been caused by the 
chemical action of the spirit. Several advertise- 
ments have appeared in quite recent issues of 
PRACTICAL TELEVISION offering projection . units 
complete or in parts and we have no doubt that 
one of these advertisers will be able to supply 
a viewing screen at a very reasonable cost. 

PHILLIPS 563A 
I have recently had trouble with this set and 

found the electrolytic condensers faulty. I 
renewed these and while I had the set out I had 
the four timebase valves tested and renewed. I 
have not been able to obtain a picture of suffi- 
cient width to fill the screen for a couple of years, 
but when the RC1135 and EL38 were brand new 

. and set still out of the cabinet I was able to 
till the whole tube. 

The trouble seems to be lack of sync when 
the pot RI38 is turned clockwise for maximum 
width. RI 20 does not have any effect. It' the 
8138 is narrowed to obtain a picture half an 
inch less than either side, the picture is perfect. 
I has a renewed both sync valves EB9I and EF 511. 

The fault appears as horizontal bars of about 
a quarter of an inch deep the full height of 
the picture which assumes an all -over grey 
appearance. This is accompanied by high 
pitched hissing from the speaker. The picture 

We would advise you to check RI19 for 
correct value and, if this is within tolerance, 
R85. Under some circumstances slight leakage 
through C100 can give similar effects. It 
is essential for C112 to be in good order and we 
assume this was checked with the other electro- 
lytics. We also assume that the H.T. rectifier 
is in order, H.T. voltage at C113 being 335VDC. 

MARCONI VT63DA 
This has a fault in height. I have tried several 

ways to cure it but have failed. The picture is 
perfect in tone with ample scope for brightness 
and contrast. The height control is now fully 
extended, but picture still creeps up at the bottom 
to about lin. I have replaced V10, V9, also 
resistor around height control and deflection coils 
but to no good. This has been happening now 
for six months and must admit defect is now very 
noticeable. -A. E. Peacock (Northfleet). 

We would advise you to check or replace the 
2.2meg.f2 resistor wired from pin 9 of VIO to 
junction of .lpF capacitors (two) and 4.7meg!d 
resistor. Also check the latter if the 2.2M9 is 
in order. 

The H.T. metal rectifier must also be in good 
order and the mains selector tappings accurately 
set. 

ULTRA VT917 
The frame flyback lines are visible even with 

the brightness and contrast controls set at a low 
level. The contrast control itself will resolve 
these even when the brightness control is set at 
minimum. Linearity and resolution are good. 

The U25 seems to need frequent replacement 
due to heater -cathode short. I notice also a slight 
electrical leakage to the metal clamp of the line 
output transformer. 

One of the 20D1's, situated in front of and in 
line with the rear tube support lights up bril- 
liantly when switched on from cold, although I 
believe this has always been so. 

The C.R.T., a new replacement seven months 
ago, was a little over six months old when the 
fault became noticeable, and gives the appearance, 
by its lack of edge, of low emission. -W. .1. 

Handy (Birmingham). 
We would advise you to replace the .04µF 

frame flyback damping capacitor, which is wired 
from one side of the frame output transformer to 
the centre contact of the brilliance control. It is 
actually located beneath the chassis 'between the 
20L1 and 10FI valve bases. If the capacitor is 
in order. check the video amplifier anode load 
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resistors which arc two 8.2k r2 in parallel. Check 
video amplifier valve base voltages, anode 150v.. 
cathode 4v. If necessary, supply tube heater with 
a separate 12.6 volt transformer, removing exist- 
ing heater leads and joining these together with 
a 40 ohm 5 watt resistor. This will restore normal 
picture " attack." 

EKCO T231 
Sixteen months ago I bought an Ekco T231 

set. Recently the picture almost faded completely. 
The local engineer said the tube had gone, but 
he never even took the back off. However, two 
valves seemed to be going to me, U301 which 
had tested and was found to be done, and U25 
which is soldered in. I renewed U301 and the 
picture improved considerably. What I would 
like to know is, could the valve U25 be the 
cause of the trouble and is it a straightforward 
soldering job or not? -John Hewitson (Carlisle). 

Replacing the U25 valve is a straightforward 
job if you work with a clean iron capable of 
quickly melting the solder in the retaining cups. 
Avoid sharp bends on the lead -out wires and 
nicely round off the soldered blobs or corona will 
result. It it is faulty the picture will get bigger 
and darker as the brightness control is advanced. 
Before replacing the tube. check the setting of the 
ion trap magnet on the neck of the tube, which 
should be set for maximum brightness. Quite 
a number of these tubes have recently failed 
which is probably why your engineer was so sure 
of his diagnosis. but a good proportion respond 
to 25 per cent heater boost. 

PYE LÚ51 
A new tube was fitted three months ago. The 

trouble now is lack of contrast even with 
brilliance control at minimum, picture can only 
be reasonably seen in a dark room. If contrast 
or brilliance is advanced picture goes flat with 
prominent flyback lines. I have changed R14A 
and RIGA in brilliance network but no effect. 
PZ30 valve has been changed, also all valves 
in vision section, but no improvement. -J. A. Box 
(Loughton). 

We are inclined to suspect that the 2µF 
electrolytic capacitor associated with the video 
coupling to the C.R.T. cathode is defective. This 
is located under the chassis. on the rear end of 
the long tag panel. 

PYE V14 
I get no picture when switched on. If I do 

get a picture it fades at once. Also the brilliance 
control, if I touch this to advance I lose the 
picture altogether. The brilliance control has 
got to be at neutral to get a picture at all, but 
of course not for long, about 10 seconds and 
then it pulls sideways and disappears. I have 
changed the PCF80 (V24) (V21) (V5), still the 
same. So I tried to get chassis out. Knobs and 
outer rings, four fixing bolts ; chassis will not 
come out, so I undid eight screws at back, two at 
each corner ; released top clips and still no go. 
Could you please put me right here, also VI at 

left hand. Is ECC'82 the right valve here ?- 
E. Johnson (E.9). 

One of the most likely causes of your trouble 
is a low EY86 EHT rectifier, which is in the 
can at the top right hand side and can be reached 
without unboxing. 

Other faults giving rise to similar symptoms 
are a displaced ion trap magnet and a heater - 
cathode (or grid- cathode) leakage on the C.R.T. 

To unbox the V14 remove cardboard back, lay 
set on its face. undo four large bolts through the 
cabinet feet and withdraw the wooden frame 
off the set. There is no need to remove knobs 
or plastic front. 

PLESSY CHASSIS 
The set is four years old, working on a boosted 

Mazda CRM123 tube. 
Very erratic locking on both holds. Locks 

slightly better when contrast well advanced. 
ECL80's O.K. Plenty of whistle from line 
oscillator. Left -hand ECL80 (looking from back) 
appears to be overheating. Knowledge of TV 
servicing limited. I am getting service data sent. 
Would appreciate help. -B. G. McGuinness (Co. 
Durham). 

We would advise you to check the 250µF 
capacitor associated with the video amplifer 
cathode circuit. The video amplifier (10FI) is 
mounted in the centre of the chassis. A 220S1 

resistor is wired from pins 5 and 7 to a 1801/ 
resistor, the 250µF is wired across this latter 
resistor. i.e, from the junction to chassis. Also 
check the 2.2M1/ resistor connected to pin 8 of 
V9 (ECL80). This is mounted directly behind 
the video amplifier. A further check can be 
made upon the 16µF capacitor which is one 
section of the 32 X 16µF capacitor can mounted 
behind the metal rectifier under the chassis. If 
this is open circuit, the whole fault condition 
would be explained. 

MURPHY 12in., V.202C 
This was bought second -hand. In the shop this 

gave a perfect picture, but has been very poor at 
home. 

The main fault is that it is impossible to get a 
bright, sharp picture. Increasing the brilliance or 
contrast results in the picture " blowing out " and 
disappearing. To get any kind of reasonable focus 
the controls have to be kept so low that in day- 
light the picture is too dim. 

Increasing the controls sometimes brings on an 
arcing noise, with bright lines across the upper 
half of the tube face. 

At rare intervals, about every two or three 
weeks, there is a sharp " crack " and the picture 
becomes perfect. This noise appears to come 
from the tube, although I can't be too sure of this. 
Then, after a few minutes, the same noise occurs 
and the picture goes poor again, and out of focus. 

More recently, the FL38 has been flashing 
inside, and this produces a momentary loss of 
picture, but with no improvement when the 
picture returns. 

I have had to disconnect the Visconal as this 

(Continued on page 97) 
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SETS & COMPONENTS 

BRAND NEW RF26. 27, 251- ( post 
2x6,; RF25, 10/6. RF26/27, damaged 
dials, 15:- (p.p. 3.' -f. Dynamotors 
(post 3/ -; 12 v. to 250 V. 65 mA., 
and 6.3 v. 2.5 a., 101G; 6 v. to 
250 v. 80 mA., 12/6. Eddystone. 
12 v. to 190 v. 75 inA., cased, 
15/ -. Metal Rectifiers: 250 v. 80 
mA., 516; 500 v. :300 mA., 10/ -; 
240 v. 30 mA., 3/6. 1.000 v, 30 mA., 
7/6. 6 v. 13 a., 25/ -; 90 v. 30 mA., 
11 -; 120 v. 2 a., Bridge. 30/- R1155 
S.M. Tuning Drives " N " type, new, 
10/6. Chokes, L.F. 1011, 120 mA., 
Screened, 7!6. 10H, 200 mA., 8 /6; 
10H 400 mA., 17;6. 5H, 200 mA.. 
4/6. ' C " core 10H, 130 mA., 12'6. 
Transformers: " C " core: 230 v. 
in.; ot,tputs: 315 -0 -315 v. 60 mA., 5 v. 
2 a.. 6.3 v. 1.5 a., 25/ ip.p. 3/ -1, 285/ 
315 v. 350 mA.. 790.850 v. 480 mA., 40/- 
icarr. 7/6). Open 230 v. to 50 v., 3 a., 
22/6 (post 3 / -(. Potentiometers, w. 
wound 20 k., 3jin. dia. ceramic, 4/6. 
Pyc Elbows or sockets, 6d. each. 
Car Radio (Command Receiver, 
Medium wave), circuit and modifica- 
tion data. 1/6. HRO Vibrapacks 
6 v. D.C. to 180 v. 50 mA., smoothed, 
cased, 22/6 (post 3/ -1. Accumulators, 
Varley Dry 2 v. 15 AH, 12/6, wet 
14 AH. 7i6. Carbon Potentiometers. 

spindle. 20 k. -Imeg. range, 10/6 
doz. Switches Arrow DPST, 1;6; 
Diamond SPOT, 1/6; H.F. Chokes 
(Bulgin, SW69 or SW144. 1/ -. 
Indicator Unl:s, new, with VCR97, 
3; VR91, 2 /CV18, 2/VR54. 24/. (Carr, 

Responser ZC8931:190/220 
mss., with valves, 22/6 (carr. 6/ -I. 
List and enquiries. S.A.E. please ! 

Terms, C.W.O. Postage extra. 
Immediate despatch. W. A. BENSON 
( P.T.(. 136, Rathbone Road, Liver- 
pool, 15. 

GUARANTEED TELEVISION, 12in. 
5- Channel models, first -class picture, 
£26 each, carriage paid. T H E 
GRAMOPHONE SHOP. 19 -21, Brock - 
ley Rise. London, S.E.23. 

ELECTRADIO. -Dual Wave Coil 2/6 
with circuit, ditto, plus Reaction 4/ -, 
Tuning Condenser 3/10, Crystal 
Diode 1/6, tested 4 Transistor Set 
Circuit 1/3, All Transistor Com- 
ponents stocked. Post free. 18, 
Broadlands Av., Keynsham, Somerset. 

LARGE NUMBER of 12in. BBC 
Band I Sets in good working order 
to clear at £8 each; 13 channel at 
£25. CCW., 12, Dockhead, S.E.1. 
(BER 3756.) 

LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly. 
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE, 
Bullington Rd., Oxford. 

T.V, AND TUBE BARGAIN. 9in. 
£3110!- 112in., 14in., 15in.. 16in., 
17in -., £5 each). Over 1CO second- 
hand T.V.s in stock, cheapest iu 

London. Trade enquiries welcomed. 
Phone : LADbroke 1734. Call : C. 
EDWARDS, 1070, Harrow Rd., 
N.W.lt. 

TELEVISION, 12in.. 5 channel. 
tunable anywhere, models for £25 
each, carriage paid; guaranteed per- 
fect. RYAN ELECTRICS, 134, Acre 
Lane, Brixton, London, S.W.2. (BRI 
4533.1 

I.T.V. CONVERTERS from £3/19/6, 
self -Contained, guaranteed. H.P. 
without fuss. Aerials from 14/6. 
Trade enquiries invited. G. A. 
STRANGE. Dept. P., North Wraxall, 
Chippenham, Wilts. 

TELEVISION. loin. London models, 
good working order. £7 each. car- 
riage paid. RYAN ELECTRICS, 134. 
Acre Lane, Brixton, London, S.W.2. 

I SRI 4533.1 

Advertisements 

RA'I'ES : 4'- per line or part 
thereof, average the Words to line, 
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1!- extra. 
Advertisements must he prepaid 
und addressed tu Advertisement 
Manager. " Practical Television," 
l'osier House, Southampton SL, 
Strand, London, W.C.2. 

A E R I A L I T E CONVERTIBLES 
McMichael) . Band 3 converters. 

Channels 6 to 13, in -built beautiful 
walnut tables; original price £18/18/ -, 
now £6/15/ -; carriage paid; maker's 
guarantee. TOMLINS. 127, Brockley 
Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23. ( FOR 5497.1 

AERIALS direct from manufacturers. 
F.M. Indoor Dipole with mast and 
base, 12/6; H ditto, 22,6; Outdoor 
Dipole with chimney lashings, 37/6; H 
ditto, £3/5/ -. TV. 5 Element Band DI. 
channels 8 -10, finest quality, with 
3ft. cranked mast and universal clip, 
45/ -; with lashings 57/6. Best value 
in England. Trade supplied. Co- 
axial Cable, best only, N. yard. 
Aerial list for s.a.e. Illustrated 
parts list with all technical data, 
etc., 1 / -, All goods post free. Write 
for details. SKYLINE WORKS, 
Burnsall Rd., Coventry. (Tel.: 60418.) 

TELEVISIONS, 9in. models £7/10/ , 
12in, models £131101 -, 12in. 5- Channel 
models £19101- each; all working; 
carriage paid. Send for list. 
TOMLINS, 127. Brockley Risc, Forest 
Hill, S.E.23. FOR 5497.1 

TELEVISIONS, NEEDING ATTEN- 
TION, 9in. -IOin. models £4/10/- each, 
12in, models £6!6/. each, 15in. models 
and Philips Projection models 
£11/101- each; immediate despatch; 
carriage paid. BARKERS. 325, Brock - 
ley Road, S.E.4. (TID 6752.) 

DIPOLE INSULATORS, lin. boom, 
;in. elements, suitable T.V. or F.M. 
Dipoles. 5/- P.O. with order. 
C. & H., 2A, Mona Street, Liver- 
pool. 7. 

5- CHANNEL TELEVISIONS : 12in. 
screen Ferguson 988, Ekco 161, etc., 
£22 each. A good selection of 12in. 
T /Vs (London), 100% condition, 
from £12; 9in. from £7 also 12in. 
T /Vs, slight faults, from £5; 9in. 
from £3. TYLER TELEVISION, 63, 
Lee High Rd., Lewisham, S.E.13. 
(LEE 5979.) 

TELEVISION, 12in.. out of order, £5; 
working O.K., £10; callers only. 
JOHN GILBERT TELEVISION, Is. 
Shepherds Bush Rd., London, W.6. 
SHE 8441.1 

NEW AND USED VALVES and Com- 
ponents at low prices; all guaranteed; 
lists, 6d. Service Sheets, s.a.e. en- 
quiries. Reconditioned Radios and 
T.V.s from £2, for callers. J. PALMER 
(PT). 32, Neasden Lane. N.W.10. 

MAKING YOUR OWN? Telescopes, 
Enlargers, Binoculars, Microscopes, 
Projectors, or, in fact, anything 
that needs lenses. Then get our 
booklets " How to Use Ex -Gov. 
Lenses & Prisms," Nos. 1 & 2, price 
2/6 ea. Also' our stereo book, " 3 -D 
Without Viewers," price 7/6. Com- 
prehensive list of lenses, optical, 
adio and scientific gear' free for 
a.e. H. W. ENGLISH,. Rayleigh 

Road, Hutton, Brentwood. Essex. 

OSMOR CONVERTERS 
ALL CHANNELS 

Simple, efficient for all TV (including 
TRI'). Guaranteed no break- through of 
Band I or re- radiation. Approx. I hr. to 
build. Will convert any Band III channel 

- to any Band I channel. AC or ACDC. 
Kit, £3.5.0. Ready wired, 84.0.0. Post 
free. Terms : C.W.O. Post, orders only. 
THE ELE(°CICONIC St'('PLY Cu, 
29. Leigh Ib1., 11 ighburs. London. N.5 
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DO YOU EVER repair Radios and 
T.V.s 7 'fiten you require a Service 
Sheet. We have 1,000s and 1,000s of 
the actual ones used by the Trade, 
for sale or hire ; s.a.e. with enquiry. 
You also require our new, larger 
Catalogue, packed with exact re- 
placement and servicing components. 
price 1 / -, M. FOY, 6, Wykebeck 
Gardens, Leeds, 9. 

TELEVISION TUBES, good quality. 
reclaimed and guaranteed for 6 
months, as supplied to the trade 
throughout the British Isles. 14-15 - 
16in., £5; 17in.. £6; c.w.o. or pro 
ferma. (Smaller sizes available. but 
in short supply. Enquire first.) 
TELETUBES. 34 and 18, Market 
Parade, Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E.15. 

CATHODE RAY TUBES, used, but 
in good working order, and with 
3 months' guarantee. All 12in. to 
17in. Mazda. Mullard and Emitron 
types at £4/10/- each, plus 136 
carriage. Orders and enquiries by 
letter only to: BHP DISTRIBUTORS. 
379, Staines Road, Hounslow, Mid- 
dlesex. 

FOR SALE 
TAYLOR 65A.SIG. GEN. £5; "E.E." 
T.V. Chassis no tube), £5. 83, 
Whitefield Rd.. Stockton Heath, 
Warrington, Lancs. 

SUPERTONIC SUNLAMPS, listed 
£7/10/ -; 801-. S A.E. SCIENTIFIC 
PRODUCTS CO.. Cleveleys, Lancs. 

WANTED 
ALL TYPES OF VALVES REQUIRED 
for cash. State quantity and con- 
dition. RADIO FACILITIES LTD., 
38. Chalcot Road., N.W.1. (PRImrose 
9090.) 

WANTED, Valves EY51. 6CH6. 10F1, 
PL81, KT61, 6F1, FW4 /500, 20132. 
20F2, 1OP14, Prompt cash. WM. 
CARVIS. LTD.. 103, North St., 
Leeds 7. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

AEROPLANE AND ARMAMENT 

EXPERIMENTAL ESTABLISHMENT 
BOSCOMBE DOWN 

requires SKILLED men to serve as : 

INSTRUMENT and ELECTRICAL 
CRAFTSMEN for laboratory and aircraft 

installations work 
RADIO. RADAR AND ELECTRONIC 
CRAFTSMEN for laboratory and aircraft 

installations work 
AIRFRAME and ENGINE FITTERS 

for aircraft servicing and fitting of special 
equipment 

FITTERS and TURNERS -for Research 
Workshops. 

Rate of pay on entry for 44 hour 5-day week, 
582,4 plus 30. - merit lead or 162/4 plus 38 - 
merit lead according to experience. Pros- 
pects of re- assessment of rate within-three 
months, any increase back -dated to date of 
entry. MERIT LEAD CAN RISE TO 70 -. 
TWO'. WEEKS '83 hours) PAID ANNUAL 
LEAVE. PAID SICK LEAVE SCHEME. 
Apply giving details Of apprenticeship and 
experience to Air Commodore (Civilian 
Administration Office), (P.T.), A. & A.E.E., 
Boscombe Down, Amesbury, Wiltshire. 

SERVICE SHEETS 
SERVICE MANUALS /SHEETS. Tell 
Radio for hire, sale and wanted. 
S.A.E. enquiries. W. ' J. GILBERT 
1PT). 24. Frithville Gardens, 
London, W.12,, . 

/(.'ont!nued on page 96)' 
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(Continued Irani Paare 9;. 
SERVICE SHEETS, R3d:o. T.V.. 
5.000 models. Lise- 1' -. S.A.E. 
enquiries. TELRAY. 11 Maudland 
Bk., Preston. 

FOR HIRE 
DRURY LANE, W.C. -L,ht Work- 
shop available: suitab :e TV servic- 
ing: light and phone. HOLborn 
8622, 

EDUCATIONAL 
INCORPORATED Practical Radio 
Engineers home study courses of 
Radio and TV Engineering are recog- 
nised by the trade as outstanding 
and authoritative. Moderate fees to 
a limited number of students only. 
Syllabus of Instructional Text is free. 

The Practical Radio Engineer' 
journal, sample copy 2/ -. 6,000 
Alignment Peaks for Superhets, 5/9. 
Membership and Entry Conditions 
booklet 1/ -. All post free from the 
SECRETARY, I.P.R.E., 20. Fairfield 
Road, London, N.8. 

BUILD YOUR OWN T'Y and learn 
about its operation, maintenance and 
servicing. Qualified engineer -tutor 
available while you are learning and 
building. Free Brochure from E.M.I. 
INSTITUTES, Dept. PT58, London, 
W.4. (Associated with H.M.V.I 

FREE I Brochure giving details of 
Home Study Training in Radio, Tele- 
vision and all branches of Electronics. 
Courses for the Hobby Enthusiast or 
for those aiming at the A.M.Brit. 
I.R.É., City and Guilds. R.T.E.B., 
and other professional examinations. 
Train with college operated by 
Britain's largest electronics organisa- 
tion. Moderate fees. Write to E.M.I. 
INSTITUTES. Dept. PT28. London, 
W.4. 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION September, 1957 

FIRST-CL ASS 
TELEVISION and 
RADIO COURSES . 

GET A CERTIFICATE! 
After brief, intensely interesting study 
-undertaken at home in your spare 
time -YOU can secure your pro- 
fessional qualification or learn Servicing 
and Theory. Let us show you how ! 

FREE GUIDE 
The New Free Guide contains 132 
pages of information of the greatest 
importance to those seeking such 
success compelling qualifications as 
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds 
Final Radio, P.M.G. Radio 
Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert. 
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.I. P. E., A.M,1.Mech.E., 
Draughtsmanship (all branches), 
etc., together with particulars of 

our remarkable Guarantee of 
SUCCESS OR NO FEE 
Write now for your copy of this 
invaluable publication. It may well 
prove to be the turning point in your 

career. 
FOUNDED 1885 -OVER 

150,000 SUCCESSES 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF 
ENGINEERING 

(Dept. 462), 148, HOLBORN. 
LONDON, E.G.I. 

IV IV II III RP 

"VIEWMASiEß" 
Printed Circuit Converter 

No Patterning 

or Breakthrough 

We can supply the com- 
plete kit of parts includ- 
ing valves, £5.0.0. 
Send for detailed list 
of this kit and others, 

POST FREE. 

Set o` coils for conver- 
sion of Viewmaster 
receiver, £1 .0 .0. 

AUDIO LTD. 
Tower Rood, London, N.W.10 

BOOKS for the serious enthusiast and maintenance engineer e . a 

T.V. CONVERSION 
FOR I.T.A. by C. E. Lotcho 

P' 

'ISION ENGINEERS' 
T BOOK -240 pages. 

servicing information -201 illus- 
on more than 300 post -war T.V. use this C.O.D.Order Form. 
1s. 6d. net (I Is. 3d. by post). 1 

NEW NES . -. 

THIS book provides irJormation on the conversion of 
1 those television sets which receive B.B.C. programmes 

only so that they will receive both B.B.C. and I.T.A. 
stations. Included in the Reference Data given in Section 3 are 
the sound and vision intermediate frequencies of many 255, vet hundreds of television models. The book contains over 170 
illustrations and circuit diagrams, and is fully indexed. 26s. by pod 

With 170 illustrations and circuit diagrams 
CONTENTS Section I- General Principles :- Conversion Methods ; Aerial 

Installations for Bonds I and 111 ; Interference Problems. Section 2 
-Conversion Data :- Aerialite ; Alba ; Banner ; Bush ; Cossor ; Decca ; 
Defiant ; E.M.I. ; Ekco ; English Electric ; Ferguson ; Ferranti ; G.E.C. ; H.M.V. ; 
Inricta ; Kolster- Brandes ; Marconiphone ; Masteradio ; Murphy ; Pete Scott ; 
Philips ; Pilot ; Pye ; Rainbow ; Sobell ; Spencer West ; Tele- mechanics ; 
Teletron ; Ultra ; Valradio ; Vidor. Section 3- Reference Data :- B.B.C. Tele- 
vision Transmitters ; I.T.A. Television Transmitters ; Frequencies of Television 
Transmitting Stations ; Television Receiver Intermediate Frequencies ; Models 
Aligned to the Upper --ORDER HERE 
Side Band ; General Please send me Cash on Delivery : 

Index ; Index to 
Receiver Models ; T.V. CONVERSION FOR I.T.A. 
Index to Universal I Television Engineers' Pocket Book. 
Converters. 

FROM ALL 
BOOKSELLERS 

. , or in case of difficulty 

NAME 

Address 

.. post this form to George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, 
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2. (I f you prefer not to 
pa/ C.O.D. charges send a remittance for post prises 
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went faulty a while ago, resulting in no picture. 
The picture returned with this out of circuit. 

The EUT rectifier is a 1!25, and the C.R.T. is 
a CRM123.- Christopher J. Taylor (Northwich). 

7 he trouble could be caused by a faulty U25 
valve. which we suggest you replace. When doing 
this it pays to first discharge the EHT and to 
solder, with a good iron, making nice round blobs 
on the joints, otherwise flashing and " frying will 
take place. Quite a number of these sets are 
working well without the EHT condenser, as the 
capacity of the C.R.T. to chassis is quite substan- 
tial and assists in the EHT smoothing. 

COSSOR 916 
I boosted tube on your information quite good, 

except for going very negative when turning up 
contrast ; thank you. Trouble with set now is 
no picture at all. Ileaters O.K. As I have 
no instruments except for cheap Pifco meter I 
rough checked EHT on tube with insulated driver. 
No spark even when cap touched with screw- 
driver. I am a complete novice but still hope 
you may be able to help me. Sound is quite 
good. -J. S. Bruin (Nottingham). 

You should continue with your screw-driver 
spark test. If there is no spark at the" tube 
anode, remove the lid of the right side can and 
examine SU6I EHT rectifier. If it doesn't glow, 
check for spark at single wire end. If there is 
a good spark, replace the SU6I. If there is no 
spark, check for H.T. at the top cap of the 
185BT. If a reading can be obtained have the 
185BT and 7Y4 valves tested. Also observe that 
bolls heaters of the 6SN7 valve light up. If no 
results can be obtained, check the continuity of 
the line output transformer from the 7Y4 cathode 
(8,F capacitor) to I85BT lop cap and SU6I 
single wire end. 

BUSH TV24 
The first symptom of the trouble was no 

sound or vision, although there was a raster with 
controllable brightness. I suspected a valve and 
got them tested, renewing an EF811, but when I 
put them all back in their bases the heaters 
were not glowing at all in any of them, including 
the EHT section. I've checked the fuses and 
they are all right. I've noticed that the chassis 
is alive by a neon tester screwdriver. Before I 
got the valves tested all the heaters were glowing 
all right. I've had the valves tested again and 
are O.K. Could you give me some idea where 
to look for the trouble and where the faulty com- 
ponents are, if any. Do you think it could lie 
the line transformer. -A. Bryan (Wavcrtree). 

There is obviously an open circuit somewhere 
in the chain of heaters, but we are not sure 
whether the lop deck valves have been tested or 
disturbed at all. 

We would advise you to reverse the mains 
leads in order to remove the mains potential 
from the chassis and then proceed to check 

TELEVISION g' 
through the heater chain with the neon tester. 
Start from the on /off switch and fuse to the 
mains dropper resistor to the PZ30 and thence 
through the valve heater sequence through the 
right side plug to the lower chassis and C.R.T. 
base to chassis. 

EKCO T217 
This recently developed a frame timebase fault, 

the picture collapsing into one with horizontal 
band. 

I have replaced V12 (20L1) and V13 (10P13), 
the results disappointing and an increase in height 
of about two inches. My supply voltage is 230. I 
happened to try the set on a 200 volt supply, wiih- 
out any alteration to the mains adjustment and 
the set worked perfectly except for a slight reduc- 
tion in contrast. 

1 suspect the small rectifier associated with the 
frame circuit, but am unable to replace it as it 
bears no identification mark. -R. Young 
(Sheffield, It)). 

The correct interlace rectifier for your T217 is 
the SenTerCel Q3/4 coded orange yellow. This is 
hardly likely to cause your shortage of height as 
a tull size raster should be obtained with this 
rectifier removed, though it will not lock. Two 
common causes of this fault are the blocking 
oscillator transformer and the 5001/F bias conden- 
ser on the output valve. but if your set works on 
a reduced mains input your fault could also be in 
the mains smoothing. 

MURPHY V 17SC 
Sound perfect, but no raster with brilliance 

control turned right up. Spark from anode of 
EI.38 valve and anode of EY51, but heaters of 
EIS' not alight. Line output transformer re- 
placed with new one, new EY51 fitted, EL38 and 
11281 booster valve tests perfect. As I have no 
service sheet for this set, I hope you can advise 
me what components can cause this fault, have 
also tried with Metrosil condenser disconnected, 
also with lead to anode of tube disconnected.- 
G. Taylor (East Ham). 

One of the most likely causes of no EHT is the 
.81óF electrolytic condenser wired positive to earth 
from the bottom of the line linearity control tò 
chassis. 

Useful measurements around the circuit are: 
236 volts on the PL38 screen ; negative 35 volts 
on the cathode. The spark on the anode EY51 
should he about 1,in. long, and on the cathode 
should be heard rather than seen. 

The EYS I can be tested with a 4.5 volt flat cell. 
which should light it. and if well insulated can be 
used in lieu of the transformer winding to try and 
resolve a raster. - 

Ï 
I 

I Qi;EIHIE4 ('O1'POV 
This coupon is available until SEPTEMBER 21st, 1957 and 

I must accompany all Queries sent in accord with the 
I 

notice on page 93. 

1 PRACTICAL TELEVISION, SEPTEMBER, 1957 

Published on the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS, Exmoor Street, London, W.10. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand : 

GORDON & GOTCH (A'sia), LTD. South Africa : CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Subscription rate including postage. one sear : Inland 17s. Gd., Abroad Ms, bd. iCanada Ms.). Registered et the General Post Office for the Canadian Maca- ne 
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A SPENCER -WEST 
BAND III CONVERTER 

FOR £6.5.0 

The Type 80 with printed circuits, 
panel controls for Band switch and 

fine tuning and a performance which 

ensures enthusiastic satisfaction. 

Handsomely designed and finished 

to stand on your receiver with its 

self- contained power supply it just 

plugs straight in. 

Full descriptive leaflet on request. 

SPENCER - WEST LTD., 
Quay Works, Great Yarmouth, 

Norfolk. 
Phones : Works 4794: Sales 3009 

Grams : Spencer -West, Great Yarmouth. 

TRANSFORMERS ? 

CONTACT ,T011fSt FIRST: 
Rewinding and manufacture of all types 
for Television Radio and Electronic 

Application. 
FORREST (TRANSFORMERS) LTD., 
Shirley. Solihull, Warwickshire. 

Phone: SHI. 2483. Est. 34 years. 

RADIO AND TELEVISION 
COMPONENTS 
All parts In stock for : 

Vi ewmast er, Sound master, Teleking, etc. 
Easy Terms available. 

21d. stamp (only) lof Catalogue. 

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO. 
riNsTn%VAI'l'' \IJ \Rl 11111114,E. t LVERS"ru', 1.\ \C, 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

I OPPORTUNITIES IN 

TELEVISION 
148 pages 

Fred 
Television offers unlimited 
scope to the technically 
qualified. Details of the 
easiest way to study for 
4.M.Brit.l.R.E., R.T.E.B. 
Cert., City and Guilds, 
Television, Television 
Servicing, Sound Film 
Projection, R a d i o 
Diploma Courses, etc., 
are given in our 148 -page 
Handbook " ENGINEER- 
ING OPPORTUNITIES" 
which also explains the 
benefits of our Appoint- 
ments Dept. 

We Guarantee 
" NO PASS -NO FEE" 
If you are earning less than 
£18 a week you must read 
this enlightening book. 

Send for 'our copy NOW -FREE an d 

without obligation. 

WRITE TO -DAY ! 

British Institute of Engineering T,rhnelue 
237, talkie (loose. - 
29.31. Wriaht's Lase. 

Kessiotton. IY.8. 
IET 

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS, 

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE, 

IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP 

WIRE, ANGLE, CHANNEL, TEE 

3000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES 

H. ROLLET & CO., LTD. 
6, CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON, 5.W.1. 

SLOane 3463 

Works : 

36, RO3EBERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.1. 

Branches at Liverpool, Manchester, 
Birmingham, Leeds. 

No Quantity too Small " 

September, 1957 

NEW -MAX ELECTRONICS LTD. 
For London's finest hernias in 
electronte telex Islon and radio 

eglIpmenl. 
T.V.'s 500 SETS 

500 H.P. repossessed '1.V. sets- alwav< 
in stock. All makes and sizes. At 
remarkably low prices. For example : 

12' 5 channel £19. 0.0 
14' ,. ., 232.10.0. 
17' . 242.10.0. 

(Postage & Packing 25,- enrol 
All popular makes in stock. All fully 
guaranteed in perfect working order 

Also spares and test equipment. 

C.R. TUBES 
Reclaimed and guaranteed Cathode Ray 

:Tubes. 12in.. £8 : 141n.. £b : 15in.. 
£7.10.0: 17ín.. £7.10.0 P. & PI 10, -. 
Rebuilt Tubes. carrying 6 months 
>uarantee. 12in.. £9 : 141n.. 211.10.0 : 

II 15in.. 212 : 17ín., £14, plus 10.- for p. & p. 
(,It. M. 92 also MULI-ARD M.N. 
22 16. Both carry 4 months guarantee. 
£6. p. & p. 10 -. 
Brand 17in. Tubes. 43-64. Telefunken. 
5 months guarantee. £18. plus 10- 
for p. & o. 

COLLARO RC 54 
3 speed automat i, 

DDrl-e!eord Cr 
hanger 

with High k -upltY d,1.17.6 p'10 P. 

Good Quality 4 valve superhet A.C.ID.C. 
gramophone amplifier with 4 pre -set 
radio stations (right, Home. Third At 
Radio Luxemburg). with Sin. speaker 
mounted on chassis, built -in aerial. Two 
control switches. Circuit lists latest 
B.V.A.glass miniatures£6.1 2.6 P. & 
Wonderful value 10 - 

Orderr and Callers lu : 

NEW -MAX ELECTRONICS LTD. 
220. Eds. ssare hand, London. 45.2. 

l',t 5607 

TELEVISION COMPONENT 
SERVICE 

Replacement components available for 
the popular home constructor designs. 

Catalogue available on request. 

J. T. FILMER 826.0r ard Rotfordtfor, 

Kenad, t. 
Tel.: Dartford 4057 

60 PAGES OF SPARES 
IN NEW CATALOGUE 

81 exact replacement V /Cs. 37 Mains 
droppers. Line output transformers, 
Condensers, Resistors, Tools. Everything 
for the engineer or amateur. Price 

M. FOY 
6. Wykebeck Gdns., Leeds, 9. 

TELEVISION TUBES 1- 
RECLAIMED GUARANTEED: 

12 " " -£6 14' " -L5 17' E7.10.0 

FULLY GUARANTEED HIGH QUALITY 
TUBES : 

9 14 ° -LI 1.10.0 I5 "-L12 17 "- £12.10.0 

4GE AND INSURANCE 15- EACH TUBE 

MAIL ORDER ONLY 

ZIME ELECTRICS 
`JEENSDALE ROAD, W.II. 

ARE YOU ELECTRONICALLY 
MINDED ? ? 

If so this Relay Kit will interest you ! 

Will make up 2 compete P.O. type relays, with 
various interchangeable contact banks. Sup- 

plied complete with tools for 
assembling and adjusting. 

L5/13/6 post paid. 
Cash with order or C.O.D., 
or 21/3/6 Deposit and S monthly 
payments of E1. 

KAYE ELECTRICAL 
MANUFACTURING CO. 

Havelock Works, Havelock Place, 
Harrow, Middx. 
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MULLARD TAPE AMPLIFIERS 
We stock all the components for the Amplifiers as described in 

the Mullard Tape Recording Booklet. 
RESISTOR KITS. LAB. All fixed and variable resistors as 
specified. Model A, 33/3. Model B. 31 9. 
CONDENSER KITS. Model A, 33. -, Model B, 35 : -. These 
kits are made up for the Brenell and Collaro Decks. If Lane or 
Truvox Decks are being used this muse be stated when ordering. 
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Gilson OP767, 25/6. Elstone 
OT3, 21/ -, Partridge SVO /I, 
ELCOM PLUGS AND SOCKETS. PO4 Chassis Plug, 3'6. 
504T Flex Socket, 5'3. 
1GRANIC JACK SOCKETS. P71, 34- P72, 3,10. Bulgin 
Jack Plugs to fit, 
BELLING LEE PLUGS AND SOCKETS. Speaker Sockets. 
L316 Red and Black, 11- each. L378 Plugs to fit. 19d. each. Co -Ax , 

Socket L734S, I /, L604S, I /3. L734 Plugs to fit, 1/3 each. 
McMURDO VALVE HOLDERS. BM9U, 10d. XM9.UC1. 

1 7, XM9 /UG1, 2/1. 
SWITCHES. Set of three for Model A. 32 6. One Switch for 
Model B. 16/6. 
BULGIN TAG BOARDS. C120, 1;3. C125. 2 3. 
EQUALISER PLUG AND SOCKET. Plugs 2!3 each 
Socket, 6d. 
CERAMIC STAND OFF PILLAR. 1 - each. 
OSCILLATOR COILS. Srenell, 8' -. Truvox TR98, 6 9. 
CHASSIS. pence. Fully drilled. Model A. 31!6. Model B. 31/6. 
VALVES. EF86- Mullard, 24 4 ; Alternative. IS -. ECC83- 
Mullard, 19.6: Alternative. 10'-, EM81- Mullard, 18!1. EL84- 
Mullard. 161- ; Alternative, 12. -. 0A71 Diode, 6i -. 
KNOBS. -Bulgin K370. 1 :6 each. EM8I ESCUTCHEON. 2 /6. 
SUNDRIES KIT. Contains all nuts. bolts, tags. wire, flex solder. 
etc.. 8/ -. 
FULLY DETAILED LIST is available free upon request. This gives prices 
for complete kits end details of Power Unit Components. 

WATTS RADIO 
8, Apple Market, Kingston -on- Thames, Surrey 

Telephone : KINgston 4099 

Introducing ! r r 
THE 

" MARIIVETTE " 
BAND III 

INDOOR AERIAL 
16/6 Retail. Complete 
with 9ft. low -loan cable. 
Available en Pastel Colours. 
Red, Blue and Primrose. 
With Anodised " Gold - 

Tinted " Elements. 

"IMPORTANT 
SELLING 
POINTS" 

The " Marinette ' Elements 
are adjustable, giving the 
highest possible gain in all 
Installations. with minimum 
ghosts. 

Variable mounting positions, with keyholes in base, for affixing 
to wall, if desired. 
Maximum " Eye -appeal." The Marinaste need not be hidden. 

Wholesalers and retailers. Enquiries invited. 
A Product of : 

MARINE AERIALS LTD. (Dept. PTV), 
210 DEPTFORD HIGH ST., LONDON, S.E.8. 

Tel.: Tideway 3637. 
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COVENTRY 
RADIO 

O 

1 

Component Specialists 

since 1925 

We have now trebled the 

size of our premises in 

order to supply a larger 
range of Components, Amp- 
lifiers and Ui-Fi Equipment 

Send your enquiries to: 

189 -191 Dunstable Road, 
Luton, Beds. 

tst 

New Telephone No.: 
LUTON 7388 -9 

'4 
4445094 

1957 EDITION 
;TV FAULT FINDING 

New, enlarged and completely revised 
edition. covering both BBC and ITA. 

5/Data Publication. 
- Pos rage 4d. 

RECEIVING AERIAL SYSTEMS. 
By I. A. Davidson. 211-, Postage 8d. 

BASIC MATHEMATICS FOR 
RADIO AND ELECTRONICS. 
By F. M. Colebrook & J. W. Head. 
17/6. Postage Bd, 

RAPID TV REPAIR. By G. W. Heath. 
23/, Postage I 

WIRELESS CIR- 
CUITS. By F. I. Camm. 17 6. 
Postage Bd. 

THE GRAMOPHONE HAND- 
BOOK. By P. Wilson, M.A. 15'-, 
Postage 8d. 

ELEMENTARY TELECOMMUNI- 
CATIONS EXAMINATION 
GUIDE. By W. T. Perkins. 17 6. 
Postage 8d. 

TELEVISION TEST EQUIPMENT. ' By E. N. Bradley. 5 / -. Postage 4d. 

The MODERN BOOK CO. 
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS 

of British and American Technical Books 

19 -23 PRAED STREET 
LONDON, W.2 

'A/rite or cell for our catalogue. 

Phone : PADdington 4185. 
Open 6 days 9 -6 p.m. 

\ir- Spateed lewcial fable. Bl ohm -. 
New, 9e1. yd.: 70- per 100 yds. Metro,. 

..100 micro-amps, F.S.D., tin. Dial. Mierktc 
15 600 v.. 15-. TelesinIon Tables. Packed 
fiat, 20in. s 2)in. s 24in. high. Walnut. 71 6. Extension Sneakers. Walnut cabinet. 
complete with volume enntrcl high Our 
speaker, New, Kin.. 40- : Hin.. 45 -. sits-vial I learnnee : 1Cin. 1'1e-s,' P.11. 'i peaker., 25.- New. 
l'eles Ivion . \eHul.: Band III C'hann,.r- 6910: :3 element. 286 : 5 element, 386 

6 element, 58 8 : Band 1 all Channel- 
Dipule, 29 8 . " H," 77 6 : " X." 74 ô 
Crossover Boxes, 11.6 : Coat Plus, 1 -. 
Why not send us a S.Á.E. with Your Aerie: 
enquiry and we will reply by return 
We only stuck well -known makes and o' 
not stock rubbish, thereby giving uu. 
uustnmerS better value Gtr money. 
s'ai for Montrose Meter : AC DC. 1'o] 
Ohms and Amps.. complete with leads. 70 -. Door-Rod 7' S Serials : Band I. 20 - 
Band III, 15 - : Combined. 24 -. s tune' controls: LS, 3 -: D P. 56 500k S 
3 -. It eel III,',., 141.11. 4 6 : R.M.2, 5 6 : 

7 6 : H.M.4. 15.10. Skeleton Strip- 
!into 11011er complete with Lamp 30 or 
M) v;atts. 126. 'rss In Tran,Otnvat Flat Ilex, 14 36, 23,6 per 100 yd. Reel. 'win 
Itibbent Feeder 1rtr F.M. 300 ohms, 37 6 
per 100 yd. Reel. Pilot IGrlbe : K 5 vult -. 
.3 amps., -d.: lun -Trap Magnets. 5 -. /lc-\IH.\V'l'EED VALVES 
07.4 5- 12SN7186.EF80 10- PL -BI 86 
1A5 3- IIAL' 9 -'EF83 10.- PY62 86 
11.N5 3- 1257 10- EY51 10- YYBl 106 
2S2 4- 'lSI,6 SB.EBFB)10- I'L61 136 
D4 `86. TP26 G B EABCB) PC3 10 
6ClAi 8.B B 17 6 10 - UCH42 8 6 
OU7 6g íC16110- 'ECH6110- 1111C4186 
bBWC> 6- ECF6210 -,EL41 10- 11,15GT 46 
KATE 7 6 ECC1I4 10 - EL42 10 - liK7G 8 - 

123J 7 ' 6 >;CC8510,- PC(114 10- 1187 12 6 
MAIL ORDER ONLY. 

Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. Minimute C.O.D. 
charge 3 - Postage and Packing' : Und,' 
21. 1 :; : 12. 1 6 : Cl. 1 9 : 54 and u.rvt. 

post ! nee. \'[rl.:ev lull. pre l'alvr. 
ELECTRO- SERVICES & Co. 
221 BATTERSEA PARK ROAD 
LONDON. S.W. 11. MAC It 
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100 PRACTICAL 1SELEVISION 

AUDIO OSCILLATOR UNIT TYPE 2 

This I n-trament is a Thermistor stabi- 
lised Wien Bridge oscillator providing 
a very pure sine wave from 20 c.p.s. to 
20 KCS., in three ranges. High accuracy 

of calibration and constancy of output voltage are features mak- 
ing this an exceptionally useful instrument for the testing of 
high -fidelity equipment. Send stamp for full details. 

PRICE £7.10.0 plus 5, - P. & P. ' 

11O'.IEI,.11t INSTRUMENTS LTD 619. HIGH ROAD, 
i i-It 1015. 1:.10. 'feleph : I,EY1 oast one 6851, 

TECHNICAL TRADING CO. 
ATTRACTIVE 14hí. 'l'AREE TA. I -v:l\l I's. Size 171:_. 
16fin. 16in. complete with mask and -- I front speaker 
baffle, 29' -, post 6' -. 
31in. 15-OHM SPEAKERS, ex new eq magnet. 
9.8. 
WIDE ANGLE FOCUSING MAGNE I _ %ss I.Ilil.11:s, centring 
control, complete, 9'6. Ditto, latest twin magnet type, 1216. 

13 CHANNEL CONVERTERS, famous make, complete PCC84, 
PCFBQ beaut. bakelite cabinet, adjustable all 1.F. freqs., 
tunable all channels, no extra coils required, £3.15' -. 
GERMANIUM CRYSTAL DIODES, famous make, tested. 
general purpose, polarity marked, 10t1., p. & p. 3d., 8.6 doz. 

T.V. COILS consisting double slugged !in. formers in standard 
small square cans. easily rewound as required. 6d. each. 
T.V. SMOOTHING CHOKES. Compact 5 H. 250 m.A., 4'- each. 

L.F. TRANSISTORS. junction type P.N.P., latest stock. 
6:- each : 

R.F. TRANSISTORS, junction Ope P.N.P.. latest stock, 
11:- each 1 

100 + 200 MED. ELE('TItOLY TIC'S. 275 v.w. standard cans 
5 - each. 
B9G AMPIIENOI. VAI.\ F.HOLDERS WITII SCREEN. EF80 
size, 1!- each. 
Note: All the above equipment is (excepting the first item) unused 
and in guaranteed condition. Full cash refund will be made it 
not completely satisfied. 
ALI, VALVES AS ADVERTISED LAST MONTH AVAILABLE. 
subject to being unsold, e.g., 5U4G 6.6, 6K7GT 5!6, 6SN7GT 5.9, 
6V6GT 8. -. 12AU7 7 -. ECL80 8 6, EF50 2-6. EF80 91-, EY51 10, -, etc.. 

S.A.E. FOR FREE LIST 
Giving 400 attractive lines at clearance prices. 

VERNMENT EQUIPMENT.- Commencing August 4th 
oening our store situated at the junction of Green Road 
ner Street, Southsea, on Saturdays only for the retail 

a very large range of units, valves, components, fittings, 

n £I r l'9 in £1 Speakers'Trans.). Min. 6d. No C.O.D. 
'. BARGAINS TO CALLERS AT :- 
'ATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH 

-September, 1957 

EDDY'S (Nottm.) LTD. 
(DEPT. P.T.) 

172 ALFRETON ROAD. NOTTINGHAM 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFERS 
B.S.R. 4 -SPEED AUTOCHANGE UNITS. Turnover 
Crystal Cartridge 200 -250 v. A.C. Special Price, £8,12.6. 
Postage and Packing 5/- extra. New and Guaranteed. 
RECORDING TAPE. 1,200 ft. reels. 9/11 each. Postage, 
etc., 1/- extra. 
Sin. SPEAKERS. New and GUARANTEED, 16 /II each. 
2/- extra Post and Packing. 

Any Parcel 
insured 
against 

damage in 
transit, 6d. 

extra. 

NEW AND GUARANTEED 

VALVES 
Post, ecc., 

6d. per valve. 

Over £2 Free. 
All Tested before despatch. 

185 7/6 2K8GT E691 6/11 EY86 10/3 
155 7/3 13/II ECC8I 8/11 EZ80 8/3 
IT4 7/3 2J7G 9/6 ECC82 8/11 EZBI 9/II 
3V4 7/11 2SK7 6/- ECC83 8 3 GZ32 12/6 
SY3GT 7/3 2517 7/11 ECC84 MU14 8/I1 
6AT6 7/6 4S7 12/II 10.11 PCC84 
6BA6 7/3 9AQ5 11/6 ECC85 9,- 10/II 
68J6 7 /II 25Z4G 8/11 ECF80 12,6 PCF80 9,11 
6J5M 3 /II 35A5 10/6 ECF82 124, PY80 8 11 

6K7G 2/11 35W4 8/II ECH42 9/6 PY8I 8 3 

6K8G 9/6 35Z4G 8¡3 ECH8I 8/11 PY82 8 3 

6Q7GT 8/3 80 8/6 ECL80 8/11 UB 41 I I 

6V6GT 5 /1I 807 3,1I1 EF40 10/11 UB 80 96 
6U4GT 954 1/6 EF4I 9/6 UF4I 9 - 

13 /II 955 3/II EF50(R) 6/II UF42 13-6 

6X4 6 /II 958 3/11 
AZI 12/11 

EF80 8/3 
EF89 9/6 

UL4I 9'II 
UL84 9;6 

10F9 11/6 CY3I 12/11 EF91 6/11 UY41 7 11 
I2AT6 9/- DM70 7/II EL84 . 10/3 U25 IS'11 
12AT7 8/6 EABC80 7/6 EY5I 9/II VU III 16 

Trade Enquiries invited. No Lists 

QUALITY TELEVISION COMPONENTS 
SCANNING COILS, 6/10 kV. and 13/15 kV., R.F., 
E.H.T. UNITS, E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS, 
LINE FLYBACK E.H.T. UNITS. 
COIL KITS FOR " P.T." BAND III CONVERTERS 

Write for illustrated list (Publication 75) 

HAYNESRADIO Ltd Queensway, 
Enfield, 

TRANSFORM ERS 
We supply all types, and if tse haten't got it we can 
usually make to specification. Mains transformers, 
Line output, Frame oscillator, Line oscillator, Speaker 
output, C.R.T. Transformers with boost tap, isolating 
transformers, etc.. etc. Electrolytic condensers all 
T.V. types. Volume, tone and contrast controls. 
Electronic equipment of even description. S.A.E. 
please with all enquiries. 

HOWORTH 
51 POLLARD LA \E. BR:1D1ORD). 2, FORKS 

Tel.3 7030 
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TELEVISION TUBES 
MULLARD 12ín. £6.10.0 14m. £7.0.0 17in. £8.10.0 
COSSOR I2in. £6.10.0 14in. £6.10.0 17in. E8.10.0 
EMITRON I2in. £6.10.0 14ín. £7.0.0 17in. E8.I0.0 

MULLARD. I2in. now 6 weeks delivery. All other types ex- stock. 

MONTHLY CLEARANCE REDUCTIONS 
MAZDA ... ... 141n. £5.10.0 
MULLARD 
CATHODEON ... I4in. £6.0.0 

All Tubes plus 12/6 carriage and insurance. 

17ín. £7.0.0 
17in. Metal Cone E6.I0.0 

17in. £7.0.0 

SIX MONTHS' GUARANTEE 
Terms to the Trade. 

RE -VIEW (LONDON) LTD. 
81, HIGH STREET . MERTON S.W.I9 

Telephone : CHERRYWOOD 3255 

ARTHURS HAVE IT!' 
LARGE STOCKS OF VALVES and C.R.T.s. 
METERS, Avo, Advance, Taylor and Philips 
Service Pattern Generators. Oscilloscopes, 
Cossor and Philips. AMPLIFIERS, Leak, Trix 
& Quad. GRAM UNITS, Garrard & Collaro. 
Collaro TRANSCRIPTION UNIT 2010PX. 
LOUDSPEAKERS, Goodmans, Wharfedale, WB, 
Tannoy and leading makes. PICK -UPS and 
STYLI of most makes. TAPE RECORDERS, 
Grundig, Philips, Truvox, Playtime & Ferrograph. 

LATEST VALVE MANUALS 

Mullard, 10/6 ; Osram & Brimar No. 6, 5/- each ; 

Osram Part 2, 10/ -. 

Postage 9d. each extra. 
PARTICULARS ON REQUEST. 

Terms C.O.D. OR CASH with order. 

Est. 
1919 

PROPS: ARTHUR CRAY. LTD. 

OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray House, 

150 -152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2 
TEMp/c Bar 5833/4 and 4765 

TELEGRAMS -"TELEGRAY, WESTCENT, LONDON." 
CABLES -" TELEGRAY," LONDON. 

BAND III AERIALS 
OR 

FITTINGS 
Whether you are contemplating the con- 
struction of a Band Ill aerial or purchasing 
one complete it will be well worth your 
while to write to us who, as manufacturers, 

can offer you real 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
THE FOLLOWING IS A CROSS SECTION OF 
ITEMS TAKEN FROM OUR NEW COMPRE- 
HENSIVE CATALOGUE. 

* IO Element Band III Aerial, 77/6. 
* 8 Element Band Ill Aerial, 62/6. 
* 6 Element Band Ill Aerial, 47/6. 

FITTINGS 
Universal Band III Clamp -on Fitting. 

" Band III Insulator, complete with folded dipole. 
Director and Reflector Rod Holders for 

Bands I, II, and Ill. 
* Straight and Cranked Masts (all sizes). 
* Chimney and Wall Brackets. Alloy Tubing, 

etc. etc. 
Send 1/- P.O. for the NEW MULTI -PAGE illustrated 
Catalogue (together with element and boom 
measurements (all Bands) to help the constructor) 

CO : 

FRINGEVISION LTD. MARL Phun Si,$w1LTS. 
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION September, 195-, 

PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE WITH 

Model 1h71 h Double Beam Kit 
Oscilloscope. List Price £57.10.0 

COSSOR 
PRINTED CIRCUITS 

AN INSTRUMENT RANGE 
IN KIT FORM 

Q. Il'/ty has Cossor Instruments 
decided upon this innovation? 

A. To make available a range of 
first -class measuring instru- 
ments at a considerable saving 
in cost to the Buyer. 

Q. Are Kit instruments inferior in 
per /inrnnrnce to their Factory - 
built equivalents:' 

A. Certainly not. If assembled 
and wired exactly in accordance 
with the Manual of Instruc- 
tions. 

Q. A certain skill must, surely, he 
required to build these instru- 
ments? 

A. None beyond the ability to use 
a small soldering iron. 

Q. Hose can a performance specifi- 
cation he maintained without 
setting up with test equipment? 

A. Largely by the uscof PRINTED 
CIRCUITS which allow no 
interference with the layout of 
critical parts of the circuit. 

Q. Hosr many Kit instruments are 
at present available? 

A. Three. Two Oscilloscopes, a 

Single -Beam and a Double - 
Beam. and a Valve Voltmeter. 
Others will follow shortly. 

Q. Could I hare more information 
on these interesting instruments? 

A. With the greatest of pleasure. 
Just write to: 

COSSOR INST Il l \LENTS LIMITED 
The Instrument Company of the Cossor Group 

COSSOR HOUSE HIGHBURY GROVE LONDON, N.5. 

Telephone: CANonbury 1234 (33 lines) Telegrams: Cossor, "Norphone,' London Cables: Cossor, London 
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